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INSISTENT PAST: FRENCH-ALGERIAN MEMORY IN MARSEILLE

BY

LINDA MARIE PITCHER

ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates a particular site of suffering, French-Algerian memory, as

expressed by Algerian immigrants and their children living in Marseille. It attempts to

trace the contours of a residual wound that inhabits the strained, occasionally incendiary,

relationship between France and its Algerian immigrant communities. Together, these

populations bear the scars of a shared history: 130 years of French colonial occupation of

Algeria (1830-1962), a bloody war of Algerian Independence (1954-62), the difficult

transition and exploitation of Algerian migrant labor in France (1940s-present), the

ongoing terrorization of contemporary Algeria (1991-present) that stirs colonial

insecurities in Algeria and ignites pejorative debates in France, and finally, the uncertain

and extremely politicized climate of North African immigration in France today. This

thesis examines the legacy of this shared past as it continues to inform the lives of

Algerian immigrants and their children. It illustrates how cultural memory is an ever

unfolding process in active dialogue with the present, and how this process serves to

orient people’s conception of their lives and the meaning of their collective trajectory.

Paying attention to how each generation speaks about the past, it attempts to identify

what is imperative for each to “re-member” – the points of impasse and of agency in the



creation of a distinctly French-Algerian identity in Marseille. It proposes that a

persistently ascribed sense of “otherness” animates the historic injury that inhabits

contemporary French relationships, and how the evocation of these memories is an

attempt to reconcile the past so as to create a possible future. It proceeds from the

assumption that cosmopolitan centers with large immigrant populations are sites that

compel a negotiation of cultural memory. It reveals how ambivalence and alterity are

operative concepts for understanding what is at play (indeed what is imperative) in the

transformation of French-Algerian identity, and explores how this negotiation impacts a

shared sense of “belonging” in an increasingly multi-cultural French society. This thesis

aims to contribute to an understanding of how post-colonial societies heal.
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THE ABSENCE OF MEMORY

Every Fall in the Panier, the neighborhood where I conducted my research, when

the cooler temperatures of late afternoon called residents outside, a group of elderly

Algerian immigrant women assembled on the steps of Place du Refuge to watch the

passers-by. Occasionally they would invite me to join them; sometimes to offer advice,

or answer a few questions, but usually to simply partake in the tchatch (the “chat”) those

of the Mediterranean so enjoy. This September day, the headlines of La Provence were

particularly grim. Bruno Megret, regional candidate for the Front National (France's

neo-nationalist, anti-immigration party) was gaining unprecedented support in the

upcoming departmental elections; and in Algeria, two more dead at the hands of the

integristes (fundamentalist vigilantes), a woman and her daughter, beheaded.'

I sat down with my newspaper to join Aisha, Nora, Fathi and Mme. Abdelhadi.

Madame Abdelhadi was the eldest of the group; tattoos on her forehead and chin, traces

of the village life they had all once known. I was interested to hear their reaction to the

day’s news, so with a lull in the conversation, I asked, “Have you heard?”—and

proceeded to describe the articles I had read. “Mon Dieu,” Fathi said. Nora looked

away, and a long, uncomfortable silence ensued. I turned toward Mme. Abdelhadi, who

"The following exchange occurred in 1998. At that time, four major cities in southern France — Vitrolles, Marignane,
Orange and Toulon – had elected candidates from the Front National to fill their mayoral office. By June 2002, four
years later, Jean Marie Le Pen, national candidate for Front National, would defeat Prime Minister Lionel Jospin to



was looking back at me, shaking her head. I wanted to say ‘I’m sorry’ for raising such

delicate subjects so casually, but before I could apologize, Mme. Abdelhadi spoke.

“You,” she said, “you’re always asking questions...about France, about Algeria. I want

to tell you one thing. Algeria is not what we remember, and France was never like this

before.”

“I don’t understand,” I said, “What’s changed?” No one replied. “Was it the .

War?” I continued, “...but that was a long time ago, and besides, Algeria won the War of

Independence.” More silence, then Aisha finally answered, “One million people died

during the war, Linda. People are still dying in Algeria, and you see what France has

become. Who can understand it? My dear, nobody won the War.”

I think about these women, now four years later, as my own country faces

uncertain times: the threat of terrorism, economic instability, anxieties about

immigration, the ready recourse to military intervention. I think about their reticence for

words before the danger of extreme politics, the senselessness of violence, the

devastation of war, and I am struck by the parallel absence of “eldership” to guide us –

nations, peoples, and cultures – through the difficult transitions of history. I hear the

echo between Mme. Abdelhadi's relinquish to the unwitting change that has rendered the

present so perilous, and Aisha's recognition that history has not yet delivered the past to a

place where it can heal. I remember what was not said that afternoon, no grand critique

challenge Jacques Chirac for the Presidency of France. To date, over 100,000 civilians have been killed by
fundamentalist violence in Algeria.



of French nationalism, no rebuke of fundamentalist Islam. The experience of these

women’s lives defies such abstractions, such categoric dismissals. They have been

children of colonization, survivors of a war, young women of Independence, wives to

immigrant workers, Muslim mothers to French children, and today, grandmothers who

lament the turmoil in both countries. Their silence is not for lack of something to say.

Rather, it suggests that the historic shifts witnessed in the course of these women’s lives

have yet to find articulation. If there is wisdom in their reluctance to speak, perhaps it is

the caution not to hasten to judgement; the acknowledgement, in one simple sentence,

that there is much to learn from the present moment, and the tentative possibility these

women lend to the future by resisting to label too quickly the upheaval that marks our

times.

This thesis investigates that silence. It explore what lingers unreconciled of the

French-Algerian past; at threshold of memory – between cultures, between generations,

between what was and what has yet to come. It attempts to illustrate how memory

persists to ask the questions that history has forgotten, how grief and healing are

processes that require time, and how the turbulent demands of the present (social,

economic and political) both hinder and facilitate those processes. This thesis is about

French-Algerian memory. It describes the distinct experience of Algerian immigrants

and their children in Marseille. But while it aims to be faithful to those particular voices,

it does so with the recognition that this community embodies an historic intersection –



between the “Arab East” and the “Judeo-Christian West,” between the colonial past and

the increasingly global present, between the “certainty” of national identities and the

uncertain category of “immigrant.” This intersection lies at the very heart of modern

anxieties — from Beirut to Jerusalem, Istanbul to Monte Negre, Bonn to Copenhagen,

New York to Marseille. Entering into this intersection from the perspective of memory,

we retrace a trajectory that brought disparate cultures into contact; we come to

understand the terms under which they “met,” interfused and influenced one another.

More importantly, we begin to gain access to what is at stake in the present; the

persistence of an unspoken unease which inhabits many an immigrant scene where

communities who inherit the multiple legacies of a colonial past continue to live in tense

proximity, and together face an uncertain future.

A la Recherche du Temps Perdu: The Restlessness of Remembering

Today, in the United States, there are moments when I am persuaded that history

is rolling backwards. It’s as if the attack of September 11" has pierced everything we

have taken for granted in this post-Cold War era and sent us spinning in search of a time

When the world made sense. Patriotism reminiscent of second World War, M*Carthy era

*SPicions of “Islamic” institutions, racial profiling of Arab-Americans as if the civil

rights movement never happened, the fusion of “God and Country” in civic affairs— these

*Pressions, this public longing for absolute Rights and absolute Wrongs, are an attempt



to orient ourselves in uncertain times. We recall ‘besieged' moments from our past in

order to equip ourselves for unknown dangers; and yet therein lies the paradox. For as

urgent the need to reassure ourselves in the wake of national disaster, as readily we

search for familiar parallels in history, it is precisely the enigmatic quality of the crisis at

hand that lends substance to our fears. To be “terrorized” is to reach the boundary of

comprehension, to be confronted with violence without recourse to a mediating

framework for understanding. That recognition, the insight that something outside our

realm of conception has the capacity to cause us great harm and suffering, compels a

certain awakening. It delivers us to a crossroads: Either we examine the registers of our

fears – Islam, the Arab world, fundamentalism, and terrorism— so as to specify the

violation we have known, contextualize the danger we now face, and respond in a manner

informed of the nature of our newfound vulnerability. Or we give into our fears, leave

them in tact and unquestioned, project them outward so that they become emblematic of

other, pre-existing insecurities, having advanced no further in demystifying the causes

and components of the original trauma. Now, at the dawn of the 21st Century, where

fundamentalist incitements of “Holy War” are met with medieval threats of “a Crusade

against Evil”, where a still ambiguous “War against Terrorism” promises epic battles

between “martyrs” and “heroes,” I am concerned that those who stand to profit from our

fears are getting the best of us.

It is the task of an anthropologist to speak from a perspective granted by her

experience in the field. I have known a variety of fields that compel me to speak to this



moment in history. I have lived with Palestinian and Israeli families in the Middle East;

in Kfar Saba, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and Nablus (1985-1986), researched American arms

trade and oil interests the Middle East (the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,

1988), and learned about Mideast policy issues on Capitol Hill (the Office of Senator

Edward Kennedy’s, 1989). In 1991, just before the first Gulf War, I returned to the

Occupied Territories to conduct fieldwork for my Master’s degree in Political

Anthropology. Living with families in Ramallah, al-Quds, Sawahara, and Qalandia

refugee camp, and working with a Palestinian psychiatrist in Gaza, I learned first hand

about the intricacies of military occupation, the trauma of a generation of youth raised in

a climate of fear and intimidation, and the impact that “childhood” has had on their

conception of themselves as Palestinians. I wrote my Masters thesis on “Trauma and

Transformation in the Identity of Palestinian Youth” (Stanford University, 1992), and an

article about ‘martyrs’ based on the testimonies of Palestinian activists youth and families

who have lost children in the first intifada (or “uprising, against Israeli military

occupation).”

Discovering the difficult negotiation between personal and political narrative in a

militarized climate, aware of the increasingly unpredictable “security” dynamic in the

9ccupied Territories, and sensitive to the added attention my presence might bring to

those with whom I lived and worked, I chose another troubled intersection of ‘Occident’

T
2- .

Linda Pitcher, “The Divine Impatience: Ritual, Narrative, and Symbolization in the Practice of Martyrdom in
Palestine.” Medical Anthropology Quarterly 12(1): 8-30. 1998; based on data collected 10 years before the first
*cide-bomber” (2001); when the Palestinian to Israeli casualty rate was 10 to 1, and when “martyrdom’ for
*lestinians meant having ‘the courage' to throw stones at the Israeli military and accept the possible consequences.



and ‘Orient' for my doctoral research. In Marseille, I continued my inquiry into issues of

contested memory, postcoloniality, intercultural tensions, social suffering, and the

transgenerational legacy of trauma — themes resonant with my work in the Middle East.

The presence of a large Magrebi (North African) immigrant population in Marseille and

the rising tide of anti-immigrant sentiment throughout France, once again, animated

questions of historic injury between populations with a long, embattled past. Like my

research in Palestine, working with Algerian immigrants was an attempt to understand

post-colonial identities in a western political climate increasingly uncomfortable with a

rapidly changing ‘Arab world.” Unlike my previous work, Marseille was one step

removed from the original site of trauma (Algeria), and carried the reflection of time (40

years after French occupation) in the narratives of my informants; a field site better suited

to explore expressions of memory’s transformation and reconciliation over the long term.

Living in an Algerian immigrant neighborhood (1996-1998), assisting with an adult

literacy class for Arabic speakers wanting to learn French (La Cimade, 1997), and

interviewing Magrebi patients at a mental health clinic in Marseille (CPMC-l’Etang de

Berre 1998), I have come to appreciate the complexity of cultural memory in a politicized

field.

Looking back, I draw upon these experiences to inform my perspective on the

"reat of terrorism now at hand in the United States. I have spoken with members of

*amas in the Gaza Strip and interviewed political exiles fleeing fundamentalist violence

"Algeria. I can see parallels in how fundamentalist groups exploit crisis situations (in



Palestine, in Algeria, in Afghanistan) for their own political gain. I can see consistent

patterns in how these organizations accentuate the historic dispossession of populations,

clisplace legitimate struggles with xenophobic causes cloaked in religious language,

Inanipulate followers into believing that violence against innocent civilians is

“necessary,” and intimidate local communities by exacting the same violence against

those who dissent as they advocate against “foreign influences.” I can also see

differences between various sites of violence; important shifts in the political dynamics of

these places over time, and distinctions in the purported motivations of those who would

do harm to others. When I interviewed political activists in the Occupied Territories ten

years ago, long before Hamas held any significant political influence among the

Palestinian people and a decade before the first ‘suicide-bomber,” “martyrdom” referred

to those who had the courage to confront the military occupation of their homeland

(throwing stones at army jeeps); those who were willing to die ‘in the service of their

country.” Since that time, the sense of ‘martyrdom' has shifted – not only in its “target'

(from the Israeli military to innocent civilians), but in its ethos (from nationalist

'sacrifice' to ‘sanctified’ aggression). Is violence committed as an act of resistance

against military occupation the same as violence committed as an act of religious

worship? In the words of one of my Algerian informants, “a terrorist is someone who

Preys On the ignorance of ideologues and the suffering of marginalized people to enact

his political agenda through violence” (Hocine, May 1998, Marseille). Little in the

American public debate since September 11" has approached this level of understanding.



Still, as I reflect upon all that has transpired in the intervening years; as I recall

how the Bush Administration has escalated its “War on Terrorism” beyond the scope of

those responsible for the attacks on the Pentagon and the World Trade Center, as I have

seen how transposable this new vocabulary of “terrorism” has become (to Iraq, Iran,

Syria, North Korea, the Sudan, Libya, the Philippines and Israel), as I listen to the voices

Of allies (Arab and European alike) who attempt to lend perspective on various targets of

American-perceived threat, and as I struggle to understand how the destruction and

occupation of Iraq will help us as a nation (and others, in Afghanistan, Israel, Palestine,

and Iraq) begin to heal the tremendous loss of life we have already known; I find the

parameters of this word “terrorism” too nebulous to engage in any meaningful analysis of

“the crisis at hand.’ I remember those elderly women of the Panier and I too am reluctant

to ascribe to the terms of an imprecise rhetoric that carries potentially lethal consequence

for the security and well being of millions of people, both at home and abroad. Under a

banner of “moral authority,” little concerned with the context or specificity of unilaterally

determined “terrorist” dangers: “America is not what I remember, and ‘the Middle East'

was never like this before.”

Tragedy has the capacity to render explicit that which has previously passed

unexamined. It can also serve as a lens through which fears are magnified. Whether it be

War, domestic violence, or terrorist attack, one of the most troubling dimensions of



“trauma" is that it carries no objective meaning.” It signifies a break, a rupture in the

unquestioned security we feel within our everyday lives. It is at this moment that

Americans who have been traumatized by the events of September 11" (like Palestinian's

under military occupation, Israeli’s under siege, or Iraqis under fire) find themselves in a

space of interior exile; that is to say, at a distance from what is familiar and known. In

Cur attempt to fill the void of this newfound vulnerability, we create new frameworks of

understanding through which we ascribe trauma its meaning. This is the moment that

concerns me. For in our attempt to fix the meaning of the World Trade Center tragedy,

we have opened the Pandora's box of our uncertainty, left important questions

unanswered and allowed misguided associations between “terrorism,” “Islam,” and

“Arab culture” to flourish.

Terrorism is not, in any case, emblematic of a faith, an ethnicity, a people or a

place. Yet in their eagerness to respond militarily to a deliberately obscure definition of

“threat,” the Bush Administration has demonstrated such disregard in distinguishing “a

terrorist” from the world’s diverse Arab populations, such inattention to differentiating “a

fundamentalist” from over 1 billion practicing Muslims, such irresponsibility in

facilitating the suggestion that the greatest danger of our times is linked to something

culturally inherent to the Arabo-Muslim world, that it has created a climate of global

insecurity more ominous than terrorism itself. Such “politics of obfuscation” fail to

reflect any substantive knowledge of the complex political, economic and social

T
'S S. Frued, “Mourning and Melancholia;” Lacan's Four Fundamental Principles of Psychoanalysis; Derrida's

10



challenges facing the Middle East today." It side steps any acknowledgement of the

United States' role in the destabilization of the region.” And, most worrisomely, it has

Ayrovoked a parallel panic throughout both Arab and Muslim worlds regarding the United

States' ignorance of their cultures, their histories, and their contemporary concerns.

Arabs and Muslims find evidence of their new-found vulnerability in America's

indifference to Arab suffering" and its double-standard of “democracy” in US policies

towards their countries;' such that now, instead of being partners in confronting a

dangerous and common foe, the United States finds itself at odds with both Arab and

NMuslim worlds — to potentially devastating effect.

I submit that the crisis that marks this moment in history is not the capacity of

isolated terrorists groups to undermine the stability of free and democratic nations, but

rather a crisis of modernity in shifting times, a crisis of memory where “East” meet

“West.” The rupture of international “balance” that occurred with the attack of 9/11

revealed a cleavage in the ‘modern’ Occidental perception of the Arabo-Muslim “East”

(as ‘archaic” and ‘severe”) and the Judeo-Christian “West” (as ‘civilized’ and ‘law

Writing and Difference, Caruth's Unclaimed Experience, A. Young's Harmony of Illusions.
e inequitable distribution of wealth attendant to the privatization of the oil industry, the lack of democratic

structures in certain authoritarian and religious states, the neglect of pluralistic political representation and guaranteed
civil rights, the influence of foreign political and economic interests in civic affairs, pervasive poverty and inadequate
educational systems – these things in the wake of over a century of European colonization and in a current climate of
Uncertain “Arab nationalism.”

e CIA's overthrow of a democratically elected Prime Minister in Iran and its re-imposition of the Shah; the US'
Pºisan role in Lebanon's civil war and Israel's expulsion of Palestinians from their homeland; it's military training of
indical groups like the Taliban (prior to 1980); the proliferation of American arms throughout the region, including
weapons of mass destruction” to both Sadam Hussein (prior to the first Gulf War) and Iran.

* imposed sanctions that have contributed to the deaths of over 500,000 Iraqis, its abandonment of Iraqi Shi'a after
the first Gulf War (resulting in 200,000 deaths), its role in a Soviet-American proxy war in Afghanistan that created the
Worlds largest refugee problem (5 million people left homeless), as well as its indifference to Palestinian loss of life (3
time higher than in Israeli).

11



abiding') — a disparity previously hidden (to the West) by decades of globalization which

Have placed economic interests before human imperatives; a perspective ill-informed of

the dynamics of Arab and Muslim societies “on the ground.” The historian and religious

scholar, Aziz Al Azmeh, argues that while “globalization” for the United States and

Europe has meant the “opening” of foreign markets to international trade, for the Arab

world it has meant an increasing imperative to induct the Arabo-Muslim experience into

global consciousness.”. In a post-9/11 world that threatens mutual destruction based on

reciprocally misguided cultural assumptions (“East” vs. “West”), we no longer have the

luxury to be uninformed about one another. Trauma expert Judith Herman” explains that

elemental to overcoming tragedy is the discovery that we belong to the larger human

community in ways that, prior to the traumatic experience, were opaque to us. I would

suggest that elemental to our survival – as Arabs, as Americans, as Christians, as

Muslims and as Jews – is to see the importance of this moment to reorient ourselves

towards one another in a way that ensures our shared humanity.

Lessons from Jerusalem, the Possibility of Marseille

At what point must one consider the impact of one’s belief on other people? At

What price to humanity, if such account is not taken? It is no coincidence that the father

7

* financial and military support of Israeli Occupation, repressive religious regimes (in Afghanistan and Saudi
8 *ia), and autocratic governments (in Egypt and Iraq).
9 A. Al ^zmeh, Islam and Modernities (London: Verso, 1996), p.52.
* Herman Tauma and Recovery

12



of contemporary social memory theory, Maurice Halbwachs (1877-1945), chose

Jerusalem to demonstrate how groups remember" – Jerusalem, the city of eternal

“‘origins” and of endless competition. At a time, during the second World War, when

Jews were dying in Nazi concentration camps; when Europe was rife with “Christian”

propaganda of racial superiority; and when the fate of the Holy Lands had yet to be

cietermined by colonial powers; Halbwachs recognized the lethal capacity of historic

“Truths” pronounced in the name of religion. In his cardinal work, On Collective

NMemory, Halbwachs argues that individuals depend on collective frameworks – family,

society, class, religious community, and nation – to confer meaning to memory." It is in

dialogue with these social registers that we prioritize aspects of the past which have

bearing on our everyday lives. Collective memory is thus inevitably selective in its

service of present-day demands.” From a Halbwachsian perspective, what we

understand as “history” is comprised of partial truths; ‘partial' not in their intention, per

se, but rather in their orientation and incompleteness – for no present moment carries the

same exigencies as any moment in the past, and every historical ‘fact’ refers variously to

different social groups. To illustrate his thesis, Halbwachs uses the example of Jerusalem

to show how every religion that claims historic propriety over the city (Judaism,

Christianity and Islam) has altered its symbolic significance throughout history. This he

achieves not by juxtaposing the differences between religious traditions, but by mapping

l
"M. Halbwachs, La Topographie Légendaire des Evangiles en Terre Sainte: Etude de Mémoire Collective (Paris:
*sses Universitaires de France) was published in 1941, when France was under the control of the Vichy regime. Les
Cadres S.Sociaux de la Mémoire (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France) was published posthumously in 1951.
lºe, these text were translated and published in English under the single title On Collective Memory (Chicago:"Yersity of Chicago Press) in 1992.
12 .T Halbwachs, On Collective Memory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1992., p.40

ibid., p. 51.

13



the fluctuating spiritual and textual emphases of each faith within its own historic

trajectory.” By revealing the fluid nature of memory, Halbwachs compels a

contextualized understanding of historic “truths.” By demonstrating how memory is

collective, selective, and ever changing, he enables the possibility of multiple memories

Gconflicting, congruent, or elsewise) to co-exist, beyond the strictures of moral relativism.

“Only when Christians, Muslims and Jews understand that theirs is not ‘the

Jerusalem;’ only when they acknowledge that each faith has shifted in its own sacred

locus in time as the city evolved; only then could these religions become more mutually

tolerant, because they would be less anchored in their own moral geography.”

Halbwachs believed that the ‘facts of the past’ must be used to resist people's tendency to

isolate themselves in their own memories. Memory depends on the infusion of new

imperatives and shifting perspectives to remain active. Hallbwachs foresaw how this

type of remembering might facilitate social relationships across boundaries of religious

and cultural difference. The crucial work of memory, he suggests, resides between

communities who hold different “centers’ – between people with differing stories about

the same wars, the same social movements, the same historic places.” Be it through

* For example, by documenting the history of Christian pilgrimage to the Holy Lands, Halbwachs shows how early
Christendom emphasized the life of Christ (his works and deeds) and places like Bethlehem and the Galilee were
granted primary significance; while later Christian movements focused on Christ's death and resurrection (his role as
the Messiah), making places like Calvary and Gethsemane more sacred. For the Jews, Masada remained a story of
lºser significance until the rise of Jewish persecution in Europe, at which point Masada became an important symbol
of resistance. For Muslims, prior to the Crusades, Haram al-Sharif (the Dome of the Rock) was the principal site of
worship in Jerusalem (as the site of Mohammed's ascension to heaven); however, after the Muslim re-conquest, the
°lly became a symbol of religious tolerance, as Salah al-Din (unlike the Christian crusaders) allowed Christians and
ºws to continue to live in the city and worship at their holy sites.

Richard Sennett citing Halbwachs in his article “Disturbing Memories,” in Memory; P. Fara & K. Patterson, eds,
ºridge Cambridge Univ. Press) 1998, p. 20.

14



dispute or dialogue, the verbal processing of memory would gradually tie people

together. 16

Today, Jerusalem is burning. Looking back, we can see that while Halbwachs

attempted to lay the foundation for a discourse on memory that would open a space for

negotiated ‘truths,” he underestimated the symbolic force of collective memory as lived.

Halbwachs had never been to Jerusalem," his work never entered the complex domains

of human affect, living testimonies or contemporary politics. Now, sixty years later, it is

precisely these subjective and experiential dimensions of memory demand attention.

Halbwachs overlooked the degree to which the Other – the “enemy, the “differend,’ the

“not-You' – is implicated in the collective memory of groups. How competing Israeli

and Palestinian claims to the same land have been predicated on the erasure of the

collective memory of the Other to “legitimize’ both religious and national identities. In

1948, the Zionist national anthem, “A land without a people for a people without a land,”

was met with an equally effacing, “Push the Jews into the sea.” Today, four wars later,

thousands dead, five million Palestinians without a homeland, and a Jewish nation still

without peace — the question remains to be answered, “At what expense to one another do

we ‘reclaim our past?”

T
16 Unfortunately, Halbwachs' death would challenge the very core of his hypotheses. In 1941, he was arrested in Lyon
after ºnquiring into the murder of his Jewish parents-in-law. He was sent to Buchenwald, where he died in 1945. He
; his life, it is not too much to say, in pursuit of an accurate accounting of the past. (L. Coser, introduction to OnHºllective Memory, p.6-7.)

His theory was drawn from religious texts, historic accounts and Durkheimian social theory.

15



Halbwachs did not anticipate the degree to which the collective memory of an

injured past can become a detour; a displacement of other wounds, more visceral, more

recent, as yet to be ‘resolved' by the stamp of “history.” The experience of victimization

Iooms large in both the Jewish and the Palestinian past. To what extent is Israel’s

vigilance regarding national security infused with the horrid recollection of the

Holocaust? For Palestinians, to what extent is the misery of Israeli military occupation

aggravated by the legacy of British (1918-1947) and Arab (1948-1967) occupation of

Palestinian land? No claim to memory merits the resignation of an entire population to

the status of ‘refugee' or ‘undesirable alien' under a regime of military confinement in

their own land. No claim to memory justifies suicide-bombs that target innocent men,

women and children. And yet, at this site of ‘holy origins,’ such is the justice’ exacted

on behalf of a wounded past. When the symbolic force of injury surpasses the value of

human life, the dialogue of memory, without which history cannot heal, is rendered

impossible. The greatest danger of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict is neither the threat of

another Jewish genocide nor the continued inhumanity of Israeli military occupation.

From their shared experience of dehumanization, both populations understand that these

historic realities must end if there is ever to be peace in the Middle East. The tinder that

fuels the violence in Palestine today is the transmission of trauma, from one generation to

the next, that plagues two peoples for whom suffering has become deeply ingrained in

their conception of themselves.
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At the modern intersection of Occident and Orient, we must learn to deal with

injury: the legacy of European colonialism in Arab countries, the Arab world’s

dispossession of the Jews, the Occidental defamation of Islam, European accountability

for the Holocaust, the dismissal of Western influence upon democratic movements in

North Africa and the Middle East, the denial of the Arab world’s contribution to Western

security and prosperity, the neglect of Arab human rights under the banners of “religious

tradition” and “oil dependency,” the duplicitous “standards” of American policy towards

Israel and its Arab neighbors; the perseverance of an Orientalist fantasy that juxtaposes

an ‘archaic East’ with a ‘progressive West;’ the promulgation of an Arab perspective that

vilifies the “West.” Today, the conflict over Israel/Palestine has come to epitomize this

imperative because it is there, amidst the passion of colliding histories, that the work of

collective work of memory is rendered most visible. In the words of the

Sephardic/mizrahi poet and scholar, Ammiel Alcalay:

The crisis we have been brought to demands that we use our past to re

create new memories of our future, to reject versions of history that banish Arabs

and Jews, Israelis and Palestinians, to separate realms, where there will be no

intimacy or ambivalence, no love or jealousy, no respect or common destiny,

where the full range of complex emotions, intentions, conscious and subconscious

traces inherited through a long life lived in common will either simply be shelved

in the name of some impersonal and polite forms of “cooperation” or, perhaps

even worse, just deemed unimaginable. Any relationship to Israel must include a
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relationship to the Middle East, to Arabs, to Islam, to unemployment in Algeria,

censorship and torture in Egypt, the abandonment of Muslims in Bosnia, to efforts

at rebuilding Beirut, to the effect of sanctions against Iraqi children. We cannot

continue traveling back and forth from Jerusalem and pretend that Damascus,

Tripoli, Sidon, Fez and Baghdad do not exist. If our existence as Jews in the

diaspora is linked to Israel then surely we cannot divorce Israel and its

inhabitants from the world they live in. To make enemies of Arabs and Jews, to

build layers of hatred through false assumptions, misrepresentations, propaganda

presented as history, is to commit the most atrocious acts of self-destruction for

we are all multiple and cannot pretend to be exclusively this or that. My Arabic

last name tells me as much.”

” that has culminated in the crisis of theAlcalay suggests ‘a long and painful amnesia

Middle East today — an amnesia that has forgotten the Semitic affiliation of Hebrew and

Arab cultures; that erases the common ancestry of Jewish, Muslim and Christian faiths;

that overlooks the shared inheritance of Averroës,” Avicenna.” and Maimonides,” that

resists the metisse sensibilities of contemporary social theorists like Edmond Jabès and

Jacques Hassoun (Arab Jews), Etel Adnan and Hanan Asharoui (Christian Arabs), Kateb

Yacine and Mouloud Mammeri (Muslim Berbers). Recuperating the memory of 2000

18

19 A. Alcalay, Memories of Our Future (San Francisco: City Lights Books) 1999, p. 208.
, bid., p. 46.

Yhose reflection on Islamic philosophy was translated into Latin and had a profound impact on 12" Century
■ hristian thought. See A. Hourani, A History of the Arab Peoples (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press) 1991, p. 175.

e of the most important Islamic philosophers of the 11" Century, Avicenna drew upon Aristotelian logic, Greek
*taphysics, and Neo-Platonic Greek thought to elaborate the rationalism of God. See ibid., p. 172-73.
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years of Jewish exile from Palestine reveals the colonial fiction of an East-West divide, a

Western tradition “cleansed” of its Judeo-Muslim influence.” for to understand how

Jews became “Occidentalized” is to recover a Mediterranean history of contact and

exchange that enabled both Arabo-Muslim and European-Christian civilizations to exist.

It is a fugitive heritage, embodied by a majority of Mediterranean peoples, which has yet

to be integrated into the modern history of nations.

While the struggle over Palestine gives voice to the anguish felt at the intersection

of “Arab East” and “Judeo-Christian West,” it is not likely that the dialogue of memory

will begin there. The trauma experienced by both Palestinians and Israelis is still vivid

and ongoing. Those invested in the continuation of the conflict have succeeded in

undermining the security both populations require to grieve their respective losses.

History unfolds at a pace not accountable to the human life span, and it is not evident that

this generation of Israelis and Palestinians will deliver the peace necessary to begin to

heal. Certainly, dialogue cannot prevail in a context of crisis where people are in fear for

their lives.

The work of memory, as outlined by Halbwachs and advocated by Alcalay,

"equires the re-opening of wounds in a particular-way. It is a process that neither party to

* Contested ‘History' can undertake without the other. Remembering requires a social

*ructure in which people can address one another across boundaries of difference.
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The greatest figure of Medieval Judaism, who wrote in Arabic, and served as court physician to Salah al-Din. See
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Today, in the wake of September 11" and in the throes of a Middle East crisis, places

where the possibility of such exchange exists merit particular attention. We must turn to

other intersections of East and West; other sites where the urgency of negotiating the past

comes to bear but where antagonisms are less acute, where the politics of memory do not

hinge on life or death, and perhaps most importantly, where there is enough collective

will to facilitate the opening of a dialogue. These are the cosmopolitan centers where

groups with overlapping yet divergent collective memories live in close proximity;

immigrant cities where, absent the threat of war, reflection can begin; where injuries of

the past are revisited in order to secure a sustainable present, and where the possibility of

a shared future depends upon establishing a framework of mutual tolerance, if not a

common understanding.

Marseille is such a place. The Algerian immigrant experience in Marseille

compels a similar redress of colonial scars, an equal accounting of persistent prejudices

and structural inequalities, a parallel imperative to recognize a troubled past and the

historic negotiation between two cultural traditions which continue to interfuse. Like

Jerusalem, the inhabitants of Marseille carry a collective memory that defies official

Yersions of both French and Algerian “Histories.” Tens of thousands of Marseillais

children, born in France, are not ‘naturalized French citizens.” In 1962, over 450,000°

ibid.
23 - p. 187.
24 F. Laplantine and A, Nouss, Le Métissage, Domino Series of Flammarion, (Evreux; Hérissey), 1997, p. 24.

^ccording to Article 44 of the French Code of Nationality, reformed in June of 1993, children born in France to
Parents of foreign origin must formally petition their desire to acquire French citizenship between the ages of 16 and 20
ºs old. Unlike all other children born in France, they are not ‘automatically’ granted citizenship. This concernsºften 15,000-20,000 people, annually. (J. Cesari, Etre Musulman en France Aujourd’hui (Paris:Hachette) 1997,-3 /.)
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»26 .“French Algerians” ‘returned home’ to this city where many had never been. There are

5,27hundreds of thousands of “French Muslims” who followed, who today, decades later,

are still not considered “French.” The French invasion of Algeria, which was launched

from Marseille and lasted 132 years, has yet to be acknowledged as an “Occupation.”

“The Events of Algeria,” which sured the future of so many Marseillais and claimed the

lives of one million people, was only recognized by the French government as a “War” in

1999.

While this history remains largely absent from textbook accounts of the ‘progress’

of two nations, it persists a collective memory that belongs to both France and Algeria; a

shared story best witnessed from the living intersection of Marseille. Unlike the more

segregated experience (and marginalized expression) of immigrant communities in

Paris,” the dense and diffuse presence of Algerian immigrants and their children in

Marseille” predisposes a more ‘normative' perception of immigrant life. The close

proximity in which immigrant and ‘native’ communities live in Marseille holds

Prejudices and preconceptions accountable to real people – neighbors, colleagues, and

25 Mohand Khellil, “La Diaspora Maghrebine," Les Cultures du Maghreb, (ed.) M. Roque (Paris: Harmattan) 1996, p.
178; and Jean-Jacques Jordi, “L'été 62 a Marseille: tensions et incompréhensions,” Marseille et le Choc des
#solinisations (Aix en Provence: Edisud) 1996, p. 67.

ile French colonists in Algeria were referred to as “Pieds-Noirs” by indigène (“native”) Algerians, this population
$ºnsidered themselves “French Algerians"(Benjamin Stora, Histoire de l'Algérie Colonial 1830-1954, Series Repères,
g aris: Editions la Découverte) 1994, p.29.
t ‘French Muslim” was the moniker written on identity cards required by the colonial administration of the Algerianjºritories to distinguished the indigenous “native” population from French citizens.

*Scio-economically, administratively, discursively, and demographically, “Algerian immigration” in Paris is largely
***gned to a banlieue phenomenon of urban poverty and violence. As prominent French historian Gérard Noiriel has
*gued, the intellectual elite of Paris have always considered immigration as an ‘external problem' that has little to do
Yuh the construction of France, the French or their past. G. Noiriel, Le Creuset Francais, (Paris: Seuil) 1988, p. 20.

.* here are approximately 100,000 legal Algerian immigrants in Marseille; if one includes their French-Algerian
children and those who immigrated clandestinely, that statistic is easily doubled.
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passers-by. The city's Mediterranean culture is more familiar to immigrants from the

NMaghreb than the Gallic metropole. A mutual appreciation of le soleil and la péche,

Olives and aioli, offers common grounds to distinct populations historically connected by

the same sea. Unlike the precarious climate of fundamentalist violence and identity

politics in Algiers, Algerian immigrants are freer to voice their opinions, their dissent,

their preferences in Marseille than in their natal homeland. Not only is Marseille well

situated to address the specificity of the French-Algerian past; its multi-culturality is

more likely to reveal possibilities of ‘East-West' rapprochement than the more

adversarial tensions expressed in the Middle East. Unlike Jerusalem, the categories that

describe the parties to a wounded past – who is “French,” and who is “Algerian” — are not

as clearly drawn in Marseille. That ambiguity enhances the dialogue of memory in ways

that make the past more meaningful to an inclusive present. Unlike Palestinians under

military occupation, Algerian immigrants have chosen to live in France, and thus they

have a discernible interest in evoking the past in a way that facilitates a shared French

Algerian present.

The French-Algerian history of Marseille resides in the unelaborated folds of

"nation,” “culture,” and “identity.” It is only partially revealed across disparate text:

about a maritime history of the Mediterranean, about an Arab conquest of the Maghreb,”

*bout French colonialism, Algerian independence, and immigration. In their partiality,

*ch of these histories belies the collective memory of French Algerians in Marseille. A

“the West”, in Arabic, referring to Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco.
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history of ancient battles and trade does not explain how Algerian culture continues to

infuse the modern French landscape: why the Côte d'Azur reflects an Arabic ‘blue,” or

how cous-cous has been part of the French culinary tradition for over 400 years. A

history of Arab “conquest” does not explain why some Algerian immigrants do not speak

Arabic, why many of those who do are unable to read or write it, or why some of their

French children do. A history of French “colonialism” overlooks the fact that Algeria

was never a French “colony,” and that some French-Algerians in Marseille have never

been “immigrants.” A history of Algerian “liberation” cannot explain why today some

people are forced to flee Algeria, or why France and Algeria remain inextricably

interdependent. A “crisis of immigration” clouds the memory of a French-Algerian

relationship that extends well beyond the terms of migrant labor in an increasingly global

economy. There are gaping holes in the written record of the French-Algerian past,

“absences” that impact (culturally, socially, economically, and politically) the lives of

Algerian immigrants and their children who have yet to claim their place in French

Society.

When history fails to reflect the lives of people it claims to represent, there is an

imperative to remember. Everyday utterances on the streets, in cafés, and in people’s

homes revealed cleavages in pre-given categories and gave clues to “something missing”

from a shared story. Early on in my fieldwork, such remarks caught my attention. A

Yºung man whose parents had immigrated to France from Kabylia (a Berber region of

Algeria) once told me that he had been born in a bidonville (French for “shantytown”,
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Iiterally ‘tin town’) in l’Estaque, a fishing village on the North coast of Marseille. I asked

what that meant for him, hoping to elicit a story about his childhood. He thought I had

misunderstood the word. “Bidoun, you know, that’s Arabic for “nothing.” That’s what

the French thought of us Arabs. We lived in ‘nothing towns.” (Sofiane, 8 January 1997,

NMarseille). I wondered what had transpired in the trajectory of this man of Berber

heritage to make him identify with being ‘Arab' in a society from which, despite his

French birthright, he felt excluded. Other comments were more explicit: “Pas comme les

autres [“Not like the others’],” an Algerian immigrant woman told me when I expressed

an interest in learning about French-Algerians in Marseille. “...When the Americans ask

who we are, you tell them “Not like the others.’ When France was in Algeria, we were

“French,” but not like the others because we had no rights. We were French Muslims.

When Algeria became independent, we were “Arab,” but not like the others because they

had to bring in Egyptians and Syrians to teach us how to speak like ‘real' Arabs. Today

we are in France. Even if many of us have been here 50 years, we are still “immigrants,”

but not like the others because we are “Arabs” and “Muslims.” We have been “not like

the others” for a very long time. ...Listen, we are Algerians in France. We have our own

eXperience, we have our own memories, and it’s true, we are not like the others!”

(Noorana, 17 March 1997, Marseille).

From this woman, and ‘others like her,” I learned there was a story to be told — a

*ory that despite centuries of French-Algerian contact remains enigmatic, a story that

after two years living and working among French-Algerians in Marseille would teach me
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much about memory and identity that outstretches the boundaries of “history” and

“nation.” Their stories bear witness to a shared experience that compels a modern re

thinking of what it means to “belong.” Like Jews of the diaspora and Palestinians in

exile, French-Algerians in Marseille are an embodied defiance of the division between

“East” and “West.” Giving voice to their stories is a step towards reclaiming a living

history that addresses this divide, a step towards recovering the collective memory of

those who have a unique investment in reconciling the colonial past. From them, we may

learn something about the grief and transformation of a wounded past, the complexities

and possibilities of an uncertain present, and how the legacy of a French-Algerian union

serves to invigorate the future of a modern French democracy. The dialogue of memory

begins with them.

This thesis investigates a particular site of suffering, French-Algerian memory, as

expressed by Algerian immigrants and their children living in Marseille. It attempts to

trace the contours of a residual wound that inhabits the strained, occasionally incendiary,

relationship between France and its Algerian immigrant communities. Together, these

Populations bear the scars of a shared history: 130 years of French colonial occupation of

Algeria (1830-1962), a bloody war of Algerian Independence (1954–62), the difficult

*ansition and exploitation of Algerian migrant labor in France (1940s-present), the

9"going terrorization of contemporary Algeria (1991-present) that stirs colonial

insecurities in Algeria and ignites pejorative debates in France, and finally, the uncertain

*d extremely politicized climate of North African immigration in France today. This
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thesis examines the legacy of this shared past as it continues to inform the lives of

Algerian immigrants and their children. It illustrates how cultural memory is an ever

unfolding process in active dialogue with the present, and how this process serves to

orient people’s conception of their lives and the meaning of their collective trajectory.

Paying attention to how each generation speaks about the past, it attempts to identify

what is imperative for each to “re-member” – the points of impasse and of agency in the

creation of a distinctly French-Algerian identity in Marseille. It proposes that a

persistently ascribed sense of “otherness” animates the historic injury that inhabits

contemporary French relationships, and how the evocation of these memories is an

attempt to reconcile the past so as to create a possible future. It proceeds from the

assumption that cosmopolitan centers with large immigrant populations are sites that

compel a negotiation of cultural memory. It reveals how ambivalence and alterity are

operative concepts for understanding what is at play (indeed what is imperative) in the

transformation of French-Algerian identity, and explores how this negotiation impacts a

shared sense of “belonging” in an increasingly multi-cultural French society. This thesis

aims to contribute to an understanding of how post-colonial societies heal.
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II

Vestiges of French Algeria (Or History Upside-down)

Samia is a 24-year-old student at the University of Provence, Aix-Marseille. She

lives in an apartment in Félix-Pyat, a tenement complex in the northern sector of

Marseille, with her parents, grandparents, and two younger brothers. She is one of seven

children. Her family immigrated to France from a village near Batna, Algeria in 1970.

“Batna,” she explains, “that’s where the Algerian Revolution began. I once read a book

about American history that said the American Revolution began with a shot that was

heard around the world. Well, it’s the same with us. I grew up with my grandfather’s

stories about how he heard the first shots of the War of Independence.' Did you know

the dey of Algiers was the first head-of-state to recognized the Independence of the

United States?” Samia offers, creating some common ground between us. By passion

and occasionally by profession, Samia is a singer. Her niche, as she describes, is

translating traditional Algerian folk songs into French and French “classics” (Jacques

Brel, Leo Ferré) into Arabic. I asked what compelled her to learn Arabic in the first

place.

When I was little, my grandmother used to sing me songs du bled (from

‘the country,' [Arabic, Alg. dialect], from her village in Algeria), but I never

1 Historically speaking, the Algerian Revolution began between the hours of midnight and 2:00 a.m., November 1",
1954, with a series of 30+ attacks against colonial French police and military installations in towns stretching from
Constantine to Oran, including Batna. B. Stora, Histoire de la guerre d'Algérie, Series “Repère,” (Paris: Editions La
Découverte) 1995, p. 9.
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understood what they meant. I guess it started there, my grandmother trying to

translate them for me, in broken French. When I was older, I wanted to take

lessons. I wanted to learn Arabic because my grandparents never learned to read

or write. You know, when the French were in Algeria, Muslim children weren't

allowed to go to school. From the age of 12, my grandfather worked for the

colonists, in the wheat fields, to help support the family. And so when I was 12, I

told myself ‘I will learn to read and write Arabic in France because my

grandfather couldn't read or write Arabic in Algeria.' I started taking lessons

from a neighbor who had some textbooks. I learned to write the alphabet, some

simple phrases, but you know how kids are. I wasn't a very good student and the

Arabic language is very difficult, so I stopped. Later, when I was 16 or 17, I

remember taking the bus home from school. I was sitting behind these old

françaises du souche (women of European French stock). I could hear them

whispering, “Les Arabes, look at how they live like animals in those filthy cités.” 2

Alors la, j'ai peté une cable [“With that, I just blew a fuse”]. “We’re not the ones

who built les Quartiers Nords [the Northern Quarters],” I told them, “If you put

people in cages, in neighborhoods where there are no jobs, no shops, no parks, no

police, ... where they collect the garbage only once every couple of weeks, then of

course some people will live like animals. But that is not Arab culture, that is

French society!” I’d had enough. The next day I enrolled in an Arabic class

2 Many Algerian immigrant families live in HLM (Habitation de Louyer Moderé – moderate rent) tenement buildings
built in the 1970s, away from the center of Marseille, in the northern quarters of the city.
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downtown. ...That was seven years ago. Today I speak fus'ha [classical Arabic]

and Algerian [colloquial Arabic] fluently.

...Yes, I am French, but I am proud to be Arab. I am French of Maghrebi

origin, and that is worth something. Arab civilization has a rich history that the

French know nothing about. Who invented the zero? - the Arabs. What kind of

numerals do they use in West? - Arabic numbers. What is the fastest growing

religion in the world? - Islam. They don't teach you that in school here. ...I am

proud to be Arab, but sometimes when I hear about everything that's happening

in Algeria, well, to tell you the truth, I don't know. I think Algeria is a case apart.

The problem with Algeria is that it has always been a land of conquest. First the

Romans, then the Ottomans, then the French. That is why there is all this

confusion today. We have lost our origins. There are moments when I wish my

family came from somewhere like Morocco, ...at least they have a king. Maybe if

we had a king, a royal family that had guarded the tradition, then maybe we

wouldn't have all this magouille ['Scheming'], all this violence and corruption in

Algeria.

—Samia, second-generation French-Algerian, Félix Pyat,

Marseille, 16 May 1997

Where does this story begin? In France? In Colonial Algeria? With the Arab

conquest of the Maghreb, or the chance encounter of two very different faces of
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Marseille? There are layers of sentiment expressed in Samia’s explanation — the

vindication of her grandparents' illiteracy, indignation in the face of bigotry, the

valorization of her Arab heritage, a discernible ambivalence (both pride and reservation)

in her association with Algeria. Her mixed-feelings regarding Algeria seemed to stand in

Stark contrast to the conviction with which she asserted both her familial and Arab

belonging; an ambivalence also present in her unelaborated claim to being “French.” It

was an observation that opened more questions: Why, 35 years after Algerian

independence and 27 years after her family’s migration to France, was it still important

for Samia to learn Arabic? What “statement” was she making, and to whom? What

happened ‘back then,’ ‘back there' (in Algeria), that required such a statement to be

made? Or did the imperative to mark her Arab distinction have more to do with

contemporary social dynamics in France? What ambiguities lingered about her Algerian

“origins” that made her reluctant to situate her Arab identity there, in the land of her

parents’ birth, where the meeting of ‘French' and ‘Arab' worlds had affected her family

directly and informed an inter-ethnic dynamic that has persisted across generations?

What did ‘Algeria' represent to her?

Growing up, with everything your parents tell you, you imagine that

Algeria is a country of impossible beauty. Wheat fields that go on beyond the

horizon. The sun, the desert, the sea. How, on a warm day, the air is perfumed

with lavender. They tell you that Algeria is a rich country, that there is enough

petroleum to make everyone rich, and that one day Algeria will be a great nation.
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But when I went to Algeria,’ it wasn't at all like that. I saw a country that was

poor. The houses are falling apart, some still have the bathroom outside. ... Yes,

it's a beautiful country, but everything is in chaos, the phones don't work, the

electricity goes out. What is beautiful about Algeria, you see it from up close.

It's the people, the welcome, the human warmth. I remember the night we arrived

at my uncle's house; everyone from the village came to see us. Everyone was so

happy; my grandmother couldn't stop crying. I met cousins I didn't even know I

had, and afterwards we ate a meal, ...Royale — cous-cous, chorba, mashoui – that

is Algeria for me. That is Arab culture. ...But even in Algeria, I didn't feel like I

was ‘home.' Yes, everyone is welcoming and so generous, but still they look at

you differently — they look at you like you are French; the way you dress, the way

you talk. It was over there that I realized that, in fact, I am French. It makes

sense; I’ve lived all my life here. ...Strange, don't you think? In Algeria, I am

French, and in France, I am Arab.

(Samia, second-generation French-Algerian, Félix Pyat, Marseille,

16 May 1997)

Throughout my research, informants carried different representations of this place

‘where it all began.’ What remained constant, however, was that such representations

mattered, and they particularly mattered in France. So, what is this place called ‘Algeria'

that looms so large in the reflection and everyday dynamics of Algerian immigrants and

'Samia visited Algeria when she was 14 years old.
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their children in France? What follows in this section is a brief orientation to Algeria

intended to highlight, in the broadest of terms, those aspects of Algerian history most

often commemorated, contested or overlooked. Although these references will be

variously engaged and challenged by the informants that comprise this thesis, they

identify themes recurrent in people’s testimonies and serve here to introduce the reader to

a country from which all of these stories migrated." As the Algerian sociologist

Abdelmalek Sayyad reminds us, every immigrant trajectory begins with a point of

departure – a world filled competing impulses, allegiances and imperatives; a notion of

“home” forever changed by the very thought of leaving.

al-Jaza'ir – “the islands” – a name given in Arabic to refer to a vast North

African region’speckled with high plateaus, ancient mountain ranges, lower steppes, and

coastal enclaves; a land situated between two great “seas,” the Mediterranean and the

Saharan Desert; a country that neither I," nor many of my second-generation informants,

have visited, but which lies at the very “origin” of this thesis — a point of reference, a

place of inception, from which the stories that inhabit these pages are told. al-jumhuwria

* For a comprehensive account of modern Algerian history see: A. Nouschi, l'Algérie Amère (Paris: La maison des
science de l'Homme) 1997; M. Lacheraf L'Algérie, Nation et Société (Paris: Maspero) 1969, and the Series “Repères”
(Paris: La Découverte) trilogy by B. Stora: Histoire de l'Algérie coloniale, 1830–1954 (1994), Histoire de la guerre
d'Algérie, 1954-1962 (1995) and Histoire d'Algérie depuis l'Indépendence (1996). See also, M. Kaddache, Histoire du
Nationalisme Algérienne, 1919-1951 (Paris) 1980, J. Berque, Le Maghreb entre deux guerres, (Paris) 1962, R.
Boujedra, La vie quotidienne en Algérie, (Paris) 1971 and particularly, P. Bourdieu, Algeria 1960 (New York:
Colombia Univ. Press) 1979.
5 Algeria is four times the size of France; one-third the size of the United States.
* In the course of my fieldwork, 1997-1998, and still to this day, the US State Department has issued its strongest
‘Extremely High Risk” advisory against American travel to Algeria (the same advisory issued for Iraq and Libya).
Over the past decade, dozens of foreigners (and over 100,000 Algerians) have been killed by terrorist (presumably
“fundamentalists’) attack. After establishing close relations with Algerians in Marseille who had families ‘back home’
willing to host me, I applied twice for a travel visa to Algeria. The US State Department strongly discouraged my visit
if I could not secure armed protection while there. The Algerian Consulate in Marseille said they would grant my visa
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al-jazairia al-democratia al-sha’abia (“The Popular and Democratic Republic of

Algeria”) is a Republic comprise of 48 wilayat (provinces) and a great ensemble of

peoples – the nomadic Touareg,' the Ouargli,” the Kabyle.” the Mzabi," Oranais,"

Algerois,” Tlemceni, rural and urban Arabs, amongst others – all of whom I encountered

in Marseille, and all of whom share an avid sense of affiliation despite religious, ethnic,

historic, regional and dialectic distinctions. “Algerian,” as a uniform claim to national

identity since Algerian Independence in 1962, is insufficient to describe the aggregate of .

tribes, peasants, farmers, urbanites, and oulemas (religious communities) who share over

6,000 years of recorded history.” “Algerian” cannot be read in the dark skin of certain

Saharan bedouin (perhaps a vestige of the 8" C. sub-Saharan trade routes through

Tadamakka), nor the light eyes of many northern Berbers (possibly remnant of 1"

C.B.C.-5" CE Roman occupation), nor in the Arabo-Mediterranean features of so many

of Algeria’s population. “Algerian” is quite simply a term of belonging — to a land and to

a history, collectively embodied by those who have lived through a chronology of shared

request upon the condition that I be accompanied at all times by an emissary from the Algerian government. I selected
not go.
' A bedouin tribe of the Sahara distinctive for the hand-dyed indigo blue robes they wear, and the practice of veiling by
men (not the women). The Touareg are the only known Berber tribe to have preserved the original Berber alphabet,
tifinagh. They are matrilineal and matrilocal; largely blacksmiths, herders and jewelry makers.
* A Berber tribe whose dialect is an amalgam of many other Berber tongues, they are strongly associated with the
tradition of maraboutisme, an ancient practice of Islam that emphasizes wisdom and healing powers of ancestral saints,
passed down through generations.

The largest Berber tribe (approx. 8% of Algeria's population, located in Greater and Lesser Kabylia), Kabyles are
patrilineal, patrilocal, largely peasant agriculturalists. Most urban Kabyles are bi- or tri-lingual in Berber, French and
Arabic.

"Berber and Arab traders and date growers of the 7 oases region of the northern Sahara (330 miles south of Algiers),
they are the inheritors of the Kharidjite tradition of Islam.
"The urban, largely Arab population of Oran and its environs was heavily influenced by Iberian culture during
Andalousian times. This maritime port city still carries vestiges of Spanish, Roman and Berber culture in its music,
architecture and cusine.

12 Algiers, the oldest city in Algeria, has historically been the administrative capitol of Algerian territories. Its
predominantly Arab culture reflects Ottoman, Arab and French influences.* B. Stora. Histoire de l'Algérie coloniale, ibid., p. 9.
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events; consecrated by a collective memory of a shared past handed down from

generation to generation; an asabiyya, as Ibn Khaldun" would say, a group feeling that

connects people to each other and to a place.

While approximately eighty percent of Algeria's 32 million” inhabitants consider

themselves culturally “Arab,” questions regarding how Algeria came to be an Arab

nation, and ‘what is the nature of that Arab identity?’ remain the source of ongoing

debate." For a nation four times the size of France, with a vast array of local practices,

customs and traditions, articulating a portrait of national “character” poses particular

challenges. The famous rallying cry of Abdelhamid Ben Badis in the final decades of

French colonialism — “Arabic is my language, Algeria is my country, and Islam is my

" – capitalized on the unifying themes of the nationalist struggle. Today, thereligion

specific sense of these tenets is hotly contested as a now independent Algeria attempts to

inscribe them into “National Code.” Indeed, Arabic is the most pervasively spoken

language, but it was not Algeria’s first language. Moreover, the Algerian dialects of

common parlance are quite distinct from the Modern Standard Arabic spoken throughout

the Mashreq (the Arab East). Should the standardization of a national language come at

14 14th Century Tunisian-Andalousian philosopher of social history (claimed by many as the world's first sociologist
and founder of the science of history) who, in his epic Muqaddimah, attempted to explain the fundamental relationship
between history and society by elaborating the social dynamic between sedentary and nomadic peoples. Much of his
writings and observations were conducted in Algeria. See introduction by N.J. Dawood, Ibn Khaldun The
Muqaddimah: An Introduction to History, F. Rosenthal (trans.), (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press). For a nuanced
interpretation of Ibn Khaldun's use of asabiyya, see A. Hourani, History of the Arab Peoples (Cambridge: Harvard
Univ. Press) 1991, p. 1-4.
15 Algeria: A Country Study (Washington D.C: Library of Congress) 1994, p. 76.
"See the collection of commentaries in Penser I 'Algérie, Cahiers Intersignes, (Paris: l'Aube), Spring 1995; Avec
l'Algérie, Esprit, January 1995; and Comprendre Algérie, Confluences Méditerranée, (Paris: l’Harmattan), Summer
1994.

"B. Stora, “Algérie: absence et surabondance de mémoire,”Avec Algérie, Esprit, January 1995, p. 64.
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the expense of other, equally “indigenous” tongues? And Islam, which in its many forms

served to unify the majority of Algeria's population for over 14 centuries, has in the last

decade become the source of virulent provocation as the nation faces an unprecedented

wave of fundamentalism and deliberates the public role of religion in a democratic

society. ...Comment est-on arrivé là?

Arab/Berber Ambiguity and the Faith that Binds Them

Prior to the first Arab incursions into North Africa in the 7" Century, Algeria was

populated by Imazighen (lit. trans. “Noble/Free men”)" or “Berbers,” as they were called

by the Romans;” Hamitic” tribes of hunters, farmers and animal herders whose presence

dates back to 4000BCE.” Today, only 25% of Algerians consider themselves Berber, or

of Berber heritage.” Orientalists and some Arab traditionalists claim that this shift in

ethnic affiliation is due to an Arab ‘conquest’ of the Maghreb and the migration of Arabs

* Berber populations were, and continue to be located primarily in the Kabylie coastal mountains east of Algiers (the
Kabyle), the Aurès range south of Constantine (the Chaouia), the northern Sahara (the Mzab), the southern Ahagar
highlands (the Touareg), the Atlas mountains close to Blida (the Central Atlas Berbers), on the massifs of Dahra and
Ouarsenis, and either side of the Chelif River valley (Algeria: A Country Study (Washington D.C: Library of Congress)
1994, p. 82)
"The word “Berber" is derived from the Latin word barbarus (“barbarian"), an appellation given by the Romans to
refer to people who were not subjects of the Roman Empire. In the 3" Century, Berber settlements existed throughout
North Africa, from the Red Sea to the Atlantic (including Egypt, Senegal, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, Mali,
Niger, Sudan, Mauritania, Burkina Faso, and the Canary Islands). Over the centuries, Arabs, Ottomans, and the French
have employed the term “Berber"to refer to the original peoples of North Africa, including Algeria. Today, Berbers
have appropriated this term for themselves as a general referent for the ensemble of varying Berber tribes (B. Stora,
Histoire de l'Algérie coloniale, ibid., p. 9)
*Considered descendants of Ham, the second son of Noah. Dark-skinned Caucasoid people native to North and
Eastern Africa. Related to Ancient Egyptian; culturally “cousin” to Semites (Arabs and Jews) whose languages are part
of the same “Hamito-Semitic” family. Biblically, Ham and Shem were brothers.
* Stora, ibid.
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from the Mashreq (the East) westward; but such representations are writ large an

oversimplification and in detail a gross mischaracterization.” The interfusion of Arab

and Berber cultural forms owes more to the Mediterranean’s predisposition towards

cultural exchange and Algeria's gradual conversion to Islam than to mass Arab migration

or Arab cultural imperialism.” Prior to the Islamic Expansion (7th-14th C.), Tamazight,

the Berber language, was spoken throughout North Africa – from Egypt west to the

Canary Islands, Senegal north to Algeria. As a characteristically Mediterranean tongue,

it carries traces of neighboring vocabularies, including Ancient Egyptian, Ancient Greek,

Chadic, Couchitic, Arabic and Atlantic derived dialects.” Here, at first utterance, we

find an indigenous language born of contact; a vast affiliation that traverses eleven

countries and has persisted three millennia. Tifnagh, the Berber alphabet, is drawn from

the ancient Phoenician Punic script (dating roughly to the 6" century BCE).” It was used

throughout North Africa until the 3rd century CE, 27 when, under the Roman Empire, it

was supplanted by the Roman script and then later by Arabic. The point here is that, for

as long as recorded time, Algerian cultures – as is the case for other lands located at the

Mediterranean intersection of Europe, Africa, Asia and the Near East — have always been

porous and multiplexed. Notions of cultural ‘authenticity' have not, since antiquity,

* M. Malherbe (ed.), Les Langues de l'Humanité (Paris: Robert Laffont) 1996, p. 221; and H. Barakat, The Arab
World: Society, Culture and State (Berkeley: Univ. of Calif. Press), p.40.
* See G. von Grunebaum, B. Lewis, L.C. Brown.
24 According to Rahmani, Ibn Khaldun maintained that the majority of Arab militia/settlers in the Maghreb had
returned home by the 14" Century; those who remained were absorbed by existing Berber populations (M. Rahmani,
“L'origine des Berbères,” Le Monde, 25 April 1980). Blin argues that, not unlike the Greeks, the Arabs of the Islamic
expansion created a mythology of “Arab civilization” in conquered lands that defied the reality on the ground (L. Blin,
L'Algérie: du Sahara au Sahel (Paris:l’Harmattan) 1990.
* H. Salmi, “Parole Voilée, Parole Donnée: Le Maghreb a la Recherche de Ses Langues,” Nouvelle Revue
d’Ethnopsychiatrie, no. 20, p. 76; and M. Malherbe, ibid., p. 232.
26 http://alumni.eecs.berkeley.edu/~lorentz/Ancient Scripts/berber.html
” With the exception of the Touareg of the Sahara who continue to use the original symbolic alphabet of Tifnagh.
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corresponded to any measure of ‘homogeneity.’ While such an observation may appear

self-evident, it is important to render explicit for two reasons. The first is that it lends

historic depth to a phenomenon largely confined to discussions of ‘modernity’ by the

academy: (Occidental) anthropology has yet to articulate a sophisticated theory of

cultural appropriation that addresses not only the immigrant/post-colonial paradigm (vis.

“hybridity,” “subaltern,” and “hyphenated identities”)”, but also engages issues of

cultural ‘origins.” And secondly, it complexifies the foundations upon which Islam

(and later ‘Arab identity') would take root in Algeria.

It would be mistaken to believe that Algeria came to assume its Arab character by

force of military conquest in the early days of Islamic expansion. While this was indeed

the ambition of the Umayyad Dynasty” that pushed westward to the Mediterranean

during?"-8" century, Berbers of Algeria fought off the Arab invasion for over a hundred

years.” Even after many had converted, they resisted the heavy taxation and second

class status conferred by Arab rule.” The ultimate embrace of Islam in Algeria did not

come in submission to the sword, but rather upon the call of an anti-Umayyad movement

* See Spivak, Bhabha, Trihn, Haraway.
*see discussions of cosmopolitanism, métissage, and decolonization in Chapter Two.
* The ruling Dynasty of the Islamic Empire under Uthman, the 3" Caliph following the death of the Prophet
Mohammed in 623.
* Stora, ibid., p.10; see also Charles-André Julien, Histoire de l'Afrique du Nord, 1952, vol. 2, p. 29.
32 Mustapha Khayati, Professor of Islamic History at American University of Beirut, maintains that the heavy taxation,
second-class status and enslavement attendant to Umayyad domination in Algeria succeeded in converting very few
Berbers to Islam (see also Charles-André Julien, Histoire de l'Afrique du Nord, 1952, vol. 2, p. 41). The Kharaji, by
contrast, were much more effective by promoting the egalitarian principles of Qur'an without recourse to military force
and without disturbing the pre-existing Berber social order. (Mustapha Khayati, intensive seminar on “The Political
History of Islam,” Institute of Political Studies, Aix en Provence, January 6"-12", 1998.)
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within the faith, Kharijism,” which persuaded diverse tribes of Numidia (ancient North

Africa) that they need not submit to any political or military power, that all Muslims were

considered equal in the sight of God, and that to be a Muslim it sufficed to believe the

divine revelation transmitted to the prophet Mohammed and conduct oneself according to

the five tenants of faith.” In opposition to the dynastic control of the rapidly expanding

Islamic Empire, the Khariji purported that any Muslim of suitable integrity could be

elected to lead the community without regard to race, station or descent from the

Prophet.” It was this decentralized, culturally pluralistic belief that won over Berber

chiefs who spread the message of the Qur'an to their people.” The emphasis here is that

Algeria was not ‘conquered by the Arabs,’ rather it converted to a form of Islam that

corresponded to its multiplicity. Algeria's eventual acquisition of the Arabic language”

(through which the Qur'an is transmitted)" * was an act of faith, not of cultural

“concession.”

Centuries before Algerians advocated their unity as an ‘Arab nation, they formed

alliances and affinities between Muslim communities, each of which faced the delicate

* One of the earliest (8" C.) anti-dynastic movements in Islam, it began in Egypt and spread northwestern to the
Maghreb. A. Hourani, History of the Arab Peoples, (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press) 1991, p. 39.
*The five pillars of Islam are the shahada (the proclamation of faith: “There is no god but God, and Mohammed is the
Prophet of God”), salat (prayer, five times a day), zakat (a portion of one’s income given to the poor, the needy, the
relief of debt and the liberation of slaves), sawm (fasting once a year during the month of Ramadan), and hajj
pilgrimage to Mecca, at least once in a lifetime for those of able body).º A. Hourani, History of the Arab Peoples, (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press) 1991, p. 39.

Ibid.

" It took over 300 years (8"-11"C) for Arabic to be spoken throughout the Algerian countryside and ultimately
overtake Tamazight as the predominant language (Khayati, ibid.).
* The reception and recitation of the Qur'an in the Arabic language is fundamental to Islam as the inspiration of the
Book's revelation is conveyed through its poetic verse (the entire text is written in an elaborate rhyme scheme). This is
considered evidence of the Qur'an's Divine authorship (transmitted to the otherwise illiterate Prophet Mohammed) as
well as evidence of the beauty and mystery of God.



negotiation of preserving local customs and traditions while promoting a Muslim ethic

spoken through the Arabic tongue. This is from whence the Berber-Arab ambiguity

(which persists to the present day) finds its source. The Arabic-Berber bilingualism born

of this period was a desired acquisition of Berber Muslim converts. While initially the

use of Arabic was restricted to the practice of religion, over time it extended to commerce

(as trade with the Mashreq increased) and eventually to everyday life (as Islam prevailed

across the countryside). Throughout the period of Islamic expansion (755-1516 CE),

nine Muslim Berber dynasties” vied for the control of Algerian territory, each variously

allied with/opposed to the Arab Caliphate (itself subject to fluctuating dynastic control in

the Mashreq). During this period, Arab and Berbers identities were not cast in

oppositional terms, associations were forged on the basis of religious principle, political

ambition and commercial interest. Both “Arab” and “Berber” affiliations assumed a

plurality of amalgamated, localized forms over the more than seven hundred years of

Islamic expansion in Algeria."

” The Rustamids (761-909), the Zirids (972-1148), the Hammids (1011-1151), the Almoravids (1054–1147), the
Almohads (1125-1271), the Mernids (1210-?), the Hafsids (13"-14" C.), the Zayanids (13"-16" C.), The 11"-13"
Century, was the only period that the entire Maghreb was under local control.
40 Among the dozens of Berber tribes in Algeria, there are at least ten distinct Berber dialects (spoken by the Kabyle,
Chaoui, Touareg, Tachlit, Ouargli, Touat, Tougourt, Tidekelt, Mzabi, and Central Atlas Berbers), a variety of distinct
social organizations (the Kabyle are patrilineal/patrilocal, while the Touareg are matrilineal/matrilocal), each of which
assimilated various dimensions of ‘Arab culture' during the period of Islamic expansion (the Kabyle take their name
from the Arabic word qhaila, meaning “tribe;” “Chaoui" is taken from the Arabic for “raisers of sheep"). Berber
Arabic inter-reference flows both ways as Berber vocabulary infuses colloquial Algerian Arabic (e.g., agadir [fortress],
adrar [mountain], alma [prarie]), and many “Arabized” cities have retained their Berber names (e.g., Oran, Tlemcen
and Tamanrasset). (See Malherbe, ibid., and Salmi, ibid.) While today over 95% of Algerians are Sunni Muslims,
regional religious practices cut across Berber/Arab lines. From the 12" to 18" century, a distinctly Maghrebi
observance of maraboutism (faith in the possession of baraka [grace] by local saints who have the divine capacity to
heal and lead the community) flourished in Arab and Berber communities alike.
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Some contemporary theorists suggest that, historically speaking, the terms “Arab”

and “Berber” have been misapplied to the Maghreb; that the cultural inheritance of North

Africa consists of Berbers who have maintained their tradition and those who have

become “Arabized" over time." Such postulates, however, carry a notably Orientalist

tone to the degree that they rely upon a consanguine construction of ethnicity and

minimize the extent to which the vast majority of Maghrebis today have considered

themselves culturally “Arab” for centuries. More prominent scholars, like Albert Hourani

and Jacque Berque,” argue that language is the most distinguishing feature of Arab

d”43cultures; that “the East is the home of the wor and that Arabs are “more conscious of

their language than any people in the world.” But this perspective, too, somewhat

disparages the Maghreb; a region denied the natural evolution, formalization and

institutionalization of the Arabic language by more than a century of French colonization.

Until very recently, Algerians spoke an admixture of Arabic, Berber and French dialects;

each tied to a specific locality and a particular history. That polyphony neither

diminishes, nor inauthenticates their identity as “Arabs,” “Berbers,” and “Muslims;”

rather, it reflects a composite lingua franca distinctive of the North African experience.

It is striking how, despite a theoretically-rich 21" Century anthropological discourse

which readily endorse notions of complex identities and “imagined communities” when

speaking of “Western societies,” there persists blatantly duplicitous standards for

measuring the authenticity of more “traditional societies” (particularly Arab cultures)

"Gabriel Camps, “Berbere. Mythe ou Realité,” Les Cultures du Maghreb, (Paris: l’Harmattan) 1996, p. 36.
* Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press) 1970, Jacques Berque, The Arabs:
Their History and Future, trans. John Stewart, (London: Faber & Faber) 1964.
43 Jacques Berque, ibid., p. 25, 191, 51.
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according to ‘bloodline’ and/or the ‘purity’ of language. Equally consequential, such

theories lack a sophisticated understanding of the role religion as cultural influence. In

this day of post-modern biophilia and genetic preoccupation, it merits reiteration that

what people believe is as elemental to their “identity” as anything else. Not unlike

modern Jews who claim their right to Semitic inheritance despite 2000 years of “cultural

blending” in exile (both Ashkenazim and Sephardim), so too do many Muslims of the

Maghreb claim a unique and distinct Arab affiliation. Without a nuanced appreciation of

the historic interplay between religious and cultural identities, this intersection continues

to stymie an Occidental anthropology of Arab cultures.

Métissage and the Birth of the Orientalism

It is worth remembering that a certain fluidity of cultural acquisition was once

commonplace throughout the Mediterranean. Until the Reconquista, “East” and “West”

were not reified poles of identification; the exchange of philosophy, language, science

and trade flowed readily between Occidental and Oriental centers of learning. The

astronomer Copernicus relied upon principles of trigonometry developed in the Islamic

world to articulate his theory of the earth's rotation. al Andalousia (Muslim Spain),

under the reign of the Almohad Dynasty, was a period of unequaled religious tolerance

between Muslims, Christians and Jews, and a tremendous source of artistic and

“Hourani, ibid., p.1.
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intellectual inspiration throughout Europe. St. Augustine, an Algerian Berber and one of

the four founders of the Latin church, brought his distinctly North African Donatist

perspective to bear on the evolution of the European Christianity (particularly upon the

doctrines of Original Sin and the fallibility of the priesthood, see Confessions). The

Andalousian scholar Ibn Rushd (Averröes), who translated the works of Plato and

Aristotle from Arabic back into Latin (enabling these lost texts to return to Europe after

they were outlawed during the Dark Ages) was one of history’s greatest commentators on

the Western philosophical cannon. More than anecdotes of history, these markers lend

recurrent evidence that cross-cultural exchange has been as formative of “situated

identities” (including our own) as practices and beliefs cultivated in isolation (the

mythically “pure” anthropological field).

It was not until the 19" century that the cultural ahistoricism attendant to

"European Enlightenment” would replace more cosmopolitan and inter-referential

notions of civilization with the Orientalist ideal of “Civilization” as dialectic and

"elativistic. [Elaborate Horkheimer and Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment, transposed

*POn the colonial context a la Maxime Rodinson. Use also D. Kellner, Posmodern

*Theory, p. 218-19]

The politicization of ethnicity in Algeria arrived with the dawn of French

Sºlonialism, which justified its ‘civilizing mission’ in North Africa by juxtaposing the
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grandeur of an Empire with a fantasmic and primitive “Other.” Under French colonial

rule, the Algerian indigène (“native”) could become a citizen only upon the condition that

he or she renounce Muslim Law and submit to French authority in matters of personal

status; thus codifying a hierarchy of ‘human civility’ based on religious distinction." As

the infrastructural demands of maintaining the Algerian territories grew, colonists

elaborated this hierarchy by cultivating differences between Arab and Berber

communities; privileging Berber cultural expression, and selectively recruiting certain

Berbers populations into the service of the French Colonial Administration.” Later, this

strategy of politicized identities became a tactic of Algerian nationalism, which, in

opposition to the legacy of French cultural influence, promoted a “return” to Arab

orthodoxy. But “Arab” by what measure? The Algerian sociologist, Mustefa Lacheraf,

argues that Algeria's decidedly Arab character crystallized under political pressures of

the battle for independence, when the revolutionary elite embraced the very terms by

which Algerians were excluded from French society – “Arab” and “Muslim.”

Paradoxically, while colonialism racialized the Algerian landscape, Algerian nationalism

introduced a parallel level of abstraction into the equation of identity that served similarly

to devalue localized, long pre-existing categories of identification. While, clearly, the

homogenization and formalization of ‘Arab identity’ in Algeria threatens the cultural

legacy of those who claim Berber inheritance, it is also of concern to many Algerian

* See Maxime Rodinson's Europe and the Mystique of Islam. Also Franz Fanon's Black Skin, White Mask.
46 L. Addi, l'Algérie et la Démocratie: Pouvoir et Cise du Politique dans l'Algérie Contemporaine (Paris: Editions la
Découverte) 1994, p. 20.
* Eric Wolf, Peasant Wars of the Twentieth Century (New York: Harper & Row) 1969, p. 232-233; also Halim
Barakat, The Arab World: Society, Culture and State (Berkeley: Univ. of Calif. Press) 1993, p. 40.
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Arabs who resist the denigration of regional customs and local vernaculars in deference

to a more uniform notion of “Arab culture” that prioritizes a Middle Eastern “standard.”

To the West, Algeria remains an enigma. At UC Berkeley’s Moffit Library there

are as many texts about the tiny island of Malta as there are about the second largest

country in Africa. ...Curious, given that Algeria is central to the works of so many

prominent 20h Century thinkers (e.g., Jean Paul Sartre, Albert Camus, Franz Fanon,

Raymond Aron, Jean Favret, Pierre Bourdieu). Within the French imaginary, Algeria

persists “a land of conquest.” Throughout its history, Algeria has known seven grand

invasions: Phoenician-Carthage (1100-147 BCE), Roman (146 BCE-432 CE), Vandal

(432-533 CE), Byzantine (533-633 CE), Arab (755-1516 CE), Ottoman (1516-1830 CE)

and French (1830-1962 CE); each of which, to varying degrees, has left its cultural and

linguistic imprint. It is this history that has fueled 20" century postulates (European and
• 25 " as well asconservative Machreqi Arab alike) about Algeria's innate “colonizability,

the insecurities of some Algerian intellectuals that such accusations actually carried

merit.” However, such theories are advanced with little consideration of the legacy of

political, religious and commercial competition that characterized both sides of the

“Mustefa Lacheraf, "L'avenir de la culture algérienne,” Les Temps Modern, no. 209, October 1963, as cited in J.
Dejeux (ed.), La Culture Algérienne dans les Texts (Paris: Publisud) 1995, p.20.
49 Addressing the incoming graduate class of l’Institut des Etudes Politique at Université de Provence Aix-Marseille,
departmental Chair, Prof. M. Camau, proclaimed “The history of Algeria has been a prolonged crisis of identity.
Nothing remains of indigenous culture. As a nation, they have known only domination and les bolotique’.” (“Les
bolotique” is a derisive reference to Arab governance, mocking how Arabs pronounce the word “politics.”). September
27, 1997, Aix en Provence.
*See G. von Grunebaum, B. Lewis, S. Qtub, E. Said, T. Asad, T. Mitchell M. Rodinson in bibliography.
* Malek Bennabi, Vocation d’Islam (1954), and K. Yacine, Communication au Congré de Rome en 1962, in L'Orient,
Beirut, 7 February 1965. For countervailing arguments see Chapter One: “De la Déculturation à l’Affirmation de Soi,”
in J. Dejeux (ed.), La Culture Algérienne dans les Textes, (Paris: Editions Publisud) 1995, pp. 13-18.
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Mediterranean until well into the 19" century.” They blur important differences between

periods of foreign influence.” And, perhaps most importantly, they mask the fact that,

amongst Algeria’s invaders, only France mobilized hundreds of thousands of Europeans

settlers (soldiers, administrators, farmers, industrialists) to establish an infrastructure of

colonial domination/ indigenous servitude, sustained by a rigid policy of military

occupation that lasted for over a century. The invisibility of these factors inhibits a

contextualized reading of Algerian history and minimizes the distinct brutality of French

colonialism.

Aspects of Occupation

Contrary to what French school children have learned for generations, France’s

invasion of Algeria was not in response to a “coup d'eventail” (“swat of the fan') given to

the French Consul by the Dey of Algiers. Although the event did in fact occur (1827).”

France's massive foray into North Africa was more specifically designed to quell

political tensions at home; to ward off internal opposition to the re-establishment of the

Monarchy of Charles X by opening new international markets and creating nascent

* While places like Jerusalem, Constantinople (Istanbul), Arles, Sicily, Tripoli, Bonafacio, and Genoa have also
known periods of successive foreign governance, most would recognize these sites as city-states of great strategic and
pºlitical value, rather than ‘predisposed’ to colonization.

The Vandals, for example, were a negligible presence in Algeria. The effectiveness of Arab rule was enabled through
the shared conduit of religion. And the Ottomans, while successful in taxing and nominally administering the Algerian
territory, allowed substantial local autonomy and were never a sustained occupying force.
“B. Stora. Histoire de l'Algérie coloniale, 1830-1954, Series Repères, (Paris: La Decouverte) 1991, p.16.
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industries overseas.” On June 14", 1830, 500 ships carrying 37,000 French troops

landed at Sidi-Ferruch to begin their “civilizing mission.” For more than 15 years, the

emir Abd el-Kader led a poorly equipped peasantry and armed religious communities in

resistance against the French onslaught. During that same period, France tripled its

number of deployed forces,” resorting to increasingly sever tactics to compel Algeria's

submission. Following a spate of village razzia and the asphyxiation of thousands of

“indigènes” seeking refuge in the mountainous grottos near Cheliff, an investigation

commissioned by the kingdom of France concluded, “In our barbarism, we have

surpassed the Barbarians we have come to civilize.” One by one, the principle

population centers fell – Algiers, Oran, Constantine – and the fate of “French Algeria”

was sealed. In 1848, the northern coast of Algeria was declared three “Departments” of

France. By 1890, the Colonial Army had annexed the remainder of Algeria's vast

territory.

Unlike other French colonial endeavors — the so-called “Protectorates” of Tunisia,

Morocco, Indochina, and Lebanon, which were promised eventual “independence” –

from the very outset, France had no intention of returning Algeria to its original

inhabitants. Its fertile land, its close proximity to France, its vital agricultural resources,

and its ample supply of manual labor were envisioned to sustain the Metropole ad

infinitum. On November 12th, 1848, the French Constitution was amended to proclaim

55 . . .ibid.

* Dossiers et Documents, Le Monde Diplomatique, October 1992, p. 3.
” Stora, ibid., p. 20.
*Ibid., p. 21.
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Algeria an integral part of the Republic.” Shortly thereafter, the French government

promoted large-scale resettlement programs, using land-owning incentives to draw

French citizens to the newly established French territory. By the turn of the century, a

constant wave of European migration, in addition to significant alterations in the laws of

French citizenship, brought the number of French citizenry in Algeria to 752,000 (vs. a

Muslim population of 4.7 million)." Those officially recognized as “French” included:

pioneers from the French homeland, native Algerian Jews offered citizenship under the

Crémieux Decree of 1870 (approx. 70,000)," and other European settlers (Spaniards,

Italians, Maltese, etc.) granted automatic naturalization in 1898 (approx. 193,000).”

On July 14, 1865, the Senatus Consulte, governing body of the Colonial

Administration, extended the possibility for individual Algerian Muslims to request

French citizenship, upon the noteworthy condition that they renounce their allegiance to

indigenous doctrines of faith.” (To my knowledge, there is no statistical record that any

such requests were made.) That offer was rescinded in 1881 when the Code de

”Ibid., p. 122.
*A. Nouschi, L'Algérie Amère, (Paris: Editions de la Maison des sciences de l’homme) 1995, p. 33.
"The wholesale naturalization of Jews in Algeria was the result of lobbying efforts by la Communauté juive de France
(the Jewish community in France). Their confessional title guaranteed their French citizenship and education (in the
French language) in Algeria, allowing them to develop, intellectually and socio-economically, more quickly than other
indigenous groups. (There were, however, certain Jewish communities who took up arms against the occupation.)
Under the Cremieux Decree (12 October 1870), Jews were protected from both French and Muslim persecution (with
the notable exception of the 1898 Dryfus Affair when, following a rise in anti-Semitism in France, Europeans in
Algeria rioted for the abrogation of the Decree). While they carry an ancient history in the Maghreb (since at least the
7" Cen.), Jews have always been a minority presence. At the beginning of the 19" C., there were 125,000 Jews in
North Africa; 225,000 at the turn of the 20" C. (70,000 Algerian). Towards the end of the French colonial period
(1950s), the Jewish population of Algeria was 150,000; 94% of whom had French nationality. Upon Independence
(1962), Jews were expelled from Algeria. The majority emigrated to Europe (primarily France), some went to Israel.
Today, there are fewer than 15,000 Jews in North Africa. [Mohand Khellil, “La Diaspora Maghrebine,” Les Cultures
du Maghreb (Paris: Editions Harmattan) 1996, pp. 172-173].
* Nouschi, ibid.
* Khellil, ibid., p. 173.
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l'Indigénat reclassified Berber and Arab Muslims as non-citizen “subjects;” taxable" and

accountable to the French authorities in civic matters, otherwise subject to Islamic law for

domestic affairs. The Colonial Administration regarded the Muslim populace as an

unpredictable underclass requiring tight control. Muslims were not allowed to hold

public meetings, bear arms or leave their districts or villages without government

permission. Special penalties regarding the nonpayment of taxes, political organizing,

public gathering (feasts, weddings, funerals), travel (including pilgrimages), and the

refusal to register births and deaths — burdened the Muslim population with unique

impediments.”

The Warnier Laws of 1863 and 1873 legalized the confiscation of Algerian tribal

lands.” Again, by decree of the Senatus Consulte:

Despite the rights to land and happiness of indigenous owners, the expansive

needs of colonization will have priority. ... With regards to lands divided by the

State, the Arab may buy it back from the Europeans, or compete with them for

possession of tribal land; for those who do not have the means to undertake this

“The colonial regime imposed more and higher taxes on Muslims than on Europeans. At the turn of the 20" C.,
Muslims, who made up almost 90% of the population but produced only 20% of Algeria's income, paid 70% of direct
taxes and 45% of the total taxes collected. [Algeria: A Country Study, “Area handbook series” prepared for the US
Dept. of the Army, (Washington D.C.: Library of Congress) 1994, p. 33.]
° Nouschi, ibid., p.216.
* Dossiers et Documents, ibid.
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acquisition, they will solicit Europeans the favor of being maintained on the lands

under the title of farmer.”

By 1919, seven and a half million hectares of farmland had been appropriated for

European use.” The wholesale transfer of Muslim lands to the European population left

the Algerian peasantry with few options for subsistence. Colons (“colonists,” also

referred to as “Pieds Noirs”) who ‘permitted' Muslim farmers to cultivate expropriated

lands employed them as khammès (from the Arabic khamsa, or “five”), allowing farmers

to keep 1/5" of the harvest they produced. Despite its inadequacy to support individual

families, more than 50% of Algerian farmers participated in some kind of sharecropping

arrangement.” Others displaced from their land and traditional vocations – bedouin,

fishermen, herders, merchants — faced similar impediments imposed by the Colonial

Administration. Bedouin were required to settle, making trade along established routes

impossible. Herders, now forbidden to graze their animals in forests and grasslands, were

unable to afford feed for their livestock (herd-size per individual decreased by four

fifths)." Those forced to leave traditional sectors of the economy, filled the service

needs of colonists as maids, servants, and unskilled laborers. All resources produced in

French Algeria — food, water, electricity, sanitation, material goods – were at the primary

disposal of the colonists. During the Great Famine of 1868, 500,000 native Algerians

* M Lacheraf, L'Algérie, Nation et Société (Paris: Maspero) 1969, p. 16; citing the “Constitution de la propriété en
Algérie dans les territoires occupés parles Arabes” drafted by the Sénat du 9 mars 1863, p. 9-10.
* Stora, ibid., p. 27.
* A. Nouschi, ibid., p. 24.
"Yacano, Xavier, La colonisation des Plaines du Cheli■ , Université de Paris—Faculté des Lettres, (Alger: Imprimerie
E. Imbert) 1955, vol. 2, p. 326.
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(5% of the entire population) died in the complete absence of any assistance provided to

' More than a half of century later, such persistent disregardthe indigenous population."

would manifest, during the inter-war years, in the redistribution of precious water

resources; privileging the cultivation of grape vines for a burgeoning French wine

72 Despite the prohibitionindustry over the needs of an impoverished native underclass.

of alcohol in Islamic societies, the exportation of wine would become Colonial Algeria's

greatest source of revenue.

The resettlement of indigenous Algerians to marginal lands interrupted more than

their local economy, it broke the delicate symbiosis between cultivators and pastoral

nomads, tribes and alliances. Relocation settlements, called douars, were designed to

dismantle lineages of political power by dividing tribes, separating traditional allies, and

instituting a policy of private property based on settlement membership.” Communal

grain silos, once administered by chiefs (now stripped of their power), fell into ruin;

leaving the community without reserves in case of emergency. In 1843, habus lands,

traditionally tended by the Mosque or zaouias (religious lodges), were confiscated by the

Colonial State, thwarting the religious community’s ability to distribute charity and

generate the income necessary to sustain local schools.” Prior to the French invasion,

40% of native Algerians were able to read and write in Arabic.” In 1962, one hundred

"Lachera■ , ibid., p. 19.
* Stora, ibid., p. 46.
” Wolf, ibid., p. 216.
“Ibid., p. 213.
75 Algeria: A Country Study, Area Handbook Series, prepared for the US Dept. of the Army, (Washington D.C.:
Library of Congress) 1994, p. 87.
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thirty-two years later, over 95% of Algerian Muslims were illiterate in both French and

Arabic.”

The Muslim society in Africa was not uncivilized; it was only imperfect and

behind. In its midst, a great number of pious foundations existed; their purpose

being the needs of charity or of public instruction. Everywhere we have taken

revenues from these former usages; we have diminished charitable

establishments, let schools fall into ruin, and dispersed the seminaries. Around

us, the lights have gone out. The recruitment of men of faith and men of law has

ceased; which is to say, we have rendered the Muslim society much more

miserable, more disordered, more ignorant and more barbaric than it ever was

7before knowing us.” - Alexis de Tocqueville, Rapport surQ KappOIT SUI

l'Algérie, 1847

While native schools disappeared without resources, French industries,

institutions and the Colonial educational system flourished. By the turn of the century,

the administrative demands of the Algerian territories outgrew the capacity of local

colonists. In response, efforts were made to educate a small number of Muslims children;

those designated to be integrated with European students in French schools as part of

France’s ‘civilizing mission.” Within a generation, a class of well-educated, Gaullicized

Muslims — les évolués (the ‘evolved ones', as they were referred to by the colonists) –

"Ibid., p. 116.
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was created and granted citizenship.” In 1911, With the coming of WWI, France

conscripted 173,000 Algerian soldiers to its defense (87,500 of whom enlisted voluntarily

despite their non-citizen status, 25,000 of whom died in battle).” Between 1914–1918,

another 119,000 Muslim workers were sent to France to fill the labor demands of the war

effort.” Paradoxically, it was these three sectors of the indigenous population – the

educated elite, soldiers, and migrant laborers in France — the very same segments of

Muslim society groomed to serve the Empire, who would form the basis of a burgeoning

nationalist movement, advocating the full rights of citizenship for Algerian Muslims

during the inter-war years (20s and 30s).

From varying perspectives, Arab and Berber leaders became increasingly

outspoken about the plight and future of the native Algerian population. In 1919, emir

Khaled (a descendent of Abd el-Kader) founded al Iqdam (“progress”), an organization

that advocated the greater representation of Muslims in local Algerian assemblies, douars

and councils general. Sheik Ben Badis led the religious reform movement of oulemas

(religious brotherhoods), insisting upon both the integration of the Muslim population

into the democratic process and respect for the cultural integrity of Islam. Dr.

Bendjelloul and Ferhat Abbas, founders of the socialist mouvement Jeune Algerien

(Young Algerian Movement), focused their efforts on the equal rights of citizenship

under French law. The Communists, under Ben Ali Boukort, emphasized the rights of

"Alexis de Tocqueville, Rapport sur Algérie, 1847; as cited in B. Stora, ibid., p. 28. My translation.
"Algeria: A Country Study, ibid., p. 34.
"Stora, ibid., p. 123.
* Ibid.
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the working Algerian proletariat and the equality of the sexes. And in 1926, Massali

Hadj organized l'Etoile Nord-Africaine (the North African Star), a group of Algerian

intelligentsia based in Paris who raised, for the first time, the possibility of Algerian

independence. Together, these groups united to produce “La Charte Revidicative du

Peuple Algérien Musulman” (June 7", 1936) which called for the abrogation of all laws

of exception (those pertaining uniquely to Muslims), the inclusion of Algeria as a full and

equal part of France, and the equal representation of Algerian Muslims in French

financial and governmental bodies.” In response, Léon Blum (Minister of the Colonies)

and Maurice Violette (General Governor of Algeria) proposed le projet Blum-Violette;

granting limited citizenship to 21,000 educated Muslim elite, with the conditional

assurance that similar increments of citizenship may be granted in the future.” The

project was fiercely condemned by ultra-nationalist colonists (fearing the loss of

European control of Algeria) and fell woefully short of the aspirations of indigenous

Algerians.

Despite their grievances, many indigenous leaders (Ferhat Abbas, Bendjelloul,

cheik El Oqbi) professed their steadfast support of the French mainland during the

Second World War; a loyalty rendered moot as France fell quickly to the Nazis and

French colonists sympathetic with Vichy assumed control of the Algerian territory.

Muslims were not the only ones denied a voice under Vichy; the Regime revoked all

rights of Algerian Jews as well. With the arrival of British and American Liberation

"Nouschi, ibid., p.112.
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Forces in North Africa (1942), the rights of French citizenship were reinstated for the

Jewish population, but denied, once again, to Algeria’s Muslims. The newly appointed

Free French commander, General Giraud, called upon native Algerians to supply troops

for the Allied war effort. While Muslims agreed to defend their country, they

simultaneously petitioned the new French Authority to redress the inequity of their non

citizen status. Giraud refused to acknowledge their request, but the rising tide of

indigenous discontent escaped the attention of few others.

It is of little use to insist at length upon an already well-known and

distressing state of mind. While [French and Arab] fraternity reigns on the

battlefields of Europe, the divide widens ever more between the two communities

[in Algeria). The natives threaten the French. Many no longer dare walk among

the Europeans. Stones fly, insults rain down. Europeans respond in kind with ill

intended terms. “Dirty race” resonates all too frequently. The natives were not

always treated, no matter what their status, with such minimal regard. They have

become the objects of mockery and vexation.

Three incidents recounted to us prove the state of mind among the Muslim

population. A schoolteacher from the region of Bougie gave as a writing model

to his students: “I am French, France is my country.” The Muslim children

wrote: “I am Algerian, Algeria is my country.” Another teacher taught a lesson

* Ibid., p. 114-119.
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about the Roman Empire. He spoke about the slaves. “Like us,” a child cried

out. Finally in Bône, a soccer match, where an entirely European team opposed

11 Muslims, had to be stopped for fear of riot. The numerous accounts parlayed

to us allow us to affirm that demonstrations of this mentality pervade the entire

Algerian territory.

Presently, almost all university students have acquired nationalist or at

least autonomist ideas.

...Muslims, having traveled to [French] cities as soldiers or workers have

brought their attention to social relations that ■ previously] passed unperceived by

their parents. They make comparisons between their situation and that of the

Europeans, whom they judge privileged. Moreover, they accept with difficulty

that the Spaniards, the Maltese, and the Italians, often not naturalized [French

citizens], who were not called to defend the country in which they live, benefit

from a social position superior to their own. Finally, they are jealous of colonists

who own large parcels of land. A single colonist is proprietor of thousands of

hectares, and they compare his riches to their misery.

- Extracts from the report of General Tubert, Colonial

Administration”

*cited in Stora, ibid., p. 92. My translation.
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In 1943, fifty leaders of Algeria's most prominent Arab, Berber and Muslim

groups endorsed Ferhat Abbas' Manifeste du Peuple Algérien (Manifesto of the Algerian

People), demanding the condemnation and abolition of colonization and the right of all of

Algeria's peoples to create for themselves a new Constitution. This Constitution would

guarantee: (1) the liberty and equality of all residents of Algeria, without distinction of

race or religion; (2) the abrogation of feudal land holding by means of an agrarian reform

which acknowledges the rights of agricultural workers to own land; (3) the official

recognition of Arabic as a national language, on par with French; (4) freedom of the press

and the right of free association; (5) the free and obligatory education of all children, both

boys and girls; (6) the freedom to practice all religions in accord with the separation of

Church and State; and (7) the immediate and effective participation of Algerian Muslims

in the governance of their country.” In response, Abbas was condemned to house arrest

for “provoking disobedience in a time of War.”

With the fall of Vichy, Gen. De Gaulle made overtures to address “the absolute

and relative amelioration of the living conditions of the Algerian masses;” admitting a

greater number of Arab and Berbers into French schools (approximately 1 per 100

Muslim children), opening Muslim access to sectors of civil and military employment,

increasing their representation in local assemblies from one-third to two-fifths, and

abolishing the laws of exception.” But many believed this was too little too late.

“Nouschi, Ibid., p. 165.
*Ibid., p. 168.
“Ibid., p.169.
* Stora, ibid., p. 88-91.
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Despite such gestures, the wholesale naturalization of all Algerian Muslims and their full

inclusion in the democratic process remained nowhere on the horizon. On the 8" of May

1945, local outrage pierced any remaining hope that Muslims would ever attain full

citizenship under the title of “France.” After generations of colonial service and

servitude, on the very day of Europe’s victory over Nazi Germany, as “natives”

combined their celebration of War's end with a renewed call for the fuller integration, the

French military quashed their “rebellions” in the cities of Sétif, Constantine and Guelma;

firing upon crowds of demonstrators with live ammunition. French aviators returning

home from the War bombed innocent civilians in what would be memorialized as “the

Sétif Massacre.” 45,000 indigenous “subjects,” many of whom had risked their lives

fighting for the Allied Forces, died that day at the hands of an ungrateful French nation.”

— The seeds of Revolution were planted.

1945-1954 set the prelude to a war of Independence with the creation of the

MTLD (Mouvement pour le Triomphe des Libertés Democratique – which proposed an

Independent Algeria, free from any influence of mainland France) and the UDMA

(l’Union Democratique du Manifest Algerien; which proposed an Independent Algeria in

federation with France). Together, these parties succeeded in gaining a broad cross

section of indigenous support. Fearing the political sway of these groups, the Nation

Assembly restricted their representation in the newly reconfigured Algerian Assembly (9

and 8 seats, respectively), reserving the remaining 57 seats open to Arabs and Berbers for

* Dossiers et Documents, Le Monde Diplomatique, October 1992, p. 4.
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“meritorious” and “independent” Muslims (v. the 3/5ths majority granted European

Algerians, despite their comprising only 1/9" of the population).” A secret organization

within the MTLD (the OS - Orginisation Spéciale) organized public demonstrations and

strategic attacks against French military and administrative institutions whenever political

dissent through legal channels was suppressed by French authorities. In 1952, Messali

Hadj (leader of the MTLD) was held responsible for these assaults; he was arrested and

deported to France. The OS fled to Cairo and created the Revolutionary Committee for

Unity and Action (CRUA), with the aim of planning an armed insurrection large enough

to ignite the Algerian Revolution. In exile, the CRUA formed a coalition of Algeria's

non-European political elite, including: Hocine Ait Ahmed, Mohammed Boudiaf, Krim

Belkacem, Rabah Bitat, Larbi Ben M'Hidi, Didouche Mourad, Moustafa Ben Boulaid,

Mohammed Khider, and Ahmed Ben Bella. Three months later, these men emerged to

lead “the National Liberation Front” (FLN) into battle.

While political and social organization was closely monitored in Algeria, Muslim

soldiers returning from the French war in Indochina, as well as Muslim laborers recruited

to re-build France after WWII, were granted “free circulation” in mainland France (as of

1946). The enormous labor demand to reconstruct what the Nazis had destroyed, as well

as a post-war economic boom which followed the opening of the Suez Canal (and the

promise of new international markets), employed tens of thousands of Algerian workers

”Algeria: A Country Study, ibid., p. 43.
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in French metallurgic, petrochemical and maritime industries." The income generated

by these workers would become critical to financing the War in Algeria. Their greater

freedom to organize labor unions and hold political rallies in France gave rise to a

growing anti-colonial sentiment amongst French liberals and French Muslims alike, and

fueled the readiness for Revolution ‘back home.’

Without Algerians workers in France, the Revolution would have never happened

— because, at the time, Algeria was in the dark. Most people were illiterate;

everything passed by word of mouth. Of course, we wanted liberty, but people

didn't know what that meant, ...not in concrete terms. While those of us here,

living and working France, we learned very quickly. We saw what it was to live

in a free society. We formed associations, Les Amis du Manifeste et de la Liberté,

where we developed our ideas. We collected dues and supported the FLN.

Almost all of its leaders were educated here. Most spoke better French than

Arabic. ...But, you know, when an Algerian learns to speak French his Arabic

improves, because the first word we said was, “Liberation.”

(Hajji, November 16" 1997, le

Panier, Marseille)

*A. Sayad, J.-J. Jordi, and E. Temime, Migrance: Histoire des Migration a Marseille (Aix-en-Provence: Edisud) 1991.
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The “Events” of Algeria

In the early morning hours of “All Saints Day,” 1" November 1954, the joint

leadership of the FLN launched 30 attacks against French military and police installations

in Algerian towns stretching from Constantine to Oran.” For French Muslims, the

“Toussaints Rouges” offensive would mark the beginning of the Algerian War of

Independence. For European French “the events in Algeria” would get nary a mention in

the mainland press, only a simple caution given by Premier Pierre Mendès-France: “One

does not compromise when it comes to defending the internal peace of the nation, the

unity and integrity of the Republic. The Algerian Departments are part of the French

Republic. They have been French for a long time, and they are irrevocably French ...

Between them and metropolitan France there can be no conceivable succession.”

François Mitterand, then Minister of the Interior, recognized, more clearly, the greater

implications of the uprising: “The only possible negotiation is war!”

During the months that followed, the FLN organized massive public

demonstrations; labors, professional associations, as well as student and women’s

organizations repeated the call for an end to colonial rule. Frantz Fanon, a psychiatrist

from French Martinique working in the Algerian territories, joined the FLN

9|B. Stora, Histoire de la guerre d'Algérie, Series “Repère,” (Paris: Editions La Découverte) 1995, p. 9.
*Algeria: A Country Study, ibid., p. 45.
*Ibid., p. 44.
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intelligentsia” and contributed his theories regarding the pathology of colonial

subjugation to the imperative of national independence; as did Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone

de Bouvoir, Raymond Aron, Jean Senac, Jacques Berque, Pierre Bourdieu and other

European intellectuals. In an attempt to head off the revolution, Jacques Soustelle, the

left-leaning French Governor General of Algeria, introduced a program of economic

reforms for Algerian Muslims. Demonstrating their resolve for liberation, the FLN killed

123 of his Arab “collaborators.” Incensed, Soustrelle approved repressive measure

against any and all FLN sympathizers; and in August 1955, thousands of Muslims in the

region of Constantine were slaughtered by the French armed forces. News of the

massacre reached villages and towns across Algeria, Sparking widespread protests and

consolidating indigenous opposition against the French Administration.” The event

would mark the official entry of the Algerian peasantry into the war effort.” Enlistment

in the National Liberation Army (ALN) soared to 80,000 by 1956. The French military

responded overwhelmingly; doubling the number of its troops in the Algerian territories

from 200,000 to 400,000. Over the course of eight years, 2 million Frenchmen would

complete a mandatory military service of 27 months in Algeria.”

As the FLN's popularity spread throughout the Algerian countryside, many

European farmers sold their agricultural holdings and sought refuge in the urban centers.

*Including: M. Lacheral, M. Kaddache, A. Meziane, A. Mazouni, M. Bennabi, A. Ibrihimi, J Amrouche, M. Mammeri,
M. Haddad, A. Amar, M. Arkoun, H Boumedienne, M. Bourboune, H. Ali, T. el-Madani, M. Qassim, K. Yacine,
amongst others.
*Dossiers et Document, Le Monde, October 1992, p. 5
*B. Stora, “Algérie: absence et surabondance de mémoire,”Avec Algérie, Esprit, January 1995, p. 63.
"Dossiers et Document, ibid.
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Some formed vigilante units and, with the passive cooperation of police authorities,

carried out rattonades (literally, ‘rat-hunts’; synonymous with Arab-killings) against

suspected FLN members,” others appealed to the Metropole, demanding the

proclamation of a “State of Emergency” and a suspension of the Algerian Assembly.

Sustrelle returned to France and Lacoste succeeded him as Governor General of Algeria.

Fearing loss of control over the Algerian departments, Lacoste dissolved the Algerian

Assembly (removing all Muslim influence from decision-making) and granted the French

Army authority to administer the indigenous population under the “Special

Administration Section.” General Raoul Salan instituted a system of quadrillage in the

interior of the country: establishing permanent garrisons to monitor the local population,

installing electrified fences at the Tunisian and Moroccan borders, and implementing the

practice of collective punishment against villages suspected of cooperating with the

FLN.” Muslims who lived in areas too remote to be patrolled were forcibly moved into

“regroupment” camps under military surveillance, displacing over 2 million people from

their land and their livelihoods (1958–60)." Hundreds of villages, orchards and

croplands were subject to aerial bombardment in their absence.

In June of 1956, Lacoste arrested several prominent FLN leaders (including Ben

Bella, Boudiaf, Ait Ahmed, Khider and Lacheraf), provoking a nation-wide strike by

Muslim workers and businesses, and a renewed campaign of assaults by ALN fighters —

most infamous amongst these, “The Battle of Algiers.” On September 30", three Muslim

*Algeria: A Country Study, ibid., p. 46.
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women masquerading as Pied Noirs infiltrated locations heavily frequented by Europeans

and detonated three bombs in downtown Algiers. The attack shocked the European

community who, unlike the Muslim population, had been largely shelter from the

violence of the War. The event marked the beginning of a three month campaign of

guerilla warfare that shifted the War's front from the countryside to the city. By January

(1957), General Jacques Massu, Commander of the 10" Division, was given carte

blanche to use “any methods necessary” to restore order amongst the Arab masses.

Draconian measures ensued, including counter-terrorist strikes, prolonged and

generalized curfews, wholesale roundups of Muslim men, massive ‘search and destroy’

' After severalmissions against ALN strongholds, and the widespread use of torture."

months of urban fighting, the ‘uprising' was quelled; but it would be considered a

“victory” nonetheless by an FLN who had proven to the Muslim population that it was

capable of an effective and sustained military campaign against the French Army.

From 1957 to 1958, the war raged on in a relentless flood of public

demonstrations, attacks and counter-attacks (on the part of colonists and Muslims alike).

In the chaos, General Massu seized power in Algiers, overthrowing the Civil

Administration by military junta and appointing General Salan head of the “Committee of

Public Safety,” to govern in its place. While the French military maintained tenuous

control over the Algerian territories, international perception of the War was turning

increasingly against France. In 1956, Morocco and Tunisia were granted independence.

”Ibid., p. 50.
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Senator John F. Kennedy compelled the United Nations to facilitate a “peaceful,

democratic and just” solution for Algeria as well." In 1957, those political elite of the

FLN who had escaped French capture, regrouped in Tunisia to form the Provisional

Government of the Algerian Republic (GPRA) in exile; strategizing a post-Independence

plan for Algeria and gathering allies in both the Arab world and Soviet bloc nations. In

France, public support of “French Algeria” waned as revelations of torture and

indiscriminate brutality against the Muslim population promoted widespread revulsion.

From 1958-1962, the presence of Algerian workers in France (needed to fill the jobs left

open by Frenchmen serving in Algeria) reached 350,000; providing a constant source of

revenue for the War (over 3 billion francs) and fueling political and social tensions in

mainland France." The families of French conscripts suffered incalculable pain and loss

as thousands of their sons and fathers returned home injured or dead." Anguish over the

spiraling “Events in Algeria” echoed from both sides of the Mediterranean and spurred

the collapse of France’s Fourth Republic.

With the backing of colonists and French conservatives, Charles De Gaulle

campaigned under the banner of preserving “French Algeria” and was elected President

of the Fifth Republic. As concession to Algerian Muslims, he released Messali Hadj

from prison (1958), decommissioned Massu from the French Army (replacing him with

Crépin, 1960), and announced: “Je vous ai compris!” (“I have understood you!"),

"Ibid.
"Ibid., p. 49-51.
"B. Stora. Histoire de la Guerre d'Algérie, 1954-1962 (Paris: La Decouverte) 1995, p. 31.
"Stora, Ibid., p.40-42.
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promising to institute a new Constitution that recognized the equal rights and obligations

of all of Algeria residents." Despite the cautions of both the FLN and the GPRA,

Muslims and Pieds Noirs alike supported De Gaulle's vision, in hopes of bringing an end

to the War." But after 18 months of trying to appease opposing colonist and FLN

factions, De Gaulle failed to propose a representative form of governance acceptable to

both sides. On September 16, 1959, he appealed to the Algerian people directly:

“Having taken all perspectives into account – Algerian, national, and international, I

believe that recourse to self-determination is necessary, and today shall be proclaimed.

In the name of France and the Republic, by the powers vested in me by the Constitution

to consult the citizenry, ...I seek to request, on the one hand, of the Algerian people, in

their twelve departments, what they truly desire to be [Independent or affiliated with

France], and, on the other hand, of all French citizens to respect that choice.”" Algerian

Muslims were elated by the prospects of their inclusion in the referendum. Many Pieds

Noirs, by contrast, fearing the very real possibility of secession and their minority status

in a ‘liberated’ Algeria, felt deeply betrayed by their President.

The proposed “Peace of the Brave” was rejected by the political elite of both sides

of the Algerian conflict. De Gaulle refused to recognize the GPRA’s authority to speak

on behalf of Algeria’s Muslims; and the remnant Civil Administration, knowing that

without the full support of the Metropole they would never prevail, decided to take

"Algeria: A Country Study, ibid., p. 53.
"Stora, ibid., p. 51.
*Ibid.
"Ibid., p. 52. My translation.
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measures into their own hands. In January of 1960, Pied Noir activists barricaded Algiers

and laid siege to the city’s seats of power, hoping to spur European colonists into

reclaiming “French Algeria.’ General support for the rebellion, however, was not

forthcoming. Instead, it brought the French Army into battle against Europeans for the

first time. The display of certain colonists’ willingness to renew the War provoked

widespread outcry among urban Muslims, leading to even greater support for the FLN,

who increasingly advocated a distinctly ‘Muslim Algeria.” With renewed imperative, De

Gualle finally executed the referendum he had promised upon his election.

Overwhelmingly, both Algeria and mainland France voted in favor of an Algerian

Republic.”

European ultra-nationalists refused to surrender Algeria without a fight. Colonist

vigilantes and elements of the French Foreign Legion formed the Organisation armée

secrète (OAS) and launched a series of terrorist attacks against both the ALN and troops

faithful to De Gaulle.” In April 1961, Generals Jouhaud, Zeller, Salan and Challe

staged an insurrection; seizing control, once again, of the seats of governance in Algiers.

Infuriated by the revolt, De Gaulle invoked Article 16 of the Constitution and assumed

singular charge of the French government. He reigned in renegade factions of the Army

(taking the mutinous generals into custody) and quashed the rebellion in only four

110days. “The Generals' Putsch” marked a final turning point in the War, as De Gaulle

was now prepared to abandon all military support for the colonists of Algeria. In May

"*Ibid., p. 57-8.
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1961, De Gaulle reopened talks with the GPRA and, after a year of negotiations at Evian,

secured the terms of a peace accord." In March 1962, De Gaulle declared a cease-fire

between all parties and announced plans for one last referendum on Independence.

During the three months that followed, the OAS unleashed a rampage of assaults – not

only against ALN, FLN, French military and police targets, but against hospitals, schools,

Muslim businesses, libraries and French administrative buildings as well (approx. 120

bombs per day) — in “the most wanton display of carnage that Algeria had witnessed in

eight years of savage warfare.” 12

On July 1° 1962, a final referendum was taken. “Do you want Algeria to be an

Independent State, in cooperation with France, as specified under the conditions defined

by the declaration of March 19", 1962?” Six million Algerians voted “yes,” only 16,534

said “no.” Two days later, De Gaulle recognized Algerian Independence. The War

was officially over. In its wake: 18,000 French soldiers, 3,000 European-French

citizens," and at least 400,000 Algerian Muslims lost their lives;" 3 million people

were displaced by “regroupment” camps; 400,000 refugees sought shelter in Morocco

and Tunisia; an exodus of 700,000 people moved from villages to Algeria’s urban

"Ibid.
"Ibid., p. 58-9, and Algeria: A Country Study, ibid., p. 54.
"The negotiations at Evian produces several concessions concerning the rights of Europeans (double nationality for
three years with the options to choose Algerian nationality or the status of ‘privileged' foreign national thereafter); the
guarantee of French military bases in the Sahara and Mers el-Kebir (for 15 years), and French prospecting for
hydrocarbons (for 6 years); as well as French economic aid to rebuild an Independent Algeria, including the fulfillment
of a 5-year plan of agricultural, residential and economic development of the region of Constantine. Stora, ibid. p. 76.
"Algeria: A Country Study, ibid.
'''Stora, ibid., p. 84.
"Algeria: A Country Study, ibid., p. 55-56.
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centers," and over 500,000 Pied Noir departed for France (60% of whom arrived

through Marseille).

“Liberation ”

I am going to tell you something few people will admit about the War.

Algeria was not ready for Independence. For decades, under the French, we tried

to be recognized as “citizens.” All we wanted was to be equal, like them. But the

colons wouldn't have it. Who knows what Algeria would be today if they'd had

the courage? ... In any case, Independence was necessary – but we weren't ready.

And De Gaulle, he knew it. It was part of his strategy. They knew we didn't have

the means to assume control of the country. In the months before they left, they

burnt everything to the ground —the records, the schools, the libraries, the

businesses. They stole from us our inheritance. What was rightfully ours. They

wanted us to fail, because if France made an Accord while Algeria was weak,

they could arrange everything for themselves – all the labor, all the petroleum

they wanted. They knew we needed the money to rebuild. So right away we

entered into a relationship of dependence. ...Today, after years and years of

corruption, the government in the pocket of the military, the economy in the

sewer, ...Who owns our debt? Who takes our best students? Who profits most

from our liberation? – La France! We are still in a position of dependence.

"At its congress in Tripoli (June 1962), The FLN announced that one million people died fighting for Algerian
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Independence. Benjamin Stora maintains that the more accurate number is closer to 500,000. Stora, ibid., p. 91.
| 16... .Ibid.
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III

HISTORY IS NOT MEMORY

You cannot ask anyone under the age of 50 what happened between France and

Algeria – neither in France, nor in Algeria – anyone too young to remember the War.

Me, I was born in 1948. I remember when the French were chez nous, and we worked

chez eux. Today, those who remember, we are in the minority. Today, the majority of

Algeria is under the age of 25.' ...All these children know about history is what they

learn in school. And what do they teach in Algeria? I'll tell you, I have nieces and

nephews in Oran. 80% of what they learn is the history of the Middle East, about the

Arabs of Egypt and Saudi Arabia, as if the Maghreb before Independence didn't exist, or

as if we should be ashamed of the colonial period. Well, we are not Arabs of the Middle

East. Our history goes back thousands of years to Kahina,” to Ifriqiyya,” and even before

that. We have our own customs, our own culture, our own way of doing things ... What's

more, we are not the ones who should be ashamed of colonization, that was the French, if

you well remember.

And even when they teach about Algeria, what do they teach in school? The

‘Grand Revolution,' how we defeated the French fighting for democracy. Well it's true,

we had a revolution for democracy; and for that we paid dearly — my uncle was killed in

l According to the 1990 census, 51.2% of the Algerian population is under the age of 19. Algeria: A Country Study,
“Area handbook series” prepared for the US Dept. of the Army, (Washington D.C.: Library of Congress) 1994, p. 77.
* An Algerian Berber princess who fought against Arab invaders in the 7" Century.
3 Ifriqiyya was a term used to refer to North Africa during the early period of the Arab expansion (7"-9"C).
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1961. But to this day Algeria is not a democracy. If we were such a democracy, then

why were all the grand chiefs of the FLN (National Liberation Front) killed, one by one,

after Independence?" If Algeria is a democracy, then why is it the military still in

control? Until today, Algeria is not liberated.

In France, it's the same thing. You won't find history [told] here either. Do you

think they teach French children how they treated us in Algeria? How tens of thousands

of Algerians died fighting for France in Europe during the War” while back home we

weren't even citizens? “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity,” yes! – but not for everyone. Even

today, they still profit from us. We are still the “benioui-ouis.” “ There is no equality for

us here. After all this time, it must be said. We deserve some recognition, not only for

what we have suffered, but for what we have contributed as well.

But in France, this will never come. They don't even recognize their own. The

Pieds Noirs (French colonists), who wanted to stay in Algeria, who returned to France

after the war only to shut their mouths and be quiet. Or the Harkis (Arabic term for

‘traitors’) who fought on the side of France, but after the war they were brought here and

“Ahmed Ben Bella (Algeria's 1” President) was imprisoned, Mohammed Boudiaf (Algeria's 2"President) was
assassinated, Aït Ahmed was exiled, Ben M'hindi and Ali Boumendjel committed “suicide,” Abbane Ramdane was
assassinated.

* It is not clear whether Moussa was speaking about the first or the second World War. 25,000 Muslim Algerian
soldiers died in WWI (B. Stora Histoire de l'Algérie Colonial (Paris: La Decouverte) 1994, p. 44 & p. 89). For WWII,
the number of French Muslim casualties is a matter of some debate. French sources estimate a few hundred. Algerian
sources claim 15,000-45,000 (A. Nouschi, L'Algérie Amère, (Paris: Editions de la Maison des sciences de l’homme)
1995, p. 174).
“This was the prajorative name given to “the good little Arabs” that worked for European French households or the
French Administration during colonial times.
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put in [internment] camps. Nobody talks about them either. We are all invisible. ... No,

no, I swear to you, the history of France and Algeria is not yet written.

(Moussa, 9 September 1998, Marseille)

History begins when the present is separated from the past. It is an act of

exclusion – present from past, active from passive, living from dead." Once this “other

time” is established, speculation develops, interpretation is legitimized, and writing

begins. Politicians and scholars decide what is “history” and what is not. Together they

create the social “fact.” But in doing so they deny history’s “presence” – that part of the

past which has yet to take shape, the paradox and ambiguity of what has come before,

that lingers into the future, and persist in the reflection of living people — that which has

yet to be inscribed. With the writing of history, a loss is advanced, and a void is filled

with a kind of ventriloquism” – a discourse of recorded events that behaves as a kind of

totalizing speech. The danger of “history” is that what is written becomes the past; that

the experience of the past is rendered trivial or ‘not worth remembering’ by the

unquestioned certainty of its meaning, that the multiple and divergent “traces left by

men” are overshadowed by the authority of the historical document." Ascribing fixed

meanings to history undermines the flexibility of lived events – events that shift in their

sense, their orientation and their emphases with the passage of time. For Moussa,

'M. de Certeau, Heterologies, p.viii.
*M. Foucault, L'archéologie du savoir, (Paris: Gallimard) 1969, p. 13-15.
"M. de Certeau, ibid.
"M. Foucault, ibid.

*** * * * *
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looking back from the present, what is lost in the rhetoric of both French and Algerian

history is the legitimacy of his culture and the sacrifice of his people for ideals never

realized.

The writing of History is infused with prejudices of all kinds – political,

" As de Certeau remarks, “the archival endeavor is obsessivelyperceptual, and partisan.

fragmentary.” Even the most earnest historiographer necessarily deceives in order to

delimit the scope of his terrain; for any attempt to select, decipher and render clear those

elements of the past which constitute “history” risks marginalizing, or effacing all

together other, more complicated designs. History thus becomes a capricious prowler,

driven by the blindness and biases of its authors, in constant need of surveillance and

supervision by those who draw its attention, lest they fall prey to its wiles.

A “Declaration” of War

From differing yet parallel perspectives, the historian Benjamin Stora and

political scientist Bruno Etienne urge that such vigilance be returned to the French and

Algerian past. Both caution against the manner with which French-Algerian history has

been marked and sealed. According to Stora, the Algerian historical imaginary suffers

from both an absence and overabundance of memory. The distillation of Algerian history

"J. Le Goff, History and Memory, (New York: Colombia University Press), p. xi.

* --
- - -

* -
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over time has so emphasized the War of Independence that it eclipses virtually all else.

Those events most often commemorated include: May 8" 1945 (the Sétif Massacre and

the end of the dream of a democratic French Algeria), November 1" 1954 (the

inauguration of armed insurrection and start of the Revolution), the Battle of Algiers (a

turning point marking the effectiveness of guerilla warfare), July 3" 1962 (the

proclamation of Algerian Independence). This limited, highly allegorized chronology at

once betrays and constitutes the verisimilitude of history.” As moments frozen in time,

these dates generate an affective charge through their reduction of information." The

Sense of “sacrifice” and “victory” are magnified, made legendary and organized

according to one central theme: France was defeated militarily, a vanquished oppressor

overthrown by a united and armed Algerian peasantry.” While such “history” may aptly

describe a sequence of violence introduced by the colonial State and returned by the

colonized against the colonizer, the brute terms of the standard anti-colonial discourse

underplays the complexity and diversity of the Independence movement, overstates the

singularity of its purpose, and ultimately vindicates the power of arms. “After

Independence in 1962, only an impoverished and warrior notion of nationalism

Survived.” 16

12

M. de Certeau,13 . . ibid., p. x.
14 Ibid., p. xv. p

15º "Algérie: absence et surabondance de mémoire,"Avec Algérie, Esprit, January 1995, p. 65.
16 . . . .Ibid.

* - -

* ----- sº- as
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What escapes commemoration, Stora elaborates, are not only other important

dates," but also currents of thought and dynamic processes which, at the time of

Independence, were actively facilitating change in Algerian society. The Revolution was

not merely a military campaign, it represented equally compelling cultural, political and

spiritual transformations as well – popular movements largely subsumed, after the fact,

by the singular achievement of military victory. The push for democratic pluralism,” for

example, which so effectively mobilized millions of people to bring an end to French

occupation, crumbled with the military elite's establishment of a single-party socialist

State, after Independence. The religious reform movement,” deeply engaged with issues

of “modernizing” the faith prior to the Revolution, was similarly co-opted by a

"nationalist” policy of “Arabization” aimed at “reasserting” (read homogenizing/re

inventing) Algerian identity after Independence (fueling, in part, the backlash of

fundamentalism in the 1990s). The role of women, so vital to the War effort, whose

education and public integration was central to the ideal of liberation, likewise fell

*ualty to a traditionalist “revival” with the institution of the Family Code in 1984

(restrainin g women’s rights by allowing husbands to vote in their place). The recognition

FT
17

º marking not only military victories but the formation of historic coalitions and unified proclamations, formº. June 2O, 1926 (the creation of l'Etiole de l'Afrique du Nord- which first conceived of a collaborative and
-

brought . independence movement for Algeria); May 5, 1931 (the foundation of the Association des oulemas – which
announcº disparate religious groups); 11 March 1937 (the proclamation of le Parti du Peuple Algérien–whichi. the unity of Algerians' political ambition); and March 14, 1944 (the creation of Amis du Manifeste et du la
18 , , . "

..º the attention of the colonial authority with the creation of the MTLD (Movement for the Triumph of
with. Liberties, 1946) who advocated and won representation in regional government, then expanded in coalition

i º. form the CRUA (Revolutionary Committee for Unity and Action, 1954), precursor to the FLN (Nationalº . who successfully ousted the French from Algeria – only to sacrifice its commitment to democracy by
19 Orn ga other political parties, after Independence.

MA * the creation of the Association of Reformist Oulema (1931) and brought to the nationalist agenda by the
the princi "on Democratique du Manifeste Algerien, 1946), which attempted to bring together the values of Islam and

Ciples of an Algerian Republic through the vehicle of Science.

R
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of Berber heritage in the Algerian national character, an initiative finally brought to the

fore during the nationalist debates of the 1950s, still lingers unresolved forty years after

Independence. And lastly, immigration, the “Second Front” during the War and to this

day indispensable to the welfare of an independent Algeria, remains unacknowledged in

the inventory of “history.”

When War is all that is given to remember – a post-script idealization bereft of the

desires, the ambitions, the many avenues of social transformation put in motion by the

quest for Independence; how possibly can “history” represent the multiplex experience of

the past? How can it create the continuity necessary to bring the past to the present?

When history is frozen by its symbolization, it is robbed of its momentum; its impact on

the present becomes inert, and it is no longer able to contribute to a cumulative future.

Those currents of social, political and religious change in Algeria – born in

°oºfrontation with French occupation and, to date, neglected by an “independent”

”*tion – have migrated with millions of Algerian immigrants to the land of the former

°olozzizer, still waiting to be recognized in their unfolding. This is the fugitive history of

^lgeria, erased by the simple accounting of a military victory. For Algerian immigrants

in France, the “victorious past” can become a prison, a hollow substitute for what lingers

unaccomplished of the French-Algerian present.

*** ***** * ~ *
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The “Presence” of History in the Absence of Memory (or the Non-Historic Brume of

Racism)

IMPASSE – Field Journal: August 18, 1997

Today, I caught a glimpse of one of those rare moments where the disparity

between how “the French” and “Algerian immigrants” evoke the past stood in stark

relief. I was having coffee at the Treize Coins with my neighbor Karim; a 36 year old

Frezzc/z-Algerian graduate student looking for work. He was opening his mail when he

Carne upon a rejection letter for a job as ‘schoolyard supervisor' he had applied for

earlier in the week. “No, it's not possible,” he said in disbelief. “Maybe they thought

D’ott v.vere overqualified,” I offered. “Absolutely not!” he angrily resisted, “It’s because

* ºn Arab.” “Really?" I asked, “What makes you think it was racism?” “It’s not just

^acisrn.” Karim insisted, “This happens all the time. They hate us [Algerians]. They

An are us, in particular.” “How's that?” I asked. “They hate us because when they look

** You, all they see is the War. They see the end of the French Empire and it makes them

Crazy. They cannot accept that they lost at the hands of the Arabs. And for that, they

*ake us pay!” Before our conversation could advance, Karim looked up at the clock.

He was ‘running late for an appointment,” so he paid his bill and left.

As the door closed behind him, Jean-Michel – another neighbor, who had been

***s at the table next to us (coincidentally, also unemployed) – leaned over and said,
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“That’s the biggest load of shit I've ever heard in my life! France doesn't give a damn

about the War. It was a long time ago, ...Let it go! It has nothing, whatsoever, to do

with immigration. ...If you ask me, the reason Algerians are going nowhere [n’arrivent

pypas] in France....” Jean-Michel paused to collect his thoughts, then said, “Here, I'll

show you.” He stood up, spread his legs shoulder-width apart, and squatted down to the

grouazza in a gesture mocking some kind of a bedouin in the desert. “...The reason

Algerians are going nowhere,” he resumed, “is because this is a damn comfortable

position.” Then, like Karim, he got up, paid his bill and left.

What caught my attention about these two declarations was not only the insistence

With which they were spoken, in absentia, to one another, but also the totality with which

both Karim and Jean-Michel used “history” to assert their respective claims. For Karim,

it influenced everything. For Jean-Michel it was unequivocally “over.” Both recalled

images from the past (which neither had actually witnessed in their own lifetimes) to

SPeak an overarching “Truth.” For Karim, it was the War; the war that so bruised the

Collective French psyche that now, 40 years later, any attempt by “an Arab to be

"ecognized as a competent human being was futile. For Jean-Michel, it was ‘the bedouin

Peasant,” born of an original elsewhere,” who represented a fundamental Arab laziness

SO absolute as to render 150 years of colonialism and inequitable social relations

irrelevant. Neither Karim nor Jean-Marie was open to discuss the tension so evident in

their respective claims; both evoked an emblematic “history” to mark a definitive closure

Of the Subject. Despite the proximity of their daily lives (and the opportunity to know

***

* * * * * *
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one another as individuals), both preferred to make of the Other (“French”, “Arab”) a

caricature that corresponded to some unarticulated frustration — For Karim, perhaps it

was the uncertainty of “Algerian heritage” within a broader “French” social fabric, for

Jean-NMichel, perhaps the uncertainty of “French identity,” with “Algerian” in the mix. In

everyday encounters in Marseille, the gestalt of the French/Algerian relationship is

mimetic; it is seen in the way the two sides relate to, symbolize and parody each other. It

is a “ dialogic' space filled with contradiction and mixed messages; a space of emotion

that expresses the manifest divide between memory's affect and the inarticulation of

“history.”

Karim's reluctance to situate the discrimination he perceived within a rubric of

race” echoed a sentiment expressed by many of my French-Algerian informants who

believed racism was insufficient to describe the particular insolence “French society”

harbored towards them. People regularly evoked exceptional aspects of the past to

distinguish their experience of contemporary French society from that of other

marginalized groups. “The Chinese never knew French occupation like we did in

Algeria,” “Of course the Moroccans, the Tunisians are perceived better in France, they

never lived [through] a war like ours,” * “Immigrants today – the Africans, the Comoros

islanders – they don’t struggle like we did when we arrived [in the 50s and 60s]. Back

then, we were second-class human beings. There were no HLMs [subsidized housing],

** lived in shacks with no electricity or running water. We worked 12 hours a day in

Boº. I-L-L-*ame René, 30 August 1998, le Panier.

* * ~ * *
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* – Such references, in combination, emphasized the distinctionitions.

rians from other immigrant communities. “The problem is not with the

<in,” Moïse (an Algerian grocer in the Panier) told me, “it is with the

history;” 23 intimating that race was a displacement, or perhaps too general

) describe a trajectory that has culminated in a unique French-Algerian

un-French neighbors also noted the ‘exceptional' nature of Algerian

ld, similarly, resisted the characterization of French/Algerian-immigrant

sial.” “We do no suffer the same communautairisme,” the same ‘cult of

■ ou [Americans] do,” Claude, a French social worker, explained, “Our

cohesion is much stronger. Don't forget, it was France who welcomed

Josephine Baker, Nina Simone, Charlie Parker – during the Civil Rights

ited States. Our difficulty with the Algerians is not a question of racism.

the Armenians, the Nigerians ...they all get along fine. With the

is not the same. With them, with their mosques, their foulards [Muslim

nt to reproduce le bled [the village] here, and in France that will never

ver, unlike my informants of Algerian origin, attention to the ‘specifics' of

■ erian past was often missing from opinions expressed by European

e a general consensus that “Arabs,” and in particular North Africans, are

1997, le Panier.
998, le Panier.
7, 1998, le Panier.
m,” social segmentation.
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the most stigmatized minority in France, “there seemed to be little historical awareness

of how, after so many years of French-Algerian co-habitation, this had come to be the

case. (“It’s as if they [the French] have forgotten that the reason that we [Algerian

immigrants] are here [in France] is because they were there [in Algerial.”)” While

prejudicial comments revealed a racialized ignorance of history (e.g., “How can you

2,28expect them to learn French, they can’t even read or write in Arabic,” or “Of course

they take the menial jobs. They're a colonized people, that's what they know to do.”);

more ‘empathetic’ comments emphasized dimensions of cultural difference, rather than

the legacy of French colonialism, to explain tensions between the two communities (e.g.,

“You know, in France, we’re not used to living with Muslims. They have a different

orientation towards life. They’re not accustomed to living in a civil society and I think

2,30that frightens people,” or “It’s true, with all that’s going on in the world, especially in

Algeria, there is a certain mistrust of Arabs in France. We don’t want to see the same

integrisme [fundamentalism] erupt here.” ').

In the broadest of terms, Algerian immigrants evoked a sense of “difference” tied

to a distinct historical experience (a difficult and many-chaptered encounter with

“France”) – a difference important to render explicit, they believed, to the degree that its

*Claude, 24 April 1998, Panier.
*75% of French people believe that “Arabs” (specifically North Africans) are the principle targets of discrimination in
France. M. Tribalat, Faire France (Paris: Editions La Découverte) 1995, p. 181.
”Baum, second generation French-Algerian, 30 February 1998, le Panier.
*Alain, 18 August 1998, Panier. See chapter One, p. 20, regarding Algerian education under French Occupation
*Laurent, 26 August 1998, Panier. See chapter One, p. 18-20, regarding shifts in the Algerian economy under French
Occupation.
"Line, 7 February 1997, Panier.
"Anne, 10 February 1997, Panier.
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oversight played a role in ongoing social tensions. European-French, by contrast,

characterized the “difference” of Algerian-immigrants as an essentially cultural one (of

dubious compatibility with “Frenchness”) — a difference requiring no recourse to history

to substantiate its obviousness. While the first perspective emphasized a knowable

difference, harmful in its hiddenness, the latter suggested an intractable difference,

menacing in its pregivenness.

The renowned French historian Ferdinand Braudel questions this shifting sense of

“difference” that marks North African immigration to France. He observes that while

many minorities have been subject to bigotry in French society – Italian immigrants at the

turn of the 20" Century were called ritals for taking the bread out of Frenchmen's

mouths; in the 1930s, Poles in the North of France were the target of public hostility;

Neopolitan dock workers who crossed themselves at work at in Marseille were mocked

as cristos — these communities became ‘well integrated’ within two or three

generations.” “Why then, in the case of Muslims in France, most of whom are from

North Africa, does the reverse seem to be true? It is the second-generation immigrants

who are finding the greatest problem, both being rejected and themselves rejecting the

assimilation that the generation of their parents and grandparents in some cases achieved.

There are serious obstacles: mutual distrust, fear, and racial prejudice, but there are also

2,33deep differences in beliefs and customs.”’’ This tension, this palpable French/Maghrebi

exception, has created ‘for the first time,” Braudel believes, “a ‘colonial' problem,

*F. Braudel, The Identity of France, vol. 2 (London: Fontana Press) 1991, p. 213-14.
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located this time in France ...[with] political implications that conceal the complexity of

reciprocal forms of rejection, which cannot be denied, much as one may deplore them.”

Braudel suggests an amalgam of cultural and perceptual factors that have

produced a particular and mutual unease within the French/Algerian encounter, but he

leaves the distinction between “French” and “Algerian immigrant” perspectives

urnexamined. As an anthropologist sensitized (via Palestine) to the affective legacy of

colonial disenfranchisement but new to the immigrant field of Marseille, it was precisely

this variously perceived difference (a “French” perceived 'difference of Algerian culture’

Vs. an “Algerian immigrant” perceived ‘historic distinction') that gave additional clues as

to what makes the French-Algerian dynamic ‘exceptional.” For Algerian immigrants, the

Sense of their “difference” was not cast in counter-distinction to “France,” but rather in

terms of a unique experience of France (an emic view, of particular proximity) — a

Struggle to be witnessed, to be incorporated, persistent across generations, that echoed an

original colonial exclusion. What they were “rejecting” (to use Braudel's description of

Algerian immigrants' frustration), was not “France” itself, but the terms of an ongoing

“French”/"Algerian” relationship that bespoke a desire for change – a more equitable

dynamic – via the recognition of an ‘exceptional’ experience of historic marginalization.

Furopean-French, for their part, often located the tension between “French” and

"Algerian immigrant” communities within an framework of “cultural difference” (an etic

View, of obfuscating distance); their “rejection” thereby symptomatic of a discomfort/

33

*bid., p.214.
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unfamiliarity with whatever “Algerian” represents to them – most often articulated as

“Muslim” and/or as “Arab.”

But there was something about how this “difference” set Algerians apart from

other immigrant groups that belied the French perspective. There are a number of non

Algerian Muslim communities in France — including Moroccan, Tunisian, Turkish,

Kurdish, Nigerian, Senegalese, Comoros Islander, as well as Eastern European

immigrants – many of whom do not evoke the same French apprehension, nor suffer the

same cultural stigma as Algerians. Moreover, amongst these groups, Algerian

immigrants are the least religiously observant,” and thus less likely to express their faith

in public life. As for France's unfamiliarity with “Arabness,” this seemed a curious

‘exception’ to make of its largest immigrant community, with whom it has had the

longest sustained contact (160+ years), both in France and Algeria. Wouldn’t Algerians

immigrants be better acquainted with French cultural norms after such a long time?”

Furthermore, why would “deep differences in beliefs and customs” be more pronounced

(according to Braudel) among the children of Algerian immigrants, born and raised in

France?

“Ibid., p. 205. Emphasis, mine.
*30% of Algerian immigrants consider themselves “regularly observant” Muslims, only 11% of whom frequent some
site of worship (Mosque or prayer room). Moroccan and Sub-Saharan African immigrants, by contrast are significantly
more observant (40% and + 60%, respectively). M. Tribalat, ibid., p. 93-94.
*70% of Algerian immigrants speak French well (better than Turks and Moroccans, M. Tribalat, ibid., p. 38); over
60% of Algerian immigrants speak to their children exclusively in French (Ibid., p. 47-49): 87% of second-generation
French Algerians consider French their maternal language (Ibid., p. 51); 63% of Algerian immigrants prepare
principally French cuisine at home (Ibid., p. 128).

*-

*** * * *** *
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Unelaborated in these referents – “Arab” and “Muslim” – was something

particular (from a “French” perspective) to the Algerian immigrant community that

created a unique aesthetic of French rejection. I thought again about the characterizations

employed by my European-French neighbors to mark the Algerian “difference”: “Arab”

as “lazy” (“...damn comfortable position”), as “illiterate” (“...they can’t even read or

4 &write.”), as differently “gendered” (“...with their foulards”), “Muslim” as ‘uncivilized'

(“They’re not accustomed to living in a modern society”), as “extremist” (“We don’t want

to see the same integrisme erupt here.”) – and I was struck by an unexpected parallel.

The same registers of social transformation that emerged under French Occupation in

Algeria (access to education, integration within “French” society, political representation,

gender equality, and religious inclusion) were precisely what marked the “Arabo

Muslim” difference of Algerians in the French immigrant scene. They were the same

sites of social disparity (“European-French” v. “Algerian-French”) and transition (within

the “Algerian-French” community itself), with the distinction that, in their transposition

to France, these registers were not valorized dimensions of cultural transformation; they

were paralyzing markers of cultural difference.

As an ethnographer living in a culturally-complex immigrant neighborhood in

Marseille, trying, myself, to “fit in” within an Algerian community comprised of

*aditional families and single parents; overworked fathers and educated, under-employed

*hildren: women clad in djellabas, French couture, mini-skirts and foulards; all variously

Arabo-, Berber-, and Franco-phone — the “European-French” caricature of Arabo-Muslim
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“Algerians” seemed a strange fixation. Why was the stereotype of Algerian immigrants

so consistently archaic? What “political implications” (as Braudel suggests) were behind

the creation of such an image?

As an outside observer, what seemed more enigmatic to me than the relative

“difference” of Algerian immigrants in Marseille, was the persistent resistance of French

society to acknowledge/ ‘integrate” its history of contact with Algerians within its own

reflection as a modern immigrant nation. From an outside perspective, it seemed the

basic distinction between “French” and “Algerian immigrant” conceptions of difference

was the “presence” or “absence” of a shared past to explain a tense present. As a

“variable” that hinged upon the humanization/recognition of Algerian immigrants (and

their children) within French society, as well as the very meaning of history itself — this,

to me, seemed a site of contention powerful enough to produce the exceptional

predicament of “a colonial problem” in France.

Paradoxically, it was the reluctance to situate a critique of contemporary French

Algerian dynamics within a framework of “race” (unacceptable to both European-French

and Algerian immigrants for its lack of specificity) that compelled me to wonder about

the relationship between “historic experience” and the postcolonial construction of

*ultural difference” in a modern immigrant scene. How does an unreconciled colonial

**** factor into the many discontents expressed across community lines in Marseille? To

What degree does France's prolonged and sustained role in the experience of Algerian
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suffering accentuate its “rejection” of Arabs in France today?” Can racism be

symptomatic of an uncertainty within French memory regarding its French-Algerian

past? Could this not also fuel an Algerian-immigrant imperative to render that shared

past explicit in the face of perceived French persecution? The ambiguity of “difference,”

amidst a disjunctive “presence” and “absence” of history, led momentum to the

imperative of memory I perceived at the intersection of the French/Algerian experience.

Of Amnesty and Amnesia

[The] labor to efface memory reveals what it is hiding. A wish not to know: the

tactic of repression, is exactly what, through the production of something

forgotten (unknown), forms the knowledge of what is hidden. ...What is known

functions as what is silenced. This way of obliterating memory by repeating the

repressive gesture defines the traditional legend [“history”] as “memory,” which

is a loss of “content” and a reproduction of “form.” It is precisely what must be

said if something else is to be understood.”

As Stora does for Algeria, Bruno Etienne argues that the French perception of its

Algerian past suffers from a certain blindness. “There is a kind of consensus in France –

and perhaps throughout the West – about the futility of understanding the history of

"Michel De Certeau, The Writing of History (New York: Columbia University Press) 1988, p. 325-26.

******* * *
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Arabs and Muslims. There is no social demand for a true comprehension of this Other,

there so close: the Arab Muslim... Concerning Algeria, for years now, our knowledge of

this country has regressed. It is important to understand why, before undertaking what is

necessary to do about it. The effort requires something of a psychoanalysis, or at least

recourse to ethnopsychiatry; so much has ‘the French-Algerian fact’ become an

internalized pathology. It has been years since France has discussed the Code of

Nationality; it no longer debates immigration; [the nation] cries over the fall of its empire

and its painful consequences; it refuses the visibility of Islam on its own soil because the

Orient must necessarily be elsewhere; and it has yet to reconcile the War of Algeria,

which, despite the efforts of former combatants to gain media attention, never [officially]

took place.”

According to Etienne, a collective “amnesia,” as well as a politics of exculpatory

“amnesty,” are the social processes by which France shrinks from its accountability to the

colonial past and confines its understanding of the Arabo-Muslim world to an Orientalist

framework established long ago. “Amnesia and amnesty are the two abscesses of a

sacrificed memory.” Amnesia, he qualifies, is that which society is compelled to forget

because it unsettle the very foundations upon which that society was built. In the case of

Algeria, the motivation for forgetting is the fundamental incompatibility of colonization

with the standards of “Enlightenment” and “Civilization” by which France otherwise

*B. Etienne, Amnésie, Amnistie, Anamnese: Amère Algerie■ ... Ou de l 'Écart entre la Recherche et les Medias, a
propos de Quelques Ouvrages Récents sur la Guerre à l'Occasion de la Nouvell Bataille d'Alger, La Nouvelle Bataille
d'Alger, draft of a work in progress, 1998, p. 3. My translation.
39, , .Ibid., p. 5
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measures itself. “For us [the French], Algeria is the catastrophic site of a non

emancipated entity caused by the universalist ideal of French-Algeria. We are all the

product of this frustrated universalism, but the French-Algerian fact is its extreme

[expression]; an inscription that marked the entrée of Algeria into Modern History. If

Algeria is Arab and Muslim — and, in part Berber – it is also the failure of Enlightenment

in the form of colonization. This is why the Left is incapable of intervening, [for it brings

into question our most cherished liberal values]. While it is easy to be overwhelmed, it is

much more difficult to reconsider the ulterior motives, in the non-historic brume, so as to

rediscover the forgotten remains of illegitimate traces.”

We know how the Arabs were viewed in Colonial times — backwards, … .

uncultivated. But no one reverses the question to ask, “Who were they?” Who ** : * * * *

did France send to Algeria? The first [Europeans] to settle were criminals, º

legionnaires, and the poor; people France didn't want. Later, there were the º
*

farmers and the merchants, who had their own ‘Algerian dream.' But don't be

mistaken, these people didn't come to civilize “the natives.” Where is the

evidence? After 100 years, tell me, where is the proof? When they talk about

civilizing Algeria, they were not referring to us, they were talking about

themselves.

(Melika, 42, French-Algerian Sociologist, November 27th 1997, Marseille)

“Ibid. Brackets are my addition. [Expression] replaces the word “writing” in the original French version. [for it
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In the French historical imaginary, the elusive dream of prosperity that fueled

France’s acquisition of Algeria combined with the harsh reality of occupation on the

ground collude in “suppressing” the painful memory of failed a colonial endeavor, as

well as its human consequence. How did 132 years of colonial domination serve to

“civilize” Algeria? By what measure of “enlightenment” were millions of native

Algerians denied their language, education, citizenship, representation, and self

determination? In defense of which values of the Republic was an entire generation of

French youth sent to war? How did the deaths of one million people serve “the glory of

France”? According to which definition of “justice” were thousands of Arab

“collaborators” deserted by their French “ally”? By what standard of “equality” were

millions of formerly French-Algerians “welcomed” into French society?

France cannot even begin to pose such questions, Etienne argues, so strategic

have been efforts to bury the Algerian past by concealing official documents and passing

laws of “amnesty” since the fall of the Fourth Republic. Amnesty, he explains, is that

which a society must erase from its memory to absolve its responsibility for a past

4wrong." While amnesia is a state of being, Etienne argues, amnesty is a “civic duty.”

Since Algerian Independence, five laws of amnesty have been passed concerning the

conduct of the OAS (Organisation de l'Armée Secret – extremist European ultra

nationalists), the French military and Colonial administrative personnel in Algeria — in

brings...] is what I interpret Prof. Etienne to be suggesting.
"Ibid., p. 3.
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1962, 1964, 1968, 1974 and 1982.” Despite explicit admissions by General Massu

(Commander of the French Army in Algiers until 1960), the generalized practice of

torture during the War has yet to be acknowledged by subsequent French governments.”

Indeed, the War itself was only officially recognized as such in 1999. By decree of La loi

de 3 janvier 1979, all military and police archives pertaining to Algeria have been sealed

from public disclosure for up to 150 years." And lest “amnesty” be mistaken, too

simply, as an administrative consequence of historic events rather than a symptom of an

active denial which continues to animate the French imaginary, Etienne duly reminds us

of the most recent tribunal of Maurice Papon:” The highest-ranking official of the Vichy

government to be tried for Crimes Against Humanity; who was convicted in 1998 (53

years after WWII) for the deportation of over 1000 Jews to Auschwitz; who, despite his

complicity with Vichy, went on to become the Prefect of Constantine during the War in

Algeria and chief architect of “regroupment camps” designed to break the will and

organization of FLN dissidents; and later was appointed Constable of Paris at a time

when Algerian bodies were fished from the Seine without investigation — this same

Maurice Papon was released from prison September 18" 2002, after serving only four

years of what was to be a life sentence. Clearly, French law colludes in obscuring the

past from view.

“B. Stora, La Gangrène et roubli■ paris: La Découverte), 1992.
“B. Stora. Histoire de la guerre d’Algerie, (Paris: La Découverte) 1995, p. 26. See also: P. Vidal Naquet, La Torture
dans la République, (Paris: Le Seuil) 1981.
“Jean-Charles Jauffret, Archives Militaire et Guerre d'Algérie, Marseille et le Choc des Décolonisations. J.-J. Jordi
and E. Temime (eds.), (Aix-en-Provence: Edisud) 1996, p. 171-73. There are five categories of official documents to
be declassified, sequentially, 30-, 60-, 100-, 120- and 150-years after “the Events of Algeria” (the War), contingent
upon their military sensitivity and the probable life-span of those about whom the documents pertain. The first of these
sets of documents was open to public review in 1992 and contains only the most general descriptions of the routine
operations of French administered Algeria.
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While Etienne offers a stern critique of French amnesty/amnesia, he is no less

forgiving of the Algerian political elite's complicity in the politics of forgetting. “We

can not count on our Algerian friends,” he says, “who have even greater difficulty being

clear about their past, and who, for the moment, remain faithful to their nationalist

fable.” He asks: Who killed President Boudiaf, and so many of his Ministers? Who

directs the Military Security, which uses the same methods of torture, detention and exile
-

as employed by the Colonial Regime? Who encouraged millions of able-bodied Muslims

to errnigrate rather than securing an infrastructure of employment and economic stability

in Algeria? What has Algeria done with its vast petroleum income to respond to the

mThillions without housing or healthcare? Who is responsible for the violence that has left

1*OO,O00 dead in less than a decade? The FLN (the National Liberation Front), the GIA

(the Armed Islamic Group)? * “The fundamentalists are but a derivative of a factious,

clanistic, and mafioso government that has yet to keep even one of its promises!”

ºrs --- ** * *

I met with Professor Etienne on Several occasions.” and each time we spoke of

the French-Algerian past he explained at length the intricacies of how, in the course of

the War and its aftermath, basically all parties to the conflict betrayed one another:

45

º: Etienne, Ibid., p. 2.º: Etienne, ibid., p. 6.
...se questions are posed throughout B. Etienne's article: Amnésie, Amnistie, Anamnese: Amère Algeriel...Ou deW. "f entre la Recherche et les Medias, a propos de Quelques Ouvrages Récents sur la Guerre à l'Occasion de la

48 i. ** Bataille d'Alger, La Nouvelle Bataille d'Alger, a work in progress, 1998.
*Dr. is p. 6.runo Etienne, Professor of Political Science at Université de Provence Aix-Marseille, sponsored my enrollment
in the DEA program at l’Institut des Etudes Politique (to secure my student visa status in France). He is one of
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assassinations of FLN members by the FLN, assassinations of Colonial Administrators by

the OAS, assassinations of the FLN by the Colonial Administration; how France

withdrew from Algeria in a flurry of mayhem and devastation, knowing full-well the

country had neither the resources to rebuild nor the knowledge by which to govern itself;

how political figures of the FLN were muscled from power by the Algerian military; how

the Algerian military came to be dominated by the Frontier Army who brought in exiled

leaders to govern; how the Evian Accords recast the colonial relationship in terms of

contracted migrant labor to France, “It is absurd to talk about post-colonialism when the

|''two countries have never separated!” – The scenarios of treachery and corruption were

endless.

Ultimately saturated with information, I asked him, “So, what do you do now?

How does France get out of this mess?’ — to which he replied, “Il faut faire le deuil.”

& 4(‘Ome must begin to grieve’) “...For us, Algeria is like America’s Vietnam; ...except

much worse; given the number of casualties and the longue durée. There is so much

unsaid, so little understood, we have to begin at the most primary level.”

For nearly 200 years, Franco-Algerian relations have never been simple. ...If

our territorial proximity and historical ties give us the illusion of familiarity,

current events and their treatment by the media render our knowledge of this

country [Algeria] ever more opaque, for a series of strongly diverse reasons. The

. s foremost scholars on Islam in France, as well as the author of several works on the political history of Frenchgeria.
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first, and without a doubt the most difficult to analyze, belongs to the migratory

consequences of the fall of the Colonial empire and the aftermath of an atrocious

War that left 1 million dead; tens of thousands injured; millions of people . º

displaced before, during and after “the events of Algeria; ” millions of young

soldiers who participated, almost without wincing, in an unjust war; the massive

arrival in France of traumatized Pied Noirs, abandoned Harkis, migrant

Muslims, and Sephardic Jews — all “repatriated” to a country that welcomed

them with their lips but about whom they knew nothing, or very little. ...The work - g * -

of grieving has yet to be done over this French-Algerian drama, and it is this
--

*

absence that at once explains our continued investment in Algerian affairs and, at

the same time, fuels all of our fantasies and habits of thought about Islam and * *

I * -a - ** *- 5terrorism.”

“Il faut faire le deuil.” The phrase resonated with me not only because it was a * º

simple appeal to human emotion in the face of a complex political history, but because I

had heard it before, in quite a different setting, far from the academic walls of Aix-en

Provence. During a 6-month research stint in an Immigrant Mental Health Clinic in

1“Etang de Berre (an industrial suburb of Marseille), I asked the French-Algerian

Psychiatrist with whom I worked, “What do you say to Algerian immigrant patients when

Yºu See that they are struggling with life in France?” He said, “The first thing I tell them º
is. It faut faire le deuil.’” “What specifically do people need to grieve?” I asked. “That

5

°B. Frienne, April 27, 1998, Aix en Provence. - * ,



depends, everyone is different and for each person France’ can represent any number of

things. All I know is that given our history, feelings about life here can be very complex.

The frustration and confusion are built on very difficult experiences, both past and

present. I try to recognize that by encouraging them to grieve.” (Dr. Djamel Bouriche,

1 * Etang de Berre, March 24, 1998). While the grief of a one-time imperial nation may

differ from the private pains of formerly colonized individuals, the echo of a shared

imperative lingered; an imperative to attend to something overlooked, something

“human” of a difficult French-Algerian past – a grief animated by the migratory

cozzsequences of a colonial past, a devastating war, and an immigrant present which

together have ensured that disparate players to a common tragedy continue to live in

close proximity. While that grief requires recourse to the past, a range of manifold pains

yet to be recognized by “history,” its purpose is to bring relief to the present — to

authenticate an unclaimed experience so as to facilitate the change necessary for a shared

future.

Cornment faire le deuil? (How to begin the grieving?)

Mecessity to leave there. To return here.

FHere, there: Algeria, Algiers

51

B. Etienne, Ibid., p. 6. Translation, mine. Emphasis, mine.

** ***** * *
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Why?

It seems all the answers I could give now will not suffice. Roots,

souvenirs, memory, childhood, youth ... of course. But what else? I do not know,

nor am I certain I will ever be able to explain my return. What I am in search of

does not belong to the order of reason. No, it is something that comes from the

land, from the sky, from the sea that I want to rejoin; something that, for me, is

not found in a precise location of this earthly globe. ...Maybe it's the hollows, the

liquid eddies, the emptiness where, throughout my childhood and adolescence, I

carried myself away. Mingling dried leaves of eucalyptus stirred by the desert

wind. The clatter of seagulls. A mid-day's nap. The warmth that moves the

landscape. Nothing is stable, everything is eternal.

...To live away from there changed, for me, the meaning of the words to

live. Since then, there is nothing but toil, vacation and strife in my life. There are

no longer moments when, without restriction, I am in perfect harmony with the

world.

– Marie Cardinal, French-Algerian Pied Noir, extracts from

Au pays de mes racines (Paris: Grasset) 1980.

To be born in France, of Algerian origin, it is above all an affective

Problem. The relationship between France and Algerians here, it’s like a jilted
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[g■ chée] love story, where one reaches out for the other, and the other pretends it

never happened. We, the second generation, it's like we're the children of a bad

divorce, with parents who don't speak to one another. The father, France, tells us

we are illegitimate, and the mother, she just turns the other way. What else can

she do? No one wants to remember, ...except us, the children of immigration. We

are its orphans.

(Salima, 28, October 5th 1997, le Panier, Marseille)

There is no Arab more like a Frenchman than an Algerian. No European

more like an Algerian than a Frenchman. In France, there is only one race — the

human race. We have only each other to figure things out.

(Stamba, 38, April 22" 1997, le Panier, Marseille)

How do we access this unspoken crossing; this place where ‘Orient’ and

‘CCC ident’ have met, entangled, and struggle still to make sense of what happened? The

language we choose to describe to the past highlights what we understand its relevance to

be in the present. With the decline of the Colonial Era in the wake of the second World

War, a generation of discourse was born that sought, retrospectively, to deconstruct the

*aning of “Empire” and its legacy. We owe much to Orientalism (E. Said, T. Asad, M.
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Rodinson, A. Memmi, M. Alloula, et al.)” for elaborating a mentality that enabled

European Imperialism to project its fears and fantasies on the primitive Islamic “Other;”

to Colonial Critique (A. Césaire, F. Fanon, J. P. Satre, T. Mitchell, H. Bhabha, et al.)” 3

for providing the grid by which power and domination are racially and institutionally

encoded; and to Multiculturalism for bringing to voice the “subaltern” in its distinction

and particularity (Gramsci, Appadurai, Chatterjee, et al.)”. But, for all of our efforts,

there is, with each given paradigm, something missing – an absence evident not only to

Prof. Etienne and Dr. Bouriche (in their respective domains), but to others on the

forefront of postcolonial critique as well.” That absence is the intersection of shared

experience; what Edward Said calls the “overlapping territories” and “intertwined

- - - - 5histories” of former colonizers and the once colonized.”

Many of us who grew up in the colonial era were struck by the fact that even

though a hard and fast line separated coloniser from colonised in maters of rule

and authority (a native could never aspire to the condition of the white man), the

experiences of ruler and ruled were not so easily disentangled. On both sides of

the imperial divide men and women shared experiences — though differently

5°E. Said, Orientalism (New York: Pantheon Books) 1978; T. Asad, (ed.) Anthropology and the Colonial Encounter
(London: Ithaca Press) 1973; M. Rodinson, Europe and the Mystique of Islam (Seattle: Univ. of Washington Press)
1987; A. Memmi, The Colonizer and the Colonized (New York: Orion Press) 1966; M. Alloula, The Colonial Harem
(Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press) 1986.
*A. Césaire, Discourse on Colonialism; F. Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, trans. Constance Farrington (New York:
Grove Press) 1966; T. Mitchell, Colonizing Egypt (New York: Cambridge Univ. Press) 1988; H. Bhabha, The Location
of Culture (London:Routledge) 1994.
*A. Gramsci, Selecions from the Prison Notebooks (New York: International Publishers) 1971; P.
ChatterjeelVationalist Thought and the Colonial World (London: Zed Books) 1986, A. Appadurai, Modernity at Large
(Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press) 1996.
*See Alcalay, Said, Khatibi, Laouri in bibliography.
“Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism (New York: Knopf) 1994.

** ***** ****
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inflected experiences – through education, civic life, memory, war. Despite the

colonial effort to make Algeria French, and the decolonising battle to remake

Algeria after 1962 into an entirely Arab country with no links to its French past,

the two histories are inseparable; one could not be written without taking the

other into account.”

Investigate the intersection of shared experience – the points of contact between

(European) landowner and khammès (Arab sharecroppers), between bonne d'enfant

(Arab nanny) and the French children in their care, between Algerian immigrant laborers

and French entrepreneurs, between Muslim students and Catholic schoolteachers. It is as

radical an approach as it is self-evident; and yet, little has been written about how either

the Colonial, or Postcolonial encounter has been co-constitutive. Between the terms of

cultural “appropriation” and “distanciation” (the dialectic of a “detached” memory, as

Ricoeur describes)” remains an inter-zone of overlapping experience that has yet to find

a vocabulary.

After a career dedicated to elaborating the sociology of both Colonial Algeria and

Algerian -immigrant France, Pierre Bourdieu spent his last years drawing attention to the

inadequacies of multicultural and postcolonial discourse to engage the plight of non

European immigrants and disempowered minorities in neo-liberal societies.” He

charged that in their attempt to open a debate about race, gender and empire, social

”Edward Said, Always on Top, London Review of Books, 20 March 2003, p. 3.
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theorists have so emphasized the dialectics of power (i.e., established a framework of

analysis so “theoretically’ opposed to racist and colonial ideology), as to reduce “what is

really at play” to abstraction: “Colonizer' vs. “Colonized, “Oppressor' vs. ‘Victim,”

‘Center' vs. ‘Margins,” “Person of Color vs. the White Man.’ While dimensions of

power are essential to understanding the framework within which social, political and

economic relations between disparate communities occur; inscribing that dynamic within

a binary of possibility (‘the doer’ and ‘the done to'— the inevitable consequence of

power’s abuse) renders the agency of “the powerless” incidental, the power of “the

dominant” totalizing, and the co-constitutive experience of the encounter impossible.

When the category of the person (“Native,” “Immigrant,” “Colonist,” “Harki,” “Pied

Noir,” “fellagha,” “Beur,” “Second Generation”) is polarized – made meaningful only in

its relative status — the diversity, the complexity and the porousness of lived experience is

lost, the terms of an ongoing encounter are fixed, and the future can only be a reiteration

of what is known about the past.

Many have written about how “the Algerian immigrant” is marginalized within

the dominant culture of the French society;” but what do we know of his choice to

remain in France, despite the burden of his alienation, in pursuit of something he strives

to make his own? Others have shown how “the second-generation Beur,” despite her

*P. Ricoeur, Interpretation Theory (Fort Worth: Texas Christian University) 1976, p. 43.
*Pierre Bourdieu, The Weight of the World: Social Suffering in Contemporary Society, 1999.
89A. Sayyad, Immigration: Ou les Paradoxes de l'Altérité (Brussels: De Boeck & Larcier) 1991; T. Benjelloun, La Plus
Haute des Solitudes (Paris: Editions du Seuil) 1977.
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French birthright, is stigmatized by a perceived difference," but what do we learn from

her negotiation of that difference? How does her experience embody, bring into

question, and transforms French society? The mutual impact of shared experience – this

is where history has failed both France and Algeria, the locus of grief in the French

Algerian past, the absence that inhibits a reconfigured present, and the terrain yet to be

examined by those concerned with postcolonial healing...

Betoule, 60 years old, Algerian (Arab) immigrant living in Paris:

Of course I remember the War. I was active in the Maquis [ the “Underground,’

in Algiers]. For me, the struggle for Independence was everything. But then again, I was

a little exceptional ... in terms of being an educated woman, and because I was a

Communist. We were in the minority, but we believed so much in the liberation of our

country. I can't tell you how many of us died. After so many years, it's still difficult to

think about; especially today, with all that has happened since.

It's strange, but somehow I saw it coming. Like a premonition, I knew things

would be difficult for us. I remember, towards the end of the War, we were at my sister’s

house, five or six of us in the living room. We were talking about how the liberation was

near. We could hardly believe it! A free Algeria, ...can you imagine, it was like a dream.

"See Begag, Benegadi, Tribalat in bibliography.
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We were laughing, singing ...incredible! I got up to go to get something to drink, and

there, in the kitchen, was my niece. She must have been 8 years old. She asked me,

“What's going on?” I told her, “Independence, my dear!” She looked back at me, all

innocent and afraid, and she said, “Does that mean the French are going to leave us?”

I don't know what came over me, but all of the sudden I stopped what I was doing

and I began to cry. Of course, little Safia would ask the question. Her mother worked

for the colons, and if they left, what would become of them. But for me, in that moment, I

realized that I was terrified. Absolutely terrified.

(June 12, 1998, Paris)

Arnaud, 72 years old, Algerian (Pied Noir) immigrant living in Marseille:

“Les Colons, les Colons,” I’m sick of all of this intellectual talk about French

Algeria. All the researchers, the so-called scientists, I assure you, they understand

nothing at all. I was born in Algeria. For 37 years, I called Oran my home. For me,

Algeria was not France; it was my country ... that I loved, that I served, that I wanted to

see develop and prosper. Don't talk to me about ‘colonization' as if everything was a

rapport de force, as if everything was maligned. Yes, there were terrible things in our

past, but the country was changing. ...As a maritime engineer, I helped build a modern

port in Oran, better than what you would find in France. You want to talk about
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colonization, let's talk about Fos [France's largest port city]. When I worked on that

project, I was horrified! ...the number of families displaced, the industrial accidents, the

astronomical price!

Yes, in Algeria, there were 'les Grand Colons; ' the administrators, the big

businessmen. They aggravated everyone – Arab, Pied Noir, they didn't care. But in my

time, they were fewer and fewer; and the majority of Pied Noir were far from that. I

didn't live in a grand villa, with servants and land. I grew up in a mixed community. My

neighbors were Arab, and Muslim, and European, and Christian. To me, it made no

difference. You cannot say that all Pieds Noirs are racist. It's not true! I am Pied Noir!!

My first experience with a woman was with a girl named Fatma, and she was no 'little

nigger.” She was the love of my life!

(August 3, 1997, Marseille)

The stories of Betoule and Arnaud trouble the terms pregiven to understand the

French-Algeria past: victor/vanquished, immigrant/native, Arab/Pied Noir. They do not

minimize, nor render those categories inoperative. They do, however, point to the

limitations of such categories to respond to what lingers unreconciled— the ambiguity of a

French-Algerian intersection that abides into the present. It would be convenient to

dismiss their stories as aberrant. As an educated Communist woman, Betoule is not

representative of the Arab nationalism that came to prevail in Algeria after Independence.

But as an Algerian frustrated with what “Liberation” subsequently delivered, she is
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hardly alone. Arnaud is not representative of those European settlers who considered

themselves superior to the native Algerian population. But as a Pied Noir who felt at

home’ in Algeria, he is no exception. While the legacy of their conjoint past may differ

for both Betoule and Arnaud, the imprint of the Other (“the French,” “the Algerian”) is

clearly present.

This is the site where grieving begins – the place where disparate histories meet to

ask what of the shared past persists. For France, an “amnesty,” an “amnesia,” conceals

an imprint of Algeria that inhabits the memories of Pieds Noirs, French soldiers, Harkis

and Algerian immigrants alike, whose place in French history has yet to be

acknowledged, whose claim to a French-Algerian past has yet to be legitimized. For

Algeria, an overstated “victory,” an “Independence” unachieved brings into question the

meaning of the Revolution itself, demands an understanding of “decolonization” more

complex than the physical separation of “French” and “Algerian” cultures (as if, after a

century and a half of cohabitation, such lines could be drawn), and compels a recognition

of “inheritance” that surpasses the revival of an ‘Arab traditionalism' which has yet to

reflect the collective determination of a modern and diverse Algerian nation.

For Algerian immigrants and their French-Algerian children – theirs is a double

edged imperative to remember. Their very presence in France is an embodied defiance of

the modern re-mapping of an Oriental/Occidental divide, a reminder of a conjoint past

and the repositioning of history. As inheritors of an unreconciled past, they must find a
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way to remember that does not paralyze their future by inscribing the past within a matrix

of colonial victimization, merely repeated in the immigrant present. As progenitors of an

increasingly multicultural France, they must articulate a history that honors their

experience of an Algerian past, and extends the terms of national belonging to secure

their place in a French future. To enter into their stories is to awaken the hyphen, an

intersection of French-Algerian experience that asks how an ongoing relationship

between communities with a difficult past might be engaged in ways responsive to

people's everyday lives. Their memory is imperative to the configuration of a possible

future.

Memory's Imperative

*3 & 4 33 & 4Tariq – “History,” in Arabic; the same word as “date,” “time,” “chronicle,” and “annals.”

Derived from the root word araka – “to put the date on” (e.g. a letter, and the like,

or with a date); to write the history of something. (The Hans-Wehr Dictionary of

Modern Standard Arabic, p. 12). In the Arabic language, the function of history is

essentially inscriptive, like a stamp or a tag, referring to a fixed moment in time

and seen as such only ‘after the fact.” In “history,” the living subject is not

actively implicated. History is knowable, datable, past.

Dakira – “Memory,” in Arabic; from the root word dakara [to remember], from which
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the verbs “to think,” “to speak,” and “to relate to” are derived. In its reflexive

* * * * 5 * g &form, d■ kara means “to negotiate,” “to learn,” “to take counsel.” “To remember”

connotes a sense of personal and collective esteem (dikra — reputation,

commemoration, praise) and significance (yudakru – noteworthy, considerable);

someone who has died is called said al-dakir (“of blessed memory”) (The Hans

Wehr Dictionary of Modern Standard Arabic, p. 634). In Arabic, “memory”

(dakira) is intimate to the meaning of the subject and his speech; it is the same

* 3 & 4word for “narrative,” “quotation,” and “homage.” Memory is active, dialogic,

inter-referential, living.

History is not memory. While history is an ascription — purposeful and deliberate

in its distance from the past; memory is a process, an avenue of inquiry that recalls from

the past what is needed to respond to the present moment. In Chapters Two and Three of

this dissertation, I have taken some time to detail French-Algerian history for two

inescapable reasons. The first is that it remains largely unknown to both Algerian

immigrants and their children living in France. ‘For the sake of history,” both French and

Algerian, there remain important events yet to be witnessed. The second is to

substantiate – to “make real’ by the stamp of history – that there is enough pain in the

French-Algerian past to fuel exquisite discontents with the present. ...There, however,

the utility of ‘history’ reaches it limits.
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Memory is quite something else. “Memory the raw material of history.” 62

According to De Certeau, memory is about tracking movement and change.” As a

modality for French-Algerian experience, it is “a perpetually actual phenomenon” that at

once ties Algerian immigrants to an historic past and molds their vision of the future.” It

is a personal and subjective experience, that is also socially constructed and present

Oriented; an instrument of reconfiguration, rather than recovery or recuperation. As its

sense connotes in Arabic, it is active, dialogic, inter-referential, living. What

distinguishes memory from “history” is the possibility it restores to the present.”

At any given moment, not all of memory is in motion. This dissertation is not

concerned with a nostalgia for Algeria, nor the glory of a French past. It focuses on what

is experienced in a particular place at a particular time — that which remains unsettled and

unstable at the French-Algerian intersection of Marseille. The narratives in Chapters

Four and Six attempt to gain access to an interior dialogue, a configuration of memory,

that occurs under the pressures and challenges of immigrant life – a world filled with

uncertain belongings and shifting identities. The remainder of this thesis asks “What of

French-Algerian memory is evoked by life in France?”

*J. Le Goff, History and Memory, (New York: Colombia University Press), p. xi.
* Michel De Certeau, Heterologies, (Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press) 1997.
“Randolph Starn, ed., “Memory and Counter-Memory,” Special issue of Representations (Spring) 1989, p. 2.
65 Cathy Caruth, Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, and History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press) 1996.
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IV

LEGACY: INFLECTIONS OF GRIEF, LOSS, ANGER AND DISPAIR

IN THE POST-COLONIAL ENCOUNTER

In each of us pulses the desire to transmit stories, customs and convictions to our

descendants. That which went without saying in stable, sedentary societies seems

ravished by rural exodus, transhumance, and migration. From that moment on,

transmission becomes an emergency: Fragments of history are given to a generation

“born in exile” so as not to lose contact with the homeland left behind, the soil

abandoned, the language threatened with forgetting or extinction. Yet, to bind oneself to

a tradition or ancestral practice runs the risk of committing oneself to the margins of

society, fostering a nostalgia that collapses inward upon itself. At the other extreme, to

maintain silence at any price can produce generations adrift, without historical

continuity, incapable of distinguishing oneself within society, and identifying with false

markers that become self-referential. ... Why, how and what to transmit? No matter what

our situation, we must always “quitter pour retrouver” [“leave so as to rediscover'). We

must become pirates of memory; turn from our familial history to recreate a space of

liberty between that which we have received, that which we construct with our

descendants, and that which we transmit to them.

Les Contrebandiers de la Memoire - Jacques Hassoun
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Il en va de l’intégration comme de nombre d'objets sociaux et sourtout d'états

mentaux, où l’on se met à vouloir ce qui ne peut étre voulu. C'est comme de vouloir

oublier [...]. Il suffit de vouloir oublier pour ne pas oublier.”

[It is true of integration, as for a number of social objects and especially mental

states, where one begins to wish for that which cannot be willed. It’s like the wish to

forget. That one wishes to forget, is enough to not forget.]

- A. Sayad, “Qu'est-ce que l’intégration?”, Hommes et Migrations. Pour une

éthique de l’intégration, no. 1182, 1994.

“I have had a lot of French men ask me to marry them. Men that I’ve even loved.

But when I decided to have a baby, I knew the father had to be an Arab. Look at Farid.

He’s a smart and gentle man. I am not sure if I ever truly loved him, but at least he was

Algerian. I don't know how to explain it to you. Choosing an Arab father for my child

was like an historical obligation.'

(Melika, 15 November 1997, le Panier)
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The First “Generation”

There are many ways to speak about “generations” of immigrants: Successive

waves of migration, distinctions between parents’ and ‘children,’ ‘generations’ tied to

political movements and historical events, ‘generations' of shared experience.

Conventional sociological discourse' most often categorizes Algerian immigrants in

France according to their historic relationship to Algeria: fellagha (or more often simply

“Arabs” or “Berbers”), pieds noirs, harkis and most recently “exiles.” To these

categories, sociologists of migration’ affix the terms “First-,” “Second-” and “Third

generation” to designate the temporal proximity between an individual and the moment at

which his or her family first arrived in France (emphasizing the degree of familiarity

with/alienation from his or her culture of origin). Ethnopsychiatrists’ refer to

“generations” in much the same way; adding elements of their own vocabulary to

describe the suffering particular to Algerian immigrants and their children in France,

words like: déracinée (‘uprooted’), entre-deux (“in-between'), nulle part (‘no where')

and perdu (‘lost'). Here again, as with the other ‘sciences’ of immigration, there is a

underlying assumption that the Algerian immigrant experience is fundamentally tied to

Algeria.

'Stora, Temime, Nouschi, Etienne, Cesari, Khellil - see bibliography.
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These are not the terms of immigrant memory. The standard categories and

vocabularies employed by these disciplines cannot “frame” what is integral to the

reflection of Algerian immigrants because they do not consider, they do not bring into

question, the “place” from which that reflection is evoked – what they fail to render

explicit is France. According to Gerard Noiriel, one of the greatest dangers facing

Algerian immigrants and their children living in France today is not unemployment, nor

ghettoization, nor even the difficult negotiation of ‘cultural difference,’ but rather an

intransigent mindset that continues to regard immigration as a phenomenon external to

the conception of French society itself." “Immigration [in France].” Noiriel insists, “has

never been spoken of in relational terms.” This is an obstacle to immigrant memory as

well; a principle reason why sentment of grief, loss, anger and despair persist so

tenaciously in the testimonies of Algerian immigrants in Marseille – because when these

emotions are expressed to describe an experience of “France,” no one is listening.

In order to describe the imperative of Algerian memory in France, I too will

organize the narratives in this Chapter, as well as those of Chapter Six, according to

“generation;” but not in the conventional historical, sociological, nor psychiatric sense of

the term. Instead, I will borrow an approach suggested by the Algerian sociologist,

Abdelmalek Sayad.” and consider what is “generated” in the reflection of Algerian

*Peraldi, Jordi, Moreau, Berthelier- see bibliography.
'Nathan, Moro, Sibony, Yahyaoui - see bibliography.
“Noiriel, ibid., p. 20.
*Ibid., p. 48.
“Abdelmalek Sayad, “Le Mode de Génération des Générations Immigrées,” Migrants-Formation, no. 98, September
1994.
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immigrants (those born in Algeria) as they encounter France, and compare that with what

is “generated” in the reflection of French-Algerians (born in France) from the same optic

(Chapter Six).

The stories that follow attempt to illustrate how everyday encounters in Marseille

evoke potent symbols of unreconciled memory. Together, they reveal a spectrum of

emotions, as well as a variety of representations of “France.” But as you read, pay

particular attention to the overall desire expressed in each of these stories and the

fluctuating sense affiliation each ‘first generation Algerian immigrant’ holds towards the

place where they live.

Trial by Fire (Lazar)

Three o'clock in the morning. The voice of an elderly woman, ‘Madame

Whiskey,” pierces the open windows of a Panier fast asleep. “Mi-nou, mi-nou, mi

nou...meoowww, meodwww...mi-nou, mi-nou, mi-nou...meoowww.” Almost every

night, Madame Whiskey descends the stairway of the building across the street to feed

the feral cats of the neighborhood. Tonight, her familiar call-to-supper seems particularly

shrill. “Mi-nou, mi-nou, mi-nou...meoowww, meodwww... mi-nou, mi-nou, mi

nou...meoowww,” she repeats. Her fondness for cats belies the sheer contempt she holds

for her small white poodle, “Whiskey.” Her howlings are interspersed with a sharp,
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“Whis-key! Viens ici!! Whiskey!!”[Come here Whiskey!”], and then the sound of

defenseless yelps as Whiskey bears a few good blows of the Madame's cane.

Normally the performance goes without commentary, but tonight, accentuated by

the late hour and the summer heat, reaction is swift. One by one, apartments light up.

“Mi-nou, mi-nou, mi-nou...meoowww. meoowww...mi-nou, mi-nou, mi

1°,nou...meoowww...Whis-key!” she continues. “Arretez-vous!” my neighbor Lazar yells,

“It’s three o’clock in the morning. You’re waking up the whole neighborhood!” “Sale

Arabe!”[“Dirty Arab!”], she shouts back in a venomous tone. “O tais-toi, vieille

conasse!” [Oh shut up, you old hag!], another voice cries out from further down the

street. “Salaud!” [Bastard!], she retorts, and returns her attention to the dog, “Viens I-ci,

Whiskey!” After a moment’s silence, she’s back at it, “Meee-nou, mi-nou, mi-...” “If

you don’ shut up, I’m going to screw you up the ass!!” hollers Domini, a neighbor from

two doors down. “Espèce de merde!”[“Piece of shit!”], Mme. Whiskey snips from her

arsenal. Yet another voice pipes in, “If you don’t shut up, I’m going to screw you up the

ass too!” “Opédé, vate fancul!!” ['Screw yourself, faggot!!’ — in old Provençale]. Then,

from a window five stories up, a bucket of water comes splashing down upon the street,

just missing Mme. Whiskey. “Oouscout!!” [“Help!!”], she finally yields. The drama is

over. The street is once again quiet. We all go back to sleep.

"See appendix.
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In the day and weeks that followed, Mme. Whiskey became the relentless target

of jokes, gossip and plotting. Neighbors had finally ‘had enough,” and resolved to take

measures into their own hands. Talk on the streets was that she slept during the day, so

Françoise, who owned the boutique just below Mme. Whiskey's apartment, set an alarm

clock to go off periodically to wake her. Agnes, who owned the snack shop next to the

boutique, brought a large German shepherd to work. The dog chased after the feral cats,

sending Mme. Whiskey into a tirade of verbal abuse launched at the dog, Agnes, and

whoever else happened to be walking by. Lazar, for his part, sat in a chair in front of his

small convenience store below his apartment armed with a long-range water gun, which

he would point at Mme. Whiskey's window whenever she appeared from behind the

drapes. Mémé, one of the many elderly residents who spent their afternoons perched on

their doorsteps enjoying the summer weather, thought this was a splendid idea and

bought a water pistol too. Alliances were formed, schemes contrived, and before long

something of a friendly, if not tentative, “community” was forming between people who,

before the catalyst of Mme. Whiskey, rarely spoke to one another. By the end of the

summer, the petty pleasure of harassing Mme. Whiskey had given way to regular visits

shared over coffee on Agnes' patio, where individual stories began to unfold.

Amongst the group, Lazar and I were already well acquainted. He had helped me

find an apartment when I first arrived to the Panier. As a 56 year-old ‘first-generation

Algerian immigrant,” Lazar was not particularly interested in being a ‘subject’ of research

– until the day I entered his shop and addressed him in Arabic. “An American who
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■ ºspeaks the language of the Qur'an?!” he baffled. Encouraged, I showed him a text I was

struggling to translate from French into Arabic. “Good,” he said approvingly, “fusha

[classical Arabic]. This is the true language. Do you notice how the words slope

downward from right to left? In Islam, this is very important. It shows our respect for

the past, how everything is built upon that which has come before, the past gently

pushing the present forward.” “That’s really quite beautiful,” I told him. From that day

forward, Lazar offered to help however he could, advising me which streets to avoid at

night, offering me credit at his store, correcting my Arabic lessons.

Over coffee shared on Agnes' patio, we learned that Lazar had immigrated to

Marseille in 1963. He came looking for work to support his family, a wife and three

sons, who live in Batna (Algeria). Twice a year, he returns to see them. His first ten

years in France, Lazar worked for an Armenian shoemaker on rue des Petits Puits, “but

then the black market took control of the Panier.” I knew this was a euphemism for the

Mafia, the neighborhood had been the heart of the French Connection in the 1970s, so I

looked for the tattoo I had seen on other old-time mafiosos and noticed the signature “13”

etched into his forearm. “13 ...That’s the regional code for Marseille?” I asked. “That,”

Lazar said, “was for protection. ...I've run a clean business for more than 20 years now.”

“Did you ever think of bringing your family to Marseille'?” Agnes changed the subject.

“Of course.” he said, “...Maybe if I had daughters. I would have sent for them, but I have

sons, and France is no place for boys, especially not for young Arab men.” “Why is

that?” she asked. “Too many bad influences,” he insisted, “I didn’t want my sons to
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grow up in a environment where they’d be treated like criminals, or solicited by drug

dealers. I wanted to spare them that firebrand,” he said, rolling down his sleeve, “It’s too

difficult to be a man of integrity here.”

Like Lazar, everyone of “the Mme. Whiskey coterie” had a story to tell. Agnes,

the most recent arrival to the Panier, had given up a stressful job as a hotel manager in

Paris to move back to he Marseille of her childhood. She chose this neighborhood

because it was cheap and close to a School where children might stop by her shop to buy

candy or ice cream on their way home in the afternoon. Charlie Domini, a Corsican man,

one-time taxi driver turned painter, recently opened his own studio on Rue de Rome with

a small following of loyal students. Mémé, born in the Panier, lost her newlywed

husband during WWII and spends most of her time looking after her shut-in sister who

suffers from late-stage Parkinson's disease. As for myself, according to Lazar, “Only a

crazy American would travel 10,000 kilometers to do fieldwork with Arabs in a

neighborhood that most people spent their lives trying to leave.”

The most remarkable story, however, belonged to Françoise. She had traveled to

Israel twenty years ago with her husband and two young boys for a holiday of camping

and scuba diving. One morning, she awoke to find her husband, the rental car, and all of

their passports gone. With little money and two small children, Françoise found herself

in he middle of the desert, completely abandoned. Two days later, a group of bedouin

passed her camp site and, realizing that she was in distress, took her and her children to a
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nearby village. Once in contact with the Israeli authorities and the French Embassy,

Françoise learned that her husband had not been kidnapped or attacked, as she feared, but

had actually traveled back to France. Stunned and confused, Françoise stayed with a

good friend in Israel for several weeks before finding the courage to return to Marseille.

Stories like these peaked our interest in one another and created what seemed to be a

genuine empathy amongst this group of neighbors.

Late one afternoon, I was speaking with Lazar in front of his shop when Agnes

invited us for an apéritif at the Vieux Panier Café, down the street. Early on in my

fieldwork, I had noticed that the Vieux Panier was frequented primarily by European

French. It was not a place I had ever seen anyone of African, Asian or Arab origin. At

first Lazar hesitated, “No, no. Who will watch the store?” he said. But Agnes insisted.

She pulled out a finger pistol and poked Lazar in the belly. He laughed and agreed to

join.

We stepped inside the Vieux Panier, and there at the counter was Françoise,

Domini, and Mémé, as well as other familiar neighborhood faces. Most were sipping

Pastis or a glass of rosé, but when the barman asked Lazar what he'd be drinking, he

opted for coffee. I found this a bit curious, not only because of the late hour but because

I knew Lazar to have a beer, from time to time, at the end of the day. I wondered if he

felt “identified’ as a Muslim, and thus selected a more cautious beverage. In any event,
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Lazar clearly felt out of his element. He was unsure of where to sit, so I invited him to

join me at the end of the counter.

At first, chatter in the café was innocent enough. Marseille's soccer team,

Olympique Marseillais, had beaten Monaco for the first time in years and it looked like

OM was headed for the Coupe de France; but then the focus of conversation shifted to

Lazar. “Look, one of your countrymen is finally going to make good,” Domini said,

holding up a picture from the sports page of Zinadine Zindane, a French-Algerian soccer

player selected for the national team. It was unclear whether Domini’s remark was a

compliment or a subtle ribbing. “There's not only Zizou,” Lazar responded with a smile.

“Name another,” the barman muffled, then turned to wash some glasses behind the

countertop. Lazar pretended not to hear. “In fact, Lazar...” Françoise jumped in with a

comment that made explicit the negotiation I suspected was underway, “isn’t it true that a

Muslim man can have four wives?” “Oh Françoise,” Lazar said with feigned

embarrassment, “I’m very happy with the wife I have.” This got a chuckle out of

everyone. Flustered by the implication that she was coming-on to Lazar, Françoise

insisted, “No, really. I don’t know how anyone can belong to a religion that has

absolutely no respect for women. I know, I lived in Israel, ...I’ve seen how they are!”

Lazar was now visibly insulted. “Actually,” I said, trying to come to his defense,

“polygamy is very infrequent in the Arab world and the provision for multiple wives in

Islam came at a time when...” Lazar raised his hand to interrupt me and with a tone of

controlled anger said, “The level of infidelity is higher in France than anywhere else in
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the world. You have no right to speak to me about respect.” And with that, he put ten

francs on the counter, got up from his stool, and left. As he passed Françoise, he said,

“We should have left you in the desert.”

After I finished my drink, I went to see Lazar in his shop. I had hardly stepped

inside when he said, “Wullah, fait gaffe aux francais! [Beware of the French!] “...sale

race [dirty race],” he added. “Yeah,” I said, “that was a bit much. But you know, Lazar,

that’s just Françoise.” “No!! It is NOT just Françoise! 35 years in this quartier and the

first time anyone invites me. ...You see how they treat us. There’s no respect! ...I

swear to you, nothing has changed.” “What do you mean?” I asked. He pulled his

wallet from his pocket and gestured for me to come near. “Let me show you something,”

he said. Riffling through bits of paper, he pulled out an old photograph of an elderly

woman with long hair and a very stern look on her face. “Do you see this woman? Look

at her eyes,” he urged, “Can you see the rage?” “Yes,” I said, “Who is that?” “This is

my mother, the photo from her identity card. I still have it somewhere, where it’s written

on the top, ‘French Muslim,” that’s what they used to call us. Even when Algeria was

French, we were considered less than them. ...Look at this photo. The soldiers forced

her to take off her veil. Do you have any idea what that means to a faithful woman? My

mother was a Hajja! [a woman who had made the pilgrimage to Mecca]. She was like a

saint! Before I found this photo, I had never seen such a look on her face. ...Whenever I

think things have changed, whenever I think the French have changed, I look at this

photo. Nothing, nothing has changed!!”
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Living in the Panier, there were moments like these when things ‘broke down,'

where acts of kindness and acts of disrespect seemed to carry a meaning beyond the

context at hand, when underlying tensions between “the French” and “Algerians

immigrants” erupted in public outbursts or in private confidences. Lazar's anger with

Françoise revealed how immediate and visceral the memory of the colonial past persists

in Lazar's perception of “France;” how the humiliation and dehumanization of his

grandmother in Algeria echo his own sense of exclusion. In light of the profound

ostracism he has felt for years, Lazar’s tentative acceptance of Agnes’ invitation and his

willingness to step into a new and potentially hostile space, was quite a remarkable

expression of a desire to belong – to finally ‘own' the place he has been unable to call

“home.” The deep sense of disappointment he felt when that attempt was rebuffed by

gratuitous prejudices and blatant disregard, reveals how intractable that desire remains.
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The Trance and the Toro (Nora)

6 July 1997, le Panier, Marseille

“You absolutely must come today,” Nora says on the phone, the second morning

of la fête du Panier (the annual neighborhood festival), “and afterwards we'll make a

good cous-cous.” “Of course, I’ll be there,” I tell her, and we agree to meet by the

courtyard gates of the abandoned chapel, the makeshift scene of the day's open-air

theater.

Nora is a 36-year-old mother from Algiers. I was introduced to her by Zola, her

17-year-old niece, who cleans my landlord’s apartment every Tuesday. While Zola has

done much to acquaint me with “second generation” French-Algerian life in Marseille

(persuading her Maghrebi student group to meet at my apartment, so long as I cook them

dinner), she was particularly eager for me to meet Nora. “Nora’s the real thing,”

according to Zola, “directe du bled (direct from the home country). A modern,

intelligent, educated woman.” Nora is in fact quite good at explaining things. Trained as

a high school teacher, she has taught me much over the past six months: about Islam,

Ramadan, the hammam, and life in the cité. Today’s lesson is about transmission: how

difficult memories begin to “speak”, and how history begins to heal across generations...

Nora was born in Algiers, the youngest of six children in an observant Arab

Muslim family. She is also part of the first generation of university educated women in
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post-Independence Algeria. She immigrated to Marseille in 1988, and currently lives in a

tenement building not far from the Panier (Group Clovis Hughes) with her 10 year old

daughter Nazia. She moved to France by force of an untenable situation back home –

“La rupture de la plus grande histoire d'amour du monde” ['The breakup of the world’s

greatest love story’], as Nora tells it.

Nora and her husband Hocine met while students at the University of Algiers.

Hocine is Berber, “a man so kind, so gentle ... I knew instantly he was the man of my

life,” Nora told me. “What was it that convinced you?” I asked. “Hocine loved to go out.

He would take me to the park, or to a café. When we first started [dating], I asked him,

‘Aren’t you ashamed to be seen with me? ...My scar is so ugly.” (Nora’s skin is

Somewhat discolored around her left cheek and chin, a scar from a childhood burn). He

looked me in the eyes and said, very simply, ‘In fact, I never noticed.’ It was at that

moment that I gave him my heart.” “Did it matter to you that he wasn’t Arab?” ... asked.

“Not at all. Both of us, we were part of a new generation, a new united Algeria. We

didn’t care about the political blah, blah. The Berbers have an important place in the

history of Algeria, like the Arabs. ...We were in love, that’s all that mattered.”

Nora and Hocine married and, as many young Algerian couples do, they moved in

with Hocine’s parents who lived in Kabylia. That’s where their troubles began. Hocine’s

mother was against their marriage from the start. She had wanted her son to marry a

Berber woman; in particular, the daughter of a family friend. For months after Hocine
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and Nora were wed, Hocine’s mother would invite this ‘other woman’ to their home and

oblige Nora to serve her. Nora had little choice but to obey. As in many traditional

Muslim families (Arab and Berber alike), the running of the family home was the charge

of the mother-in-law, who had the authority to direct the activities of her sons' wives, so

long as they lived under her roof. This, for Nora, was sheer torture. “For days and days,

she forbade me to leave the house. I cooked, I cleaned, I did laundry all day long. She

criticized everything I did, and when my husband wasn’t there she threatened to throw

me out on the street. One time, my brother called on the phone and she told him I didn’t

live there anymore. ...She would tell the neighbors that I was dirty, that I never bathed,

even though I wash five times a day (before saying her prayers). ...At first I kept quiet.

Hocine is very close to his family. But after a year, I told myself, ‘Halas! (Enough!) This

is not right. My parents didn’t send me to university to be treated like a slave.” But Nora

was too ashamed to tell her family in Algiers what her life had become. Her father had

recently fallen ill, her mother was busy caring for him, and Nora saw little use in

worrying her family any further. “At night I would cry to Hocine, ...but what could we

do? We didn’t have the money to rent an apartment of our own.”

When Nora became pregnant, the thought of having her child raised by her

mother-in-law was unbearable. Hocine agreed, the situation had become too difficult.

With few options available to them, they decided that Nora should move to Marseille,

where two of Nora’s sisters lived. Born in France, the child would be Nora’s legal ward.

She could raise the child as they saw fit and in time Hocine would come to join them in
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France. “He let us go because he loved us too much. He promised he would come as

soon as possible, and we could start a new life together in Marseille.” Ten years (and

many visits by Hocine) later, that shared future has yet to come.

Today, unemployed and on her own, Nora struggles to make ends meet. She

takes temporary secretarial jobs where she can, but hopes one day to get her French

teaching certificate so she can return to teaching lycée. “I never thought it would come to

this. Life here is very hard. But I never stop fighting. I know one day, inshallah [God

willing], Hocine will come and everything will work out,” she says, trying to remain

positive. Recently, Nora has fought her loneliness and frustration by volunteering to

promote a popular local theater group called “Pieds Nus,” a North African troop of

dancers who have invited two Algerian ensembles to perform at this year's Fête du

Panier.

I meet up with Nora and Nazia at the courtyard gates, where people are gathering

to see Mimouna and les Danseurs du Soliel, the two Algerian ensembles performing

today. While we wait in line, Nora explains the performance we are about to see. “The

women of Mimouna come from the southern Sahara. They are an ensemble of singers

who chant aissaoui (religious carols) and claim to be descendents of the Gumeri, who

were servants to a very powerful marabout (holy person/healer). According to the

legend, among the servants was a woman named ‘Mimouna, who would sing as she did

her chores. As the people waited to see the marabout, they would hear the music of
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Mimouna echoing throughout the house. Her voice was so pure, so beautiful that they

would be filled with a feeling of well-being. Many believe that it was the voice of

Mimouna that actually cured them.” Nazia was rapt with attention. “The second group is

from Ouargla (the central desert region of Algeria). They dance ‘the Sun Dance,” which

is known to heal the sick, and they play instruments called karkabou – tin castanets that

sound like camels running.” (Nora mimics the castanets, with a series of “clack, clack,

clacks”). “They are Berberphone. You remember, Nazia, what I told you about the

Berber? Like the Chaoui, and the Kabyle, ...like you father.”

“Like the blue men,” says Nazia

“Yes, like the Touareg,” Nora corrects. (The bedouin Touareg of Algeria

traditionally dress in indigo blue djallabas and headscarves).

“You know in the Touareg,” Nazia turns to me and explains, “it’s the men who

wear the veil, not the women.”

“Why is that?” I ask.

“Because, a long time ago, they were fighting in the desert and the other side was

very strong. The men put down their guns because they thought they had lost, but the

women wanted to keep fighting, so they picked up the guns and they won the battle. So
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today, it’s the men who wear the veil.” (This is a little different from what I’ve read

about the layers of Touareg veils corresponding to the level of honor a man holds within

the tribe, but I think I prefer Nazia's version).

We finally enter the courtyard, find a place to sit on the grass, and wait for the

performance to begin. The show opens with Mimouna singing in front of two

freestanding microphones. Before long, we hear the karkabous playing from a distance

and then the Danseurs du Soliel enter the scene, dancing in a line that comes to form a

circle. “Maman,” Nazia whispers, “why are they all black?” “Don’t you know, it’s hot

in the desert?” Nora says in jest, then elaborates, “...Algerians come in all colors. Dark

skin, light skin, light eyes, dark eyes. I think the blacks came from Mauritania, but I’m

not Sure.”

As the music plays on, the audience becomes increasingly involved, clapping and

chanting in echo. People get up to dance in front of the stage, including at first Nora, and

then Nazia. A little self-conscious about my danse à l'orientale, I volunteer to hold our

Place on the grass. Nazia returns, but Nora remains up front, dancing, resting, and

chatting with the other organizers of the event. I haven’t seen her so animated in weeks.

Then Mimouna and les Danseurs du Soliel begin to play a song with a slowly increasing

beat. From a simmer, the melody mounts in tempo until it reaches a near furious rhythm.

I notice that two women dancing up front have fallen into what appears to be a trance;

their bodies lurching forward and back, their arms swaying uncontrollably at their sides.
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A number of women from the audience come to their assistance, trying to keep the

women in trance from hurting themselves or others nearby. I search for Nora, to see if

she too has noticed, and there she is, off to the side, in the same hypnotic state, restrained

at the waist by a woman standing behind her holding both ends of a scarf in her hands.

Frankly, I am stunned. The other women in trance appear quite a bit older; maybe

they’re from the countryside, traditional villages where I’ve heard such practices still

exist... but Nora? I look over to Nazia, who doesn’t appear to be alarmed.

The song ends after about 10 minutes and slowly each woman returns from her

altered state. A woman speaking with Nora seems to be comforting her, and after a few

minutes, Nora returns to us on the grass. “Don’t be afraid,” she says, noting my startled

appearance. I have no idea what to say, but somehow manage to ask, “What happened?”

"I don’t know,” she explains, “...something took control of my body. Something very

Strong inside that needed to come out.”

“What was it?” I ask.

“La fitna. * ... the music brought it out.” [“I’a fait sortie;’ literally, “made it

exit”)

“Fitna? That mean “chaos”?”

T
8 ...

º (Arabic) – meaning temptation, trial, sedition, discord; from the root fatana - to turn away, to enthrall, to°hant; related to fatn – to torture, to torment, to denounce. (Hans-Wehr Arabic-English Dictionary, p. 695-6)
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“Fitna...it’s the conflict you feel under the pressure of dominant thinking.” [“la

pensée dominante.']

“Who’s thinking? Your thinking? Society’s thinking?”

“You know, Linda, I have been very depressed lately. No work, ...my husband,

...I’m so worried about Nazia ... What will become of us here? ...All of this I have

carried very heavy inside.”

“But you seemed so happy just a minute before.”

“I am happy. Maybe that’s why,...the music released the poison inside.”

After the concert, we linger an hour or so while Nora helps to sell craftware that

the women of Mimouna have brought from Algeria. On the way home, Nora is eager to

know what Nazia thought of the afternoon. “Qat’a plu, ma fille'?” [“Did that please you,

my daughter?']. “Oh yes, very much! I like to dance,” Nazia answers, and starts

repeating the arm gestures of a Spice Girls routine she’s been working on for weeks.

“You see, you have a rich Arab heritage,” Nora says.

“...and Berber,” Nazia adds.

“And Berber,” Nora agrees.

“...and French,” Nazia adds.
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“And French.”

“And why is that important?” I ask, sounding awkwardly like an anthropologist.

Nora looks at me. She stops in the squalid alleyway we happen to be walking through,

gestures towards the soot-covered walls on either side of us, then down at the garbage

around our feet. “Look around you,” she says, “I want my daughter to know that we are

more than this.”

We arrive at the building of Nora’s ground floor apartment. There are bars on the

windows and a security gate at the entrance. Once inside, we quickly get to work on

dinner. Nora takes out the cous-cousier (steamer) and the semolina. She has prepared

the stew the night before (lamb, carrots, turnips and zucchini) and as she lights the stove

beneath it the apartment fills with the scent of cumin and coriander, paprika and

cinnamon. “I’ll show you how we make cous-cous back home. Put away your notebook,

you need only your mouth and nose.” We rinse the semolina and pick out bits of sheath

and grain that float to the water’s surface. Once the cous-cous is drained, Nora mixes in

a good dose of olive oil and pours the cous-cous into the steamer. “It’s important that the

cous-cous be steamed twice to keep it from getting too dry. We’ll add a little more oil

and water later on.”

“...Can you smell the cous-cous?”, Nora asks after twenty minutes or so. “It’s

ready,” Nazia calls out from the other room, her face buried in a teen magazine. “How
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can you worry about Nazia?” I ask, “She’s ten years old and she can already smell when

the cous-cous is ready.” “...Now .” Nora says emptying the steamed cous-cous into a

bowl, “...the test. This time, Linda, you mix in the olive oil. Make sure all the grains

are covered.” I grab the olive oil, lather it over my hands, as I watched Nora do earlier,

and dive in. “O putain!!” I holler, not noticing that I have shaken cous-cous from my

&hands all over the kitchen floor. “...It’s burning HOT!!” Nora bursts into laughter.

Nazia comes bouncing into the kitchen, taunting, “You didn’t pass the test, ...didn’t pass

the test, didn't...” My hands are turning a bright pink and I look desperately to Nora for

some kind of explanation. “That,” Nora says, “... that is how every mother-in-law tests

to see if her son’s fiancée is ready for marriage. If you can put your hands into the hot

cous-cous without making a sound, it means that you can assume the difficulties of

married life without complaining.” “You have got to be kidding me,” I say, exasperated.

“I’m sorry Linda,” Nora smiles, “but you are not ready.”

We finally get the damn cous-cous covered with oil, add a little more water and

put it back into the steamer. Nora steps out of the kitchen to say her evening prayers, and

I take the opportunity to chat with Nazia. “That was really something to see Mimouna

and the Ouargli,” I say. “Yeah, it was great,” she answers.

“Tell me Nazia, what do you know about Algeria?”



“I don’t know. I’ve never been there. But my mother tells me things. I’ve seen

pictures. It’s very beautiful. Sometimes my aunts and uncles tell me stories when they

come to visit.”

“What kind of stories,” I ask.

Nazia searches for something to tell me. “Like, for example, there’s the story of the

Toro.”

“Can you tell it to me?”

“Once upon a time,” she begins, “my grandfather was out in the country. He was

being chased by les colons, but there was no place to hide. They caught him, and they

took him, and they threw him into a dried up well. They wanted him to die, so they

covered the well with a great stone. My grandfather was afraid. It was all black inside.

He prayed to God to save him. Then he felt around and suddenly he found the horn of a

Toro (a bull). It was getting very hot inside he well, so he pushed the horn through the

ground to make a hole so he could breathe. He could hear the colons talking outside. He

stayed very still until it was night and the colons had left. Then he took the horn and

began to dig a tunnel. He dug, and dug, and dug, until he finally reached the surface.

When he was free from the well, he fell to his knees and thanked God for saving his life.
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He prayed to thank the Toro too and swore that he would never watch a cow suffer; not

him, not anyone from the family.”

“That’s quite story. Does that mean the family can’t eat beef?” I ask Nazia.

“No, you can eat it, but you can’t watch it die.”

“What happens if you see a Toro die?”

“You die!”

“Really?!”

“Yes! ...One time, a cousin was walking down the street and passed by a butcher

and accidentally saw a Toro die and two days later he was hit by a car. And then another

time, I had an aunt who fell sick with a terrible fever. A week later she was dead!

Everyone thought she must have seen a Toro...”

Just then, Nora walks back into the kitchen. “Quelle salade est-ce que tu

racontes, Nazia? [“What silliness are you saying, Nazia?’], You shouldn’t tell such

stories.”
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“But Maman, Uncle Khader says...”

“He was just teasing you,” Nora says firmly.

We finish preparing dinner and sit down to enjoy a delightful cous-cous. After the dishes

are done, I thank Nora for a wonderful day and return home to my apartment.

Several weeks later, Nora’s eldest brother, le fils aine (the first born son), comes

to visit from Algeria: Nazia's Uncle Khader, whom Nora adores. “Khader,’ in Arabic

that means ‘predestined,’ and for my brother it’s true. Of all of us, Khader is the one who

has really succeeded in life. He was always the highest level in school, he did his

military service, he went to university. Today, he has a very important job and a

beautiful house in Algiers. He knows everything, ...about history, about religion. ...It

was Khader who taught me fus'ha (classical Arabic) when I was little, who showed me

how to pray. He knows the entire Qur'an almost by heart. ... Khader has always

supported me, even today. You will see, he’s an extraordinary man.”

Nora suggests I invite Khader over for dinner, and he arrives at my door wearing

a pressed shirt and suit coat. A man 50 or so years old, Khader works for an American

petroleum company, Schlumberger, in the southern Sahara, as a mechanic for large

trucks. He tells me he has been looking forward to meeting me: “When I was young, we
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used to watch those old spaghetti westerns on the television, you know, la réve

americaine, with the cowboys and the Indians....”

“Whose side were you on?”, I ask.

“The cowboys, of course.”

“Why not the Indians?”

“No, no. It was the cowboys. The cowboys, they’re like our bedouin, ...Man

face to face with nature; brave, courageous...”

“And the Indians?”

“Savages,” he says with a mocking Smile.

We chat for a while, and then I remember to ask him about Nazia's story.

“Nazia told me the story of the Toro. I wanted to ask you about that.”

“Yes, I know, she told me,” Khader says, “You must think we Algerians are very

superstitious.”
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“No, it’s not that, I was just wondering what it meant.”

“...You know, there is a bit of truth in it. It’s a story that my father used to tell us

when we were children; but when I became a man, I learned what really happened.”

“So what’s the real story.”

“When my father was a boy, he worked on the farm of a wealthy Pied Noir. You

know who they were, the colonists. Our family was very poor, so one day my father tried

to steal some grain, but he was caught in the act. Someone had seen him and called for la

Madame (the woman of the house). My father was so afraid of being punished — he

thought they were going to send him to prison — so he ran. The sons of the colons ran

after him. He was terrified, there was no place to hide, so he hid under the carcass of a

dead bull. ...The experience was so traumatic that for years afterwards even the sight of

meat made my father nauseous. Even when he was grown and had a family of his own, I

remember, my father would never enter the kitchen while my mother was making

dinner.”

“That’s incredible. Does Nora know that story?”

“Of course, she does.”
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“But she told Nazia you were just teasing.”

“That doesn’t surprise me. Nora is a good Muslim, she doesn’t support such

mischief [méskeenerie].”

“So why did you tell Nazia?”

“...Oh, you know, children adore these type of tales,” Khader says dismissively.

“But it’s not just a fairy tale,” I insist, “It’s tied to a something real. Why did you

tell this story in particular? What does the story of the Toro and the horn mean?”

“What do you want me to tell you? I don’t know what it means. I told Nazia

because that’s how my father wanted to remember. ...Maybe the story is a little

warning.”

“Warning?”

“Listen, Nazia is 10 years old. She is a child. She is too young to understand

everything that’s happened. It is good that she grows up here; there are many

opportunities in France. But it’s important that she know that we have already known the
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French back home. ...Nora is not old enough to remember the [French] occupation, but I

remember very well. Maybe she is ashamed that our father tried to steal from the colons,

but she is forgetting that the colons stole the land from us in the first place. She doesn’t

remember the war. Me, I was in the war. I was 15 years old. I am not going to tell little

Nazia how I saw men die before my eyes. I am not going to tell her how they humiliated

us. But maybe, when she is older, she will remember the story of the Toro and ask

questions. ... It is important, one day, that she know there is a history that belongs to

**her.

Memory is often expressed in oblique and indirect ways. The immediate

succession of Nora’s trance and the story of the Toro reveal something compelling about

how memory is transmitted and how difficult experiences are “spoken” when explicit

reference to them threatens to evoke an awareness too painful to live comfortable in the

everyday waking conscience. In both stories, France lingers in the background, a site of

struggle and of possibility – a locus of historic suffering and of transformation ongoing.

The story of Nora and Nazia may be read along many registers. On the surface, it

illustrates the transmission of cultural heritage in an urban scene: a daughter’s

introduction to a cultural “elsewhere” that inhabits and informs her life in France, a

mother's concern that her child belong to a cultural universe that extends beyond the

confines of the cité. Emblematically, it reveals how immigrant identities can be
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simultaneously “traditional” and “modern,” present-oriented and yet tied to a trajectory

with a past. Together ‘the Trance’ and ‘the Toro' are mnemonic traces of a troubled past

that caution an uncertain future in France. Khader’s explanation of his “gift' to Nazia of

the story of the Toro tell us as much.



Expectations be Damned (Aisha)

I met Aisha on an outing to “Aqualand,” an event planned by le S.A du R.A.I.”

intended to bring a little leisure to “women in difficulty” (i.e., poverty”) by offering them

a day amidst the giant waterslides of an amusement park near the airport in Marseille.

“Isn’t that an odd choice of venues?” I asked Patou, a second-generation French

Algerian woman who had organized the event. “Why do you think so?” she asked. “It’s

an amusement park for children.” I said. “Exactly,” Patou explained, “Normally, these

women are so busy taking care of their families that they never have time to be children

themselves.” At 8:00 a.m., twenty women (ages 40 to 70) waited for the tour bus

equipped with folding chairs, sunscreen, and broad-rimmed hats. With the exception of

Patou, a Tunisian woman and myself, all had immigrated to France from Algeria; most, a

long time ago, as young brides or as children of immigrant families.

We arrived at Aqualand eager to enjoy an afternoon of sun. The women delighted

in the novelty of the place: the inner tubes, the fountains, tall slides that corkscrewed and

dropped. “Un pays des marveilles” (“a wonderland') Rana called it, a place beyond

expectation and utterly free from familial responsibility. We spread our towels next to

some picnic tables on the lawn. No one had been on a waterslide before. Dalia and

Kenza led the group in braving the highest ones. “Now there's a sight,” a stranger said

"Smamla Active du Rayonnement de l'Animation Incoleur - a local association that caters to the “animation”
(entertainment) of immigrant communities and the underserved. The outing occurred August 2", 1997.
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loudly as she passed the women in line. Patou smiled back as the mother hastened her

children by.

The older women circled their chairs and chatted, mostly in French, but

occasionally in Arabic. With no men present, they exchanged beauty secrets and body

practices: the virtue of different brands of henna, chamomile in the bath is good for sore

muscles, coffee grounds wrapped in a wet towel around the thighs helps circulation and

keeps the cellulite down. Kira recommended an Algerian homeopath on Rue d'Aubagne

who prepares teas and tonics for various ailments. “Not for me,” Leila protested, “Les

marabouts sont haram [Traditional healers are forbidden by Islam].” “He’s a faih [a

theologian, with pharmaceutical knowledge],” Kira reassured.

At lunchtime, we shared the dishes each had prepared: merguez, tuna fish

sandwiches, dates and Salade Niçoise, a little Fanta and the a la menthe to finish. The

meal was as much a pastiche as the conversation. By 5:00, we had spent the entire day

swimming and sharing stories – about le bled, their children, their homes and their

husbands. Everyone seemed to have had a good time and all agreed to meet again at the

next planned event – a shopping trip to the flea market in San Remo. ... all except Aisha.

I sat next to Aisha on the bus ride back to centreville; a woman in her late-60s,

with three grown children, who lives alone in an apartment behind Gare St. Charles. I

told her a bit about my research, and she cautioned the impressions I might take home
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from the day. “These women don’t represent Algerian women here.” she explained,

“They’ve all become French, ... in the negative sense. Their houses, their husbands

...Oh, how they exaggerate. This one’s built a villa back home. That one goes to the

coiffeur every week. They are hardly “women in difficulty.” Not like me. I certainly

don’t have the money to go shopping in Italy.” “But wasn’t it nice to reminisce about

Algeria?” I asked, “To speak a little in Arabic?” “In Arabic, it was worse. Nothing but

insults or gossip about their families. I didn't like that. ...No, no. If you’d like, I’ll

show you another side. Come to my house this week for lunch and we can talk in

private.”

Two days later, I arrived at Aisha door, 12:00 p.m. as planned, to find no one at

home. Hoping I hadn’t mistaken the apartment building, I descended the stairs to check

the street address and found Aisha climbing slowly up to the fifth floor, her arms full of

groceries. “I’m happy to see you,” she said. I grabbed the bags and she thanked me for

the flowers I offered her in exchange. “You remind me of my husband in your bleu de

Chine,” she observed, referring to the Chinese workman’s shirt I happened to be wearing.

“He wore those every day for twenty years.” “I thought it would give me the look of a

true Marseillais,” I confessed. “A little bit too much,” she said, “It makes me remember

Some difficult times.”

As we entered the apartment, she apologized for being late; she had stopped by

the store after her Women’s Class at the community center and missed the 11:30 bus.
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“What do they teach you at class,” I asked.

“Sewing, cooking, hygiene, ...sometimes they help us fill out papers,” she

answered.

Noticing the hand-made quilt on the back of the couch in Aisha's modest

apartment, I asked, “Are there many women in class who don’t know how to cook or

Sew?”

“No, no,” she said laughing, “but they have sewing machines there. They can be

quite expensive. Or sometimes you can pick up a new recipe.”

“What kind of recipes?”

“French cuisine ...always French cuisine. A nice Provençale dish, or Racklette,

from the North.”

“Isn’t Racklette halouf [against Muslim dietary restrictions]?” I asked.

“Yes,” Aisha said amused, “they think if we eat pork, we’ll be good French. But

you can use another meat in its place.”
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“And what are hygiene lessons?”

“Oh...how to look after the house, make sure things are nice and clean so there's

no bacteria, keep the food fresh, ...how to take care of the children if they should get

sick,” Aisha reviewed her mental inventory.

“Your house seems very clean,” I noticed.

“My mother used to keep her house spotless. I’ve always done the same.” She

said.

“So, I guess there’s not a lot to learn in ‘hygiene class’ either.”

“No,” she laughed, “not really. But it’s a good occasion to talk, to get together

with friends. A little bit like back home. That’s hard to find here.”

“In Marseille'?”

“In France.”

“What sort of women frequent the community center?”
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“What do you mean?” she asked.

“You know, younger, older, immigrant, French,” I tried to clarify.

“There’s a bit of everyone. Senegalese, Algerian, Portuguese, young, old...”

“Any French?”

“Not many,” Aisha explained, “the Directress and a few of the teachers. It’s

mostly immigrants.”

“What was today’s class?”

“It was a literacy class. I already know how to read and write, but I have some

letters I need to send to the Prefecture and I wanted to make sure they were well written.”

Aisha excused herself for a moment, went to the kitchen, and returned with two

plates of chicken, rice and salad. We continued our conversation at the table.

“Tell me a little about your family. Where did you come from in Algeria? When

did you arrive in France?” I asked.
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“I was born in Philippeville, in the Department of Constantine. My husband as

well. But he left to join the army, because at the time, you know, Algeria was French.

After the War, my husband stayed in Marseille for work, then he returned to Algeria to

marry, and the two of us moved back to Marseille.”

“Was that World War II or the Algerian War?” I asked.

“It was the Second World War.”

“I wasn’t sure, because you said “Philippeville, in the French way, not Skikda

[the Arabic name for Philippeville], I thought maybe your husband had fought for the

French during the War of Independence.”

“No, no. We supported the Revolution. But, you forget, before that, we

considered ourselves French. By the time of the Algerian War, my husband was already

30-, 40-something. He was 20 years older than me. I was only 18 when we married.”

“How did you meet?” I asked.

“It was our parents who arranged it; mostly my mother-in-law...Me, I was a

young girl, I was 17 years old. I had finished my schooling, so my mother-in-law
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approached my mother and asked, ‘What is her name? I have seen her, she is pretty, she

is good, she is fit for working.” She said all that to my mother. In those days, we didn’t

date like young people do today. She told my mother, ‘I have a son, he works in France,

he has a good job.' So, my mother asked me what I thought.

I was very young at the time. I had a lot of responsibility taking care of my

brothers and sisters, and the idea of getting married and moving to France pleased me.

So, our parents arranged to meet. They got along well. My mother-in-law spoke very

highly of her son, his life in France. My mother told me all about it. And me, as I was

very young, I agreed to marry. I had it in my head that France must be a beautiful place,

that I would be taken to paradise.

But when I arrived in France, it was far from that. Already when he [her fiancé]

came to Algeria for the wedding, I saw that he was quite a bit older. His mother had

shown us his picture, but she never gave his age. “Just a few years older,’ she said, ‘that

means he can take better care of you.’ But when I saw him, he was much older than I

expected. Twenty years, that’s a big difference.

What’s more, I had no idea what it was to be with a man. He wanted to make

love right away, but I didn't know what that was. I didn’t know anything. All I knew

was that now I was his wife, I belonged to him, and he wanted to make love all the time.
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All the time, all the time, all the time. ...We didn’t have the pill back then, so I got

pregnant almost right away.

After the wedding, we left for France. He told me that in Marseille he had a big

apartment, in the heart of the city, with everything inside, everything deluxe. But it

wasn’t true. No, no, it wasn’t true. The apartment was miniscule, one room with a bed

and a broken table. You know where it was? The street behind Marché Capucins that

goes up to Cours Julien? Well, it was there, with all the drunks and the prostitutes. They

slept in the doorway and pissed on the stairs. It wasn’t beautiful. It was disgusting.

My husband was never at home. He worked all day, every day, at the docks. I

was afraid to go out by myself. Sometimes, I would run quickly to the store and come

back right away to the apartment. When my husband did come home from work, he was

always exhausted. He went straight to bed; sometimes without eating the dinner I had

prepared. Sometimes he didn’t come home at all. He told me he slept in the dormitory

for the workers, but one of the prostitutes told me that he had a girlfriend. I started to

wonder, because all of the sudden there was no money. He told me he had spent it on

this or that, but nothing was coming in to the house.

He came home less and less. Just enough time to try to make a baby and go out

again. The landlord would come by and I didn’t know what to say. There was no money

for rent. When I told my husband, he would get angry and shout at me. Often the rent
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would go unpaid. Sometimes he gave me money for food, sometimes not ...that was the

worst.”

“What did you do?” I asked Aisha.

“The prostitutes took pity on me. They found me a job cleaning the hotel next

door. It was filthy. But the girls were very nice. They gave me money and food for the

baby; clothes and diapers, when my second was born. The grocer brought me vegetables

from time to time.”

“What happened with your husband in the end?”

“My husband, well, I was happy when he died. Honestly, I was happy. I thought,

“Finally, it’s over.”

“How old were you when he died?” I asked.

“I was 49 years old.”

“And the children, were they grown?”
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“Oh yes, the first born, he was 30 years old, the second, she was 24, and my little

one, he was 22.”

“...So it was a big relief when your husband died.” I said.

“Yes, honestly, I felt liberated; finally, the end of the nightmare.”

“Was he good to the children?”

“No, not really. ...Well that depends,” Aisha reconsidered, “when he was ‘in

need,” ...because, you know, my husband, he was tempted by drugs. He worked very

hard at the docks, for very little pay. The drugs, I think they helped him to relax. But

after some time, he became bitter with life, ... with Marseille, with the French. After

Independence, he took Algerian nationality. We thought about going back [to Algeria],

but there was no where to go. Things were even worse back home. So we stayed. ...In

any case, after he started using drugs, when he was ‘in need,” he tolerated nothing. He

shouted, sometimes he hit me in front of the children. But sometimes when he took his

drugs, he was sweet; very, very sweet.”

“Did he ever tempt you with drugs?” I asked.

“Are you crazy? I had children at home! Never in my life have I tried drugs.”
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“And the children?”

“Oh no, thanks be to God. There wasn’t time for that. I wanted my children to

make it [sortir bien]. I made sure they went to school and came home in the afternoon. I

was very strict with them and made sure they did their homework. ...Of course, I let

them play with their friends, but my children were never out late on the streets. They

were never les petits voyoux [little thieves]. They were very good, they minded me well.”

Aisha said, proudly.

“With your husband sometimes there, sometimes not, how were you able to take

care of them?”

“Well, like I said, I had a little job. The neighbors helped and my family sent

things from back home, and then there were les allocs [government allocations for the

poor].”

“Did your family from Algeria ever come to visit you here in Marseille?” I asked.

“In fact, before Independence, my parents came two or three times to Marseille.

But after Independence, no, they never came.”
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“And you, after Independence, did you ever go back to visit Algeria?”

“No. No, because I got used to the rhythm of life here. Because, bon, Algeria is

beautiful, but there were so many things it didn’t have. I suppose, at first, I wanted to

visit, but my husband wouldn't take me, like he had promised when we first got married.

We didn’t have the means. And then, little by little, when it became possible, things

changed there too. After Independence, in my village, life became very difficult. The

government didn’t do the things it said it would. Everything was destroyed by the War.

The French said they would help with the reconstruction, but nothing ever came. People

started to go hungry. My brother moved to the city to help support the family, but there

wasn’t any work. ...I was very sad about all of that.

...And here, you know, my husband worked day to day, so it was never certain. I

would have liked to have helped, like those women from Aqualand, to have built a house

for my family back home or sent them money, but we never had the means. ...No, I am

happy for those women. They were lucky here in France. But for me... for the longest

time, I was just happy if I could pay the rent, happy that I had made it through the month.

Now, thank God, my life is more tranquil.”

“How did you make that happen?”
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“After my husband died, the first thing I did was put my papers in order. I got my

residency card, and then I took a job housecleaning. First one house, then another,

...after a little time, I was cleaning two houses a day. Now that my children are grown,

they help me too.”

“What do your children do?”

“My daughter works for the city. She married a Frenchman. From time to time, I

help her with the children. She has two, a boy and a girl. My son is an engineer. He's

married to an English woman. She works too, at a bank on rue San Ferréol. They have

two boys, already grown.”

“And the third?”

“Nabile?” Aisha paused, “...that’s another story. Nabile is my angel. He died

Some years ago.”

“What happened?” I asked.

“...I raised my children to be good people.” Aisha said tentatively, “To work

hard in school, to integrate well. They were very polite. But my second son, he was not

yet at his majority, he started to ask, ‘Who am I? Am I French? Or am I Algerian?’ And
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for many years he didn’t decide. He was afraid of the police. He had some friends with

strong opinions about France, how they treat the Arabs. They were ‘Beurs;’ militants,

who demonstrated and got in trouble with the police. I asked Nabile, ‘What does that

mean, Beur?' He said it means ‘Arab' in reverse; in verl'in, a language of the streets. I

told him, “I didn’t raise you to speak like that.' I was afraid for him. I didn’t want him to

become bitter like his father. So I pushed him to do his papers.”

“His papers?”

“For French nationality. ... I pushed him to do his military service. But he had a

very bad experience. He fought with the other boys. ...After the army, he found a job at

a shop downtown. He had a girlfriend, Salima, whom I liked very much. They were

together several years and when they decided to get married, I helped them find an

apartment. But after they were married, they started fighting right away. She wanted to

have children, but he didn’t make enough money. She wanted him to find a better job,

but he couldn’t because he was working all the time.

So he quit his job, ... then things got worse. Six months without a job, and they

kept fighting and fighting. He had so many ideas, ... working for this one at Marché aux

Puces selling imports, or some friend who had a scheme for business, but nothing worked

out. Finally, his Salima, she left him. ...When they broke up, Nabile fell into a deep

depression. He moved back home with me, but I couldn’t bear to see him suffer.
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One day, I had a friend who worked for the City Council. She said that if Nabile

volunteered for the campaign of a politician, afterwards she could help him find a job in

his office. So I encouraged Nabile to try, one more time, and he said “OK.’ He worked

very hard. He was willing to do anything...distributing leaflets, stuffing envelopes late

into the night. His boss liked him very much; and so, when the Councilman won the

election, we thought, at last – a job!

At first, they said, “Yes, ...but not yet.” There were things to organize. Then one

week passed. Then two weeks passed. Nabile became anxious and depressed again. Six

weeks passed, still nothing. So, he went to the office to speak with his boss directly. He

waited all day, then finally, the man told him, “I’m sorry, but we don’t have the budget.”

...Nabile was beside himself. He called me from downtown, very upset. “You say we

are French, eh?! I say “No!" On ne joue que la bête icil [We will only ever play the

idiothere!] They promised! You see, I told you....”

“Come home,” I told him, “Don’t worry, we’ll find something else.” But he

didn’t come home that night. By morning, I was very worried. I called his friends. No

one had heard from him. Two days, he didn’t come home, so I called the police. “My

son is missing,” I told them. “Is your son Nabile Tidafi’”, they asked. “Yes,” I said; and

they told me he was dead. They found him in a hotel room. He hanged himself.” Aisha

cried.
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“I am so sorry.” I said.

“...No, no,” Aisha resisted the sympathy, “Nabile, I understand him. Me too, sometimes

I have asked myself, ‘Am I French, or am I Algerian?' I tried so hard to raise my

children well. I pushed them to integrate, to present themselves well, to be polite and

well spoken. I told them, ‘That is how you make it.” There were people here [in France]

who helped us, good people who were welcoming. When my husband died, I thought

very much I wanted to be French. With all that was happening in Algeria, the politics,

there are people there too terrorized to speak, ...I didn’t want my children to think about

all that. At least in France, I thought, they had a chance. My parents had already passed

away, so I let Algeria go.

But today, when I think ‘Which one am I?’ I see this is not a real choice. When

you have lived like me, when you know the truth, you realize that it’s not a question of

being French or being Algerian. I am what I am. I am proud of myself, that’s all. I have

worked hard and I have suffered, but it has made me strong. I know the difference

between what is good and bad in life, that’s what counts, that is what’s important. That’s

why I wanted you to come. I’m not like those other women who pretend, a la française

...who go shopping in Italy. I would never tell those women what I’ve told you here

today. All of them, they hide behind their stories; they make believe. After listening to
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them, I see, I am happier than all of them. I know who I am and I am not ashamed. I

don’t need to pretend to be French.

...Since the death of my son, I no longer have the warmth to say that France is my

country. For me now, France, it’s a cold spot in my heart. I am neither French, nor

Algerian. ...Sometimes, there are moments when I am well, when I feel good in my skin,

here in Marseille. With the sun and the sea, you know, Marseille is not so different from

back home. I have my other children, and they are doing fine. With them, I am happy.

...Maybe, you could say, I am Marseillais. An Arab Marseillais.”

“With henna in your hair and a poulet à la français on the plate.” I said.

Aisha burst into laughter. “Beh, voila! C'est ga.” she said, and we both took a

sigh of relief.

“Do you ever tell your grandchildren you stories?” I asked.

“Oh, from time to time, I tell them little things, not everything. I want them to be

happy. I want them to go on vacation in the mountains and play in the snow. I don’t

want to tell them what was difficult. ...Sometimes, I think they know. When they ask,

‘Grandma, why do you live in an HLM'?” Or, “What happened to Grandpa?” But I try to

remember the good things. ...The rest is history.”
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Aisha's story is one of both exceptional naiveté and extraordinary courage – a

young girl taken from the Algeria countryside of and thrust in to a foreign universe that is

the underbelly of Marseille. Retrospectively, it is her “faith” – not in Islam, nor in France,

but in a basic conviction for what is “right” – that enables her to endure, overcome and

adjust to the perils that she encounters in Marseille, and emerge, as she says, “a good

person.” Paradoxically, it is what falls outside of that faith, that which she could never

have imagined — the death of her son — that finally delivers her to an understanding of

herself and the place where she “belongs.”
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When Hell Freezes Over (Omar)

I came to France to stay alive, and because of what I was becoming over there.

When you live through that kind of violence, all you think about is how you are going to

find whoever killed you partner and avenge his death by any means necessary. All you

know is that he's dead. A good man died trying to keep the peace, and it makes no sense.

It makes you think. You think and think, until you find yourself thinking about things that

you thought you were not capable of thinking. Slowly, it starts to turn you into a monster.

I am not a monster. I have never killed anyone. I was only trying to protect my country.

Omar, 5 November 1997, le Panier

Omar is a 38-year-old policeman from Algiers. He escaped to France in 1996

while on security detail for an Algerian minister who was visiting Marseille. During this

assignment, he presented himself to the French authorities and requested political asylum;

believing his life would be in jeopardy should he return to Algeria. Two years, he's still

waiting for response.

Omar is the only surviving member of his police squad in Algiers. Everyone else

was brutally murdered. Omar is not sure by whom. The GIA (Groupe Islamique Armée)

claimed official responsibility and the media described the deaths as part of the ongoing

wave of fundamentalist violence that has claimed more than 100,000 lives in Algeria over
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the past ten years. But Omar is convinced that the fundamentalists are not solely to

blame. Months before he left Algeria, a number of local politicians had accused the

police of assassinating three prominent citizens of Algiers. Something Omar contends is

simply not possible. Instead, he believes, these politicians themselves were responsible

for the murders, and the police mere scapegoats in a local competition for political power.

This he takes as evidence that elements of the Algerian government are in alliance with

certain fundamentalist groups, terrorizing both police and citizens so as to secure their

respective political interests. “In order to justify a military state,” Omar explains, “you

must first create a climate of terror.”

Days before he left Algiers, Omar's station received a call reporting a robbery in

progress in the neighborhood where he and his partner, Djilalli, patrolled. The two were

not together at the time, so Djilalli radioed Omar, saying he was just blocks away from

the scene. He promised to radio Omar if he needed support. When Djilalli failed to call

back, Omar went to investigate. The address belonged to an abandoned house.

Immediately, Omar suspected a possible ambush. He circled the premises to confirm that

no one remained at the scene and then began to search the house. There he discovered

his partner, dead on the floor, chopped into pieces. When he returned to the station, the

chief of police feared for Omar's safety and re-assigned him at once to a diplomatic

mission leaving for Marseille.
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Now in France, the delay in Omar’s “exile” status seems to be due to the content

of his testimony to the immigration authorities. He told them of the events leading up to

his departure, but this was insufficient. Omar maintains that the authorities believe he is

not telling them everything, but that “everything” entails an accounting of all he knows of

the political infrastructure in Algiers, which is not something Omar is willing to do. He

feels they are asking him to betray his country which, as a civil servant in Algiers, he

swore he would never do. In the meantime, Omar has been granted ‘Territorial Asylum,”

a temporary status that prohibits him from working, stipulates he must remain in

Marseille, and requires that he continue to cooperate with the French authorities. Every

three months he reports to the Prefecture for another interview. Each time he tells them a

little more, hoping this time he will be granted full asylum.

Omar does, in fact, possess knowledge of some very critical events that have

taken place in Algeria. He has evidence of how the military orchestrated the

assassination of President Boudiaf in 1992, as well as ‘inside information’ of how the

Algeria government “allowed” the bombing of the French Embassy in Algiers in 1994.

He also understands how the thwarted hijacking of a French Airbus traveling from

Algiers to Paris in 1995 reveals the extent to which French and Algerian intelligence is

shared – thereby proving his hypothesis that France tacitly supports a political regime in

Algeria which operates at the behest of the Algerian military. Omar, himself, was not

involved in any of these incidents. As a cop with his ‘nose to the streets and friends in
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high places,’ he simply ‘put things together' from information he was privy to in his

capacity as police officer.

I met Omar in March of 1998, at a job training seminar sponsored by the city of

Marseille for entrepreneurs wanting to create their own small business. I attended the

seminar with my neighbor, Hafida, who planned to open a Salon du Thé in the Panier.

Hafida was already acquainted with Omar through her affiliation with Trait d'Union, a

Marseille-based association that offers support to seekers of political asylum. For two

years, Trait d'Union has provided Omar with groceries and shelter in exchange for

volunteer work while he waits for his asylum status to be decided. He currently resides

in the association’s office, but intends to start a house painting business as soon as his

situation is regularized. I spoke with Omar ten times, over the course of a year. The

following are extracts from one of our conversations, April 7", 1998.

LP – How did you manage your transition to Marseille?

O – When I came to Marseille I fell into a horrible state of depression. Before, I used

to have a sharp mind. I never needed an organizer. I kept everything in my head. Now, I

have trouble remembering the simplest things. For months after I arrived, I was very

depressed; because even though I was here, there was a part of myself that remained over

there. I felt guilty because I had the choice to come, as if I had betrayed the others who
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were dead. I couldn’t do anything to avenge their deaths. In France, I was completely

powerless. For a cop who is used to enforcing the law, this was very difficult for me.

...For days at a time, I refused to sleep because I couldn’t stand the nightmares. I was

afraid to dream. I asked God, “Please, no more sleep,” so I could forget, just a little.

Then, after a while, I prayed and asked God to bring me sleep, because it was the only

way I could get back there, back to Algeria, back to my family.

LP – What kind of things would you dream about.

O – Nothing in particular. Life at the station. Patrolling the streets. There was a boy

who sold chicken in the Old City where we would sometimes go for lunch. It was the

best grillade in all of Algiers.

LP – How long did the nightmares last?

O – Six, maybe eight months. When I first arrived, I was haunted by my situation. I

was followed by the police; my phone calls were tapped. When you’re a cop, you learn

to pay attention to your environment. You recognize the same guy on the metro, the

same faces always at the same corners. Of course, this was to be expected. I’m sure they

keep an eye on everyone who requests political asylum. But, it wasn’t the French police

who kept me awake at night. It was the others, the politicos, the integristes. They have
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their men here too; and there was no way of knowing who was who. The first six

months, I kept a very low profile.

Little by little, I started coming out of my solitude. I started to relax. One day I

called home. My parents house in Algiers, but I couldn’t get through. I tried for an hour

and a half. I was going crazy. I wanted to break the telephone booth. So, I tried another

number. A number that just came to me out of my head. It was the number of a friend in

Algiers. At first he was very happy to hear my voice, but all of the sudden his tone

changed and he said, “Don’t tell me, don’t tell me...” “Tell you what,” I said. “Don’t tell

me that you’re coming back. You cannot come back here. It is not safe. If you come

back, I’ll have to do you in myself.” We laughed. Several months later, I tried to call

him again but the number was no longer attributed.

LP – These people you think were following you, the fundamentalists, or politically

motivated people, whomever, what do you think they wanted from you?

O – It’s simple. It’s not even worth asking the question.

LP – You think they wanted to kill you?

O – Of course.

LP — Why?

O – Why, because maybe I had disturbed them somehow. ...For starters, in the

police, in my career as an officer, the police were seen as big mouths. Our squad had a

-*
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ation for being independent. We couldn’t be influenced. We weren’t afraid to

up. That means, if I see that something is not in its place, I’ll say “It’s not in its

If I see an injustice, I’ll say “It’s an injustice.” Understand?

Yes.

...When I see that politicians are up to no good, I’m not afraid to say ‘They’re up

good.” Even if I’m their bodyguard. It’s happened a couple of times, where I’ve

occasion to speak with two or three Ministers at length. Just because someone is

ster doesn’t mean I’m not going to tell him what I think of his politics. Why?

e, when it’s a matter of the future of our people, I can’t keep quiet. For example,

was protecting a Minister who was attending a speech given by the head of

Security. The guy [giving the speech] said, “Now we are going to use all means

e, even those we have not yet used, to finally put an end to this terrorism.” I

b the Minister and said, “That’s good, but why have those in power waited until

ls of people have been killed to finally use all measures necessary, means that

e had at their disposition all along. Why haven’t they used these measures

Why did they let all of these people die, police officers dead, thousands of people

hy?”

It’s because they’re in on it! The worst thing about his speech, this jerk from

Security, is that he said these terrorists have been identified for years. So if

:en identified, why don’t we, the police, know who they are! Personally, I am
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y to do anything, to work day and night, to stop them. If others, my colleagues, can’t

alone, me, I volunteer to work any time, even throughout the night, to arrest these

le. I would do anything to keep another person from dying, to bring this whole mess

end. It’s true!

And do you know what he told me, this Minister I was guarding? He said, if they

'd to stop the violence (Omar snaps), they have only to give the word, and it would

He said that to you directly?

Yes.

And nothing more?

What more do you want? What he was telling me is that it’s THEM; they are the

hind the violence.

Who exactly?

Those in the highest ranks. Those in command.

The government?

No, the government is the Ministers, the Prime Minister, etc... It’s the Army.

Army who chooses the people in charge; it’s the Army that fills this or that

al post. Since Independence, it has always been like that.
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– Had you ever thought of seeking asylum before you came to France?

No. For me, I never thought about it. I was an officer of the law. My mission

to help re-establish the peace. But at that time, there was no time to reflect. That is

ay, between the attacks, the assassinations, our lives constantly in danger, I couldn’t

perspective. Like playing a soccer game, you can’t see every kick because you’re

ing your position, guarding your man, anticipating all possible plays. Then someone.

is to watch the game. He’s not playing, but he can see better than you because he

he whole field.

The violence was like that. When you’re in the midst of it, sometimes you can’t

hat's essential. We were asked to do a job, but we couldn’t see the game. We

d ourselves trying to understand what was really going on. Every time someone

sassinated, we thought only about the parties involved. Who was this one, who

at one, who could be responsible, and what were the circumstances? We were

i through the violence, and each time I asked questions, but they were not the right

1S.

What were the right questions?

he right question were ‘Who are we working for?” “Who is in control?" In the

g, everyone on the force, we trusted one another. We worked together to
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lize the country. But then there were events that happened, attacks where officers

...there were situations where normally no one could have known where we were at

en moment, except for someone in charge, or maybe someone in charge of them.

tarted suspecting our superiors. We no longer knew who to trust. ...All I know is

hese policemen were innocent, and they were assassinated.

When Djilalli died, not a single official attended his funeral. No one from the

o one from the State, no one except Brahim, the chief of police. I couldn’t believe

hen a journalist is killed, or a known personality, there you’ll see the television

ls, someone from the Mayor’s office making a speech, but a cop dies and...

g! No recognition, no tribute. That really got to me. That tells me that, for them,

of a policeman has no value, while every day we we’re fighting their battle. For

time in my life, I thought ‘Why am I still a policeman?’ ‘Am I going to die an

n?” “What is the value of my life?’ ‘Must I stop, must I quit the police?' But

is no way I could stop, when you’re a cop, you’re a cop to the end.

Jouldn’t you have resigned?

can assure you that if I had resigned, I wouldn’t be here. Too many people

settle the score. Once you are police, there’s no going back.

lat sounds like a hard position to be in.
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— You said there was a time when you began to feel more at ease in Marseille, when

started to come out of your solitude. How did that happen?

Well, like I said, in the beginning, it was very difficult for me. There was a

an at Trait d'Union who helped me come to grips with my emotional side. She told

‘You don't have to be a cop anymore. Stop being so paranoid. No one is going to

■ ou here. You need to get out. Try to integrate a little.” They organized an event at º
rch where several us, people like me seeking asylum, went to share our experience.

members of the church were very nice, very hospitable, but when it came time to

it was something else.

We were sitting behind a table, four of us, all Algerians, and me, I was the last

o, I listened to the others tell their stories. One young guy was threatened by the

ont Islamique du Salut) for doing his military service, another woman, received a º

meet in the mail for teaching illiterate women how to read and write ...

A white sheet?

juring a Muslim funeral, the body of the dead is washed and wrapped in a white

is a symbol of purity. ...Anyway, all they could talk about was the fear, the

And me, I’m there, listening to this misinformation, knowing it’s not just the
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gristes who threaten the country, the situation is much more complex. But I sat there

said nothing. Why? Because as I watched the audience, as I listened to their

tions, I saw that all they wanted to hear about was the blood, the violence. I thought,

at type of image are we giving them? What kind of fantasy'?’ Yes, people are dying,

here is corruption, but Algeria is much more than that. There are beautiful things;

usic, the culture, our traditions, Islam. In front of an audience of French people, I

want to talk about the fundamentalists. I refused to tell them what they wanted to

“Algeria is the most beautiful country in the world.” – that’s what I should have

em, but in the moment, I couldn’t think. It’s crazy, ...in Algeria, you speak and

dead; in France, you can speak but, all of sudden, you have nothing to say. When

my turn to speak, I just sat there, like an idiot. ...If being an exile in France

speaking badly of my country, I prefer to say nothing.

After that, I talked less about my experience. Curiously, that helped me. My

became my own. I no longer felt I had to prove anything to anyone, ...except to

rities. But otherwise, I could relax a bit. I could begin to forget. That was good

Good for my head. I started getting out more, doing volunteer work. I made

:nds. I began to think ‘maybe," maybe I could find my place here. Maybe I

I myself again.
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P– So, after two years here, is Marseille beginning to feel a little more like home?

- Home? No. Home is where you feel comfortable in you skin. In France I feel

I'm always trying to resemble, always trying to pretend. Being here ...it reminds

of the story of the crow and the dove, it’s the same thing. Alors, the dove, when she

is... even in her manner of walking, you know, she is like a woman who wants to

off, with its feathers in the air... Then the crow flies by and sees her and he thinks

l-beh” (“wow'). So he’ll starts to tease her (se moquer), to make fun of her gestures,

2s walk like her. He follows her for awhile, mimicking her ways. But doves are

and she finally flies away. So the crow goes back to being a crow, but when he

to walk in his usual way—because he had the habit of walking fast—he can’t

‘e. He has lost his manner. He has lost his fashion, within himself, of walking.

Understand? The crow can never be like a dove because he is not a dove at

only now he has lost his own way of walking. He finds himself in the middle.

Ow I feel here.

lon’t know if France will ever be my country. Even though I know I can never

Algeria, in my heart I cannot abandon her while she is suffering. Algeria will

my home. Whether I will one day also consider France my home, I don’t

m grateful to be here. I try to stay open. I try to fit in. Up until now, it’s been

º
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icult. I haven't really been able to live. In my heart and in my situation, I’m stuck in

veen two places.

I cannot see the future clearly here. Every three months, I renew my visa. For

years, I haven’t been allowed to work. I feel like a vagabond. In Algeria, despite

(thing that was going on, I was somehow more stable. I had my car, my apartment,

Yb. When you don’t have a clear status, like my situation here in France, that can

you crazy too. The climate of violence is one thing, but when you sit around not

ing from day to day if your life has any purpose, it’s like going from the fire of hell

freeze of no where.”

Unlike the other stories, Omar is not in France by choice. The tensions he feels

2 to circumstances beyond his control, he exiled is from Algeria, and yet in France

ls another sort of exile that repeats the exclusion he feels from “home” — like a

lat cannot be a dove, can a man without work, without purpose really be a man?

j ice can produce parallel predicaments.

's Imperative

The imperative of memory for first-generation Algerian immigrants carries a

historiographical tone; that is, a desire to situate oneself within a chronology of

| injury (French occupation, the War, a difficult experience of migration, the
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uncertainty of the present) that has yet to find its public voice. It is the process of

externalizing intimately lived events, and of articulating a history that belongs equally to

France. According to de Certeau, the degree of urgency an individual feels to bear

witness to the past corresponds to the weight, the discomfort, of an absence, void or

silence that continues to inhabit the present." The “absence” felt by first-generation

Algerian immigrants is the persistent ‘non-place’ they occupy in French society. Their

expression of memory is an attempt to create a trajectory that renders them visible. In the

Algerian immigrant experience, personal themes of loss and longing collide with

collective pressures of amnesia (both French and Algerian; trying to ‘forget’ that which

has yet to be fully articulated) and the anamnesis (or ‘putting back together') of a

Subjective and partial tale that resonates with the collective whole.

Ambivalence

The first “generation” of memory among Algerian immigrants in France is born

of certain ambiguities - ambiguities of the State, of nationalism, of “dependence,’ and of

belonging, all of which play out in a local climate of perilous politics (see Chapter Four,

“The Weight of French Perception”). Together these ambiguities combine to produce a

profound sense of ambivalence among Algerian immigrants living in Marseille.

"M. De Certeau, ibid., p. vii.
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This Ambivalence is the residue of a forgotten union - a lingering imperative to

acknowledge what happened between France and Algeria and to name the legacy this

shared past will give to the present. It resides in the post-colonial distance between the

experience of what happened and the discourse of what is said to have happened. It is the

affective component of a socio-historical process. For Algerian immigrants, it is an

emotion animated by everyday life in Marseille.

Ambivalence is not indifference. It is a conflict of competing passions; the

struggle that ensues when two apparently contradictory things are felt by the person with

equal force. For Algerian immigrants, it is the conflict between 1) wanting to be loyal

and give voice to their Algerian experience (both in France and in Algeria), and transmit

that experience to their children as “heritage,” and 2) a desire to belong to a place,

“Marseille,” that they now call home; a place that receives them with great reluctance and

(given the injuries of the French-Algerian past and the hostile of contemporary

immigration politics) withholds from them what, for the sake of their children, they long

to be — an integral part of “French” society (with their heritage intact).

For the first generation, ambivalence is a quality of suspense wherein the

simultaneous and ambivalent sentiments of loss (of an Algerian past) and debt (to a new

French “home”), anguish and desire, hope and impossibility, inhibit the crystalization of

French-Algerian identity. It is this space of unrequited “longing” that necessitates

-, - - -
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bringing “France” and one’s relationship to France into question. Its resolution rests not

the upon the restoration of an original or singular “truth,” but upon an inter-cultural,

inter-generational negotiation that allows multiple truths to be possible.

For the first generation, it is not that they want to be seen as “French.” Given the

colonial past ascribing to any classic notion of “Frenchness” would be tantamount to

betrayal. Their cultural identity as “Algerians” in Marseille was not in question. It is

simply that after so many years of being the maids, the laborers, the street sweepers of

Marseille; after generations (both colonial Algeria and in France) of “service,” they want

their contribution recognized – they want to belong. To the extent that this is denied

bespoke an elusive sense of “home.” As Abdel Malek explains, they live in the space of

la double absence – away from Algeria, and far from being accepted in France.
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“Transitions”

(A Cyber-correspondence between a French-Algerian psychiatrist and an American

anthropologist)

June 6, 1999

Dear Linda,

I don't know where to begin. I was looking forward to your return [to Marseille],

but now it’s been put off until the Fall. Such is life. I call you from time to time because I

miss our conversations. Sometimes it’s good to talk with someone on the outside. I work

with a lot psychiatrists but I feel so out of sync [décalé] with them. Not to question their

intelligence, we just don't have the same sensibilities, the same vision of the world. A *

Lebanese anthropologist, Salim Abou, once said that immigrants, in general, are

possessed by an overwhelming desire, a thirst for familiarity [connaissance; in the sense

of inter-personal ‘knowing’ one another] that stands in opposition to the self-possession

[“le surmoi'] felt by those more established in the host-society. The first are people of

desire, ' while the second are people of obligation.' This desire, I feel it every day; but I

am somehow unable to share with those in the so-called professional world. On the

phone, I was telling you that my colleagues and I don't have the same representations of
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mental illness, nor of immigrants in general (and not only Arabo-Berbers). They don't

take into account the discourse of the other, nor his difference. The colonial spirit is

alive and well in their mentality. Like Don Quixote, sometimes I feel like I'm just

fighting windmills. ... We Muslims, with all of our fatalism.

Hope to see you soon,

DB

June 12, 1999

Dear Quixote,

Sorry for not writing sooner. I must agree, you're not much like your colleagues

at the hospital. They are much better dressed and more regularly shaven. ...Seriously

though, in response to you last note, wasn't it you who once told me that my 'difference’

was a gift, that I must never distrust my own vision of things? If there is one true stain of

colonization (be it in Palestine, France, or Algeria) it is the insistence upon a uniformity

of thought, and the self-doubt those in power are able to evoke in ‘others.' This fellow

you speak of Salim Abou, seems to be on to something. Precisely because of their

immigration experience, immigrants often to have a greater openness towards others; a

desire to know and be known. The degree to which you feel it yourself, seems to me, a

particular gift, as well. A quality much better suited for a place like Marseille than the

t
º
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*
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'enclosure-upon-oneself” expressed by more ‘established' people. Interesting how it fall

upon immigrants to model an ‘openness-to-encounter’ to their ‘hosts.'

The Moroccan sociologist Khatibi says that it is in our encounter with 'difference’

that we learn to bring our own points of reference into question and thus we become

better able to construct a system of meaning that best reflects who we really are, or want

to be. That is the value of one’s encounter. He calls this process “the decolonization of

the Self” and it is both an inter-personal and intra-psychic process at once. Difficult, as

always though, to put theory into practice. In any event, I’d much rather live in the space

of desire, than the space of obligation. Wouldn't you? Be well,

LP

An Algerian Frenchman claiming his Arab distinction within a broader sense of

“Frenchness,” something is changing ...
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V

The Mosaic of Marseille

Un Prophète du Coin

Excerpts of an interview with M. Berard – psychoanalyst, social activist, “indigène.”

— July 17, 1998, Marseille

There are no Marseillais who have been here of long date, no original Marseillais

who came from the forest night, centuries ago. There are only those who arrive and who

mix. The families who make up this city, they’ve been here maybe three or four

generations. We are all from somewhere else, but mostly Mediterranean. One half Arab,

one half Italian, another half Spanish, and Corsican, and Armenian – We are all half

something. That is the identity of Marseille, our history is shared. It’s a perpetual

melange.

In relation to cultural memory, the question that you ask, it is posed differently in

Marseille. Here, we do not think in terms of origins. Marseille is the product of

fecundation, an act of fecundation between the sea and the land that has always existed.

The immigrants who come are like layers of silt that accumulate on the shore, giving rise

to something new but at the same time reproducing something very old. For example,

me, my grandmother was Algerian, my grandfather was Italian, but he was born in

Tunisia and spoke Arabic. My wife is Corsican, her mother is Basque, it’s all very
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similar. Our children are ‘Marseillais' because there is no other word to describe them.

Marseille is like a pointu [a fishing boat] that collects all the fish of the Mediterranean:

the dorades, the loups, the manges-touts.

LP – And that is different from elsewhere in France?

B – Marseille is not France. The Marseillais are first of all Mediterranean, and only

afterwards French. The history of France is a story about the people of the North trying

to impose their culture on the people of the South. And Marseille, we have always

resisted, from the very beginning, ...since the battle between l’Oil and l’Oc. L’Oil was

the family of languages of the North and l’Oc were the languages of the South, like

Provençale or l’Occitane. There was a time when more than half of France spoke the

languages of l'Oc.' And the separation of these languages was also a cultural separation.

Culturally, the South was much closer to the Spanish, or the Greeks — la vie de sud — than

the Alsatians or the Normands. And Marseille, more than anywhere else, was the

strongest in this philosophy.

CP – Yes, I’ve heard how there have been secessionist movements in Marseille. How

Louis XIV turned the canons of Fort Nicolas inward towards the city, to keep the

population in line.

'The dialects of Oil (which most closely resemble contemporary French) infiltrated and eventually came to dominate
the French provinces by the 15"Century. In the 18th C., grammarians codified and standardized the French language,
and by the 19th C., French was established as the language of instruction and of public media. La Grammaire
Française (Paris: Editioins Nathan) 1987.

:
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B – The problem is that we have never been that French. Our relationship to the

State... you know, here in Marseille, everything depends on personal contact. But on the

level of the State, it’s what is written on paper that counts. So, if in Marseille we cheat

on our taxes, or buy and sell things on the black market, it’s because, to us, the State has

always felt like the strong arm of Paris. It is not our State. Our relationship to public

matters has always been a little flou [“sketchy’].

The way we function here is more complicated. We do not subscribe to a global

organization of society; administered by the State. For us, everything passes first by the

network. ...The Marseillais, even those appointed to official positions, they function by

telephone. Do you see what I’m saying? Everything depends on personal contact. And

that is very different from elsewhere.

People of the Mediterranean, we organize around the “clan.” It is not an

organization of “State.” It’s the clan, like in Corsica, Morocco or Spain. We operate on

a cultural model, which is not at all of the same order. Only, today we no longer call it

the clan, we speak of “network.” The network is the clan. The network is the modern

transformation of the clan. That is how we are.

LP — So, there is a strong sense of community here.

Y; -
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B – Community is not the word. For example, there is no “Algerian community” in

Marseille. Well, yes and no. What I’m saying is that it’s not an organizing principle.

It’s true for all of us. It is a question of network. There are Corsican networks, and º

Algerian networks, and Italian networks, etc, ...but it’s not one or the other. We do not ■
-

exist in isolated “communities.” We all play a role in this city. The city is bigger than all

of us. Marseille is a soup that depends on all of its ingredients.

LP – You give the impression that Marseille is some kind of utopia, that this is a *

harmonious place. But there are serious problems here: violence, racism, drugs,

unemployment. When you read the papers, all of these things seem to be associated with - *

various groups – immigrants, in particular. There are very real tensions between
- * --

“networks,” as you call them.

B – Listen, why do people argue in the first place? People argue because they give a

damn. That, already, is saying something. I never said that everyone gets along here. To

the contrary, since Proteus and Gyptis,” we’ve been fighting like cousins. The

Marseillais are people of strong opinions. We do not hesitate to express them. But pay
- -

attention to how people argue. Not in the newspapers, on the streets, where people meet * - --

face to face. Even when people take formal positions, even if the conflict is explicit,

there is always an insistence on the humanity of relations — whether the tension is social, º,

*This is a reference to the founding myth of the city; when a Greek ship landed in Marseille on the very day that ---

Gyptis, the daughter of the native Ligurian king Nan, was to select a husband who would be heir to the throne. ~.
According to legend, Gyptis was so smitten by the sight of the handsome Greek Captain, Proteus, that she offered him
her chalice of matrimony. He accepted, and thus was born the great city-state of Marseille.
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economic, religious, or whatever. And why is that? It’s because, even with our

differences, we are people of the Mediterranean, and for people of the Mediterranean, it’s

the personal contact that comes before all else. That is our culture, the fundamental

culture of this city. That is what shocks people from the outside. We are solidaire, even

when we argue. What counts is our willingness to argue, because it is in the debate that

we reclaim one another.

LP — Can you give an example of how that happens?

B – Take, for example, the debate over religion. Whether it’s Muslims, or Christians,

the Orthodox, the Baha'ai, or the Jews, religion is at the center. Each of these faiths

carries the potential for integrisme [fundamentalism], and everyone has an opinion about

the integrisme of the other. It’s a danger that exists all around the Mediterranean. But

whether it’s fundamentalists like the FIS (Front Islamic de Salut), or fascists like Le Pen,

or even just normal people; the central question is: What is the role of religion in the

organization of everyday life? And for us it is a profound debate. ...Necessarily so, we

are people of the sea; and the notion of voyage has always been tied to reflection.

Who is God, why do we exist, what do you believe in, these are questions that, for

us, guide [primer] everything else. But the danger arrives when you think you have the

answer. It’s at that moment when faith becomes integrisme. Integrisme is a perversion

of the question. What is interesting is not the response to the question. What’s important
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is that the question remains open. It is not the formal response that matters. When you

have a formal response to the question, you believe you have the truth. And it is at that

moment where you find division among people. That is where the conflict begins;

because if I have the truth, I am going to try to impose it on others. That is integrisme.

The question must remain open.

LP – Have you ever noticed how 'integrisme' and ‘integration’ are derived from the

Same root?

B – Voila, same principle. Both assume a “truth’ to which people are expected to

conform. Integration, like integrisme, is a fantasy, an ideal that corresponds to absolutely

no one, especially in Marseille, because here, with our plurality, it is impossible to have

only one version of the truth.

It’s the doubt, in fact, that counts the most. The operative position that enables us

to function, and that keeps us from falling apart, is doubt. In Marseille, we are in

continual doubt. But to pose the question of doubt is already to have faith. Understand?

Because we believe that truth exists but we do not pretend to know it ourselves. Our

strength is our uncertainty, our willingness to discuss things. If you don’t understand

that, you will never understand the Mediterranean.
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The basis of Mediterranean religion is the verb. For us, this is very precious. It’s

the debate, the metaphysical, the agora where people mix. It must remain open. I think,

in Marseille, if we are able to persist, that is why. Yes, there are fractures, very strong,

with all the dangers of the coming times; but at the same time, Marseille is a place where

an alternative to the polemics can be built. Here in Marseille we talk. We are in no hurry

to die. We have a different relationship to time. That is why we’re not hung up [coincé],

because we’re not trying to transform the world. In Marseille, we let the world come to

UlS.

The Migrant Tide

Marseille is a city that opens to the sea. Long before it became the provenance of

France (1481), it belonged to this Mediterranean, this bahr al-mutawasit, in Arabic, the

“sea found in the middle.” At the entrance of the Vieux Port, the very heart of the city,

lies a bronze plaque that reads: “HERE, around the year 600 before Jesus Christ, Greek

sailors landed, coming from Phocea, the Greek city of Asia Minor. They would found

Marseille, from whence the golden ray of Civilization emanates across the Occident.”

From its very inception, Marseille is a city born of immigration; a cosmopolis in the

classic sense, a city fueled by contact and exchange. Today, one can still watch the

ferries come in from every port of the Mediterranean: Bonifacio, Istanbul, Jaffa, Oran,

Tangiers. Quietly in the still of a late summer's night, or violently with the gale of a
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winter’s mistral, the endless stream of “elsewhere” arrives, unpredictably, as it has for

2600 years. Looking out over the Old Port, one can see its ancient traces: le jardin des

Vestiges, where Greeks and native Ligurians fought Julius Cesar in 49 BCE; L'abbaye

Saint-Victor, where Christianity arrived to France in the 5th C., Fort Saint-Jean, a 12th C.

outpost constructed by St. Jean of Jerusalem; and le jardin du Pharo, home of l’Institut

de Médecine Tropicale des Armées, established during Napoleon III’s colonial

expeditions into North Africa and the Middle East. Marseille has always existed an

historic intersection — a point of departure, a point of arrival, a gateway to the Orient and

a mixing of peoples.

To its modern immigrants, the city is a refuge, a battleground, an opportunity and

a frontier. The first Algerians arrived at the turn of the 20" C. to work the soap

distilleries and olive presses of Marseille.” White Russians expelled by Stalin (1917),

Armenians escaping genocide (1910-1920) and Spaniards fleeing Civil War (1936-39) all

found safe harbor here." In the 1930s, Marseille became an ‘Italian city’ as immigrants

escaping poverty, and Mussolini's fascism, migrated westward.” Workers from Greece

and Portugal followed shortly thereafter. Already, by the end of the 1930s, one-quarter

of the city’s population was comprised of immigrants. During the Second World War,

Madagascan, Martiniquan and North African soldiers recruited from France's many

colonies defended the city against German invasion." At the base of Notre Dame de la

*J. Cesari, Éire Musulman en France Aujourd'hui (Paris: Hachette) 1997, p. 31.
‘J.-J. Jordi, A. Sayad and E. Temime, Migrance: Histoire des Migrations à Marseille (Aix en Provence: Edisud) 1991
“Ibid., p. 10
“Ibid., p.5. Many of these soldiers remained in Marseille after the War.
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Garde – the cathedral perched atop Marseille's highest promontory and beloved icon of

the city — there is a monument paying tribute to Algerian riflemen who protected “la

Bonne Mère” from Nazi occupation.

The economic boom of the 1950s opened the floodgates of trade and migration.

Soldiers home from conflicts abroad, Algerian Muslims granted free circulation in France

(1946), Asian Catholics' fleeing the war in ‘Indochina' (1954),” as well as Egyptian

Jews and French repatriates expelled by Nasser with the return of the Suez Canal (1956)

were encouraged to fill the labor demands brought on by an upsurge in maritime

commerce with Africa, Asia, the Middle East.” As the petrochemical and metallurgic

industries grew (1950s-60s), workers from France's Departements et Territoires Outre

Mer” – Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia – flocked to the city in droves; as was fore

planned prior to the end of WWII (1939)." Unforeseen, however, was the sudden

“repatriation’ to France of close to 700,000 European-Algerians following the war of

Algeria Independence (19\62); 60% of whom nearly doubled the population of Marseille

in the Summer of 1962.”

'Cambodian, Vietnamese and Laotians converted by French missionaries.
*This was the first of two waves of Vietnamese immigration; the second was in 1979 when 142,000 “boat people”
arrived in France. Trinh Van Thao, Le retour des rapatrié d'Indochine. L'experience des centres d’accueil (1954
1960), Marseille et le Choc des Décolonisations (Aix en Provence: Edisud) 1996, p. 29.
*J.-J. Jordi and E. Temime (eds.), Marseille et le Choc des Décolonisations (Aix en Provence: Edisud) 1996.
"France's “Departments and Territories Overseas,” or ‘DOM-TOM,” as locals refer to them.
"Approximately 200,000 Algerian Muslim workers came to France between 1950-56, Marseille et le Choc des
Décolonisations, ibid., p. 66; for 1939 accord, see Migrance, ibid., p.7.
"Migrance, ibid., p. 90.
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It was the strangest thing I had ever seen, ... thousands of Pieds Noirs

arriving at the docks. My mother told me they were French, only they didn't act

like French, they dressed like Arabs and spoke with a heavy Maghrebi accent. I

thought, “They're immigrants”— immigrants like the Moroccans or Tunisians. I

was ten years old, and I thought, “Immigrants who look like French but who act

like Arabs, that makes no sense at all.” So I asked my grandfather, “How can

this be?” He said, “Fiston, on est tous ne avec une gosse de l'ail dans les fesses

et une verre du Bordeaux à la main. Nous sommes tous les Marseillais.” [Sonny,

...we are all born with a clove of garlic in the ass and a glass of Bordeaux in our

hand. We are all Marseillais].

(Marco, 22 January 1998, Marseille)

Just as Marseille accommodated France's epic engagements of the 20"C. — from colonial

expansion, to wartime mobilization, to maritime trade, to a rapidly globalizing economy

– so too it absorbed the massive reflux of immigrants such events produced in their wake.

The Weight of French Perception

The Algerian War of Independence (1954-62) did little to stem the tide of Muslim

migration to Marseille. It is just one of the many paradoxes that would come to

characterize the post-colonial era in France. As Abdelmalek Sayyad elaborates in ‘The
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Three Ages of Immigration,” while the War signified an end to the Colonial Empire"

and a radical shift in the territorial definition of “France,” the institution of post-colonial

migration offered little redress of the inequitable rapport between ‘former colonizer' and

‘recently liberated’ immigrants. To the contrary, the steady stream of Algerian migrant

labor to France guaranteed by the Evian Peace Accords (50,000 workers a year, to fulfill

a contract of 1-3 years)” merely shifted the locus of a colonial dynamic from Algeria to

France. Despite wounds (literal and symbolic) still fresh from the battlefield, a continued

‘relationship' served the economic interests of both countries: allowing France to fill its

enormous demand for migrant labor under the gracious moniker of “pays d'aceuille”

[“country of welcome’], and Algeria to generate the revenue it so desperately needed to

secure the infrastructure of “an independent nation.” As the French economy grew (1954

1973), these “official’ contracts comprised only 25% of the hundreds of thousands of

Algerian immigrants who came to find work in France." By the 1970s, Algerian

immigration dominated the migrant scene in Marseille," placing France at the forefront

of modern immigrant nations (1.1% foreign-born, versus 7% in the US).” Contemporary

theorists like A. Khatibi" have argued persuasively that post-colonial immigration is a

“war of inscription” under the same title as colonialism; but in the immediate post-War

"Abdelmalek Sayad, La Double Absence: des Illusions de TÉmigré aux Souffrances de l’Immigré (Paris: Seuil) 1999,
. 55–98.

with the “loss”/"liberation” of Tunisia, Morocco, and Algeria, all within the space of six years.
"Yamina Benguigui, Mémoires d’immigrés: L'héritage maghrébin (Paris: Canal+ Editions) 1997, p. 20.
"Michel Tribalat, Faire France: Une Enquète sur les Immigrés et leurs Enfants (Paris: La Découverte) 1995, p. 28-29.
"In the first decade after Algerian Independence, the Algerian immigrant population in France would grow from
350,000 to 754,000. Migrance, ibid., p. 107.

Noi■ el, Le Creuset Français. Histoire de l’Immigration XIX-XXe Siècles (Paris: Editions du Seuil), p. 21.
Ibid., p. 137.
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period, a utilitarian ‘forgetting' of the colonial past enabled both French and Algerian

Societies to meet the demands of a rapidly changing present.

As Marc Augé argues in Les Formes de l'Oubli, however, a past left unreconciled

eventually “remordes” [“bites back'].” The mounting presence of this new category of

immigrant (le travailleur “ex-colonisé” – the formerly-colonized worker) raised

questions about ‘national identity” that France was unprepared to answer. Prior to Fifth

Republic, the social category of ‘immigrant’ was already an abstract ascription of the

State, nebulously situated within a dialectic of “nation” and “foreigner.” While the

“immigrant” occupied a juridical status inferior to that of “citizen,” his civil rights were

nonetheless guaranteed, as was his freedom to participate in French society.” With the

onset of immigration from France's former colonies, France subordinated this ‘category

of the person’ to the economic needs of the nation-state; favoring immigrants who

accepted limited contracts of employment, after which they were encouraged to return to

their country of origin. This diminution of the social standing of post-colonial

immigrants promoted an image of the migrant worker as ‘a person in parentheses' – a

temporary presence, worthy of lesser consideration in French society.”

Amongst France's immigrant populations, the status of the Algerian worker was

the most ambiguous. Given the exceptional nature of France and Algeria's colonial

20M. Augé, Les formes de l'oubli (Paris: Editions Payot & Rivages) 1998.
*"Noiriel, ibid., p. 71.
*Ibid., p. 72.
*Ibid., p. 48.

º *
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past.” post-colonial Algerian immigration was administered (until 1986) by France’s

Department of the Interior (the office of the A.T.O.M.), * rather than the National Office

of Immigration.” Algerians who came to work in France prior to the War of

Independence were considered French “citizens,” while those who arrived after 1962

were “permanent replacement workers,” whose ‘legal residency' was negotiable every

five years.” Under the provisions of the Evian Accords, unlike other immigrant groups,

Algerian laborers did not require visas (until 1974) to travel between France and

Algeria;" however, those who were recruited in Algeria under official’ French

employment contracts had their movement and socialization rights strictly limited in

France, while those who came ‘informally’ (without a contract) did not. * To make

matters more complicated, children born in France to Algerian parents during the War of

Independence (just before the Evian Accords), were not considered French citizens, while

those born in France after the War were (until 1993 when the statutes of citizenship were

modified yet again). This fluctuating ascription of social ‘privilege' — who was a

“citizen,” and who was not; who was entitled certain social liberties and responsibilities,

and who was not; who belonged in French society, and who did not — animated

ambiguities reminiscent of the colonial era, where ‘Muslims’ under French occupation in

Algeria were assigned a similar ‘non-person' status, increasingly familiar to Algerian

“immigrants’ in post-colonial France.

*Unlike Morocco or Tunisia, Algeria was never considered a ‘colony,' but an integral part of France (see Prologue).
*Migrance, ibid., p. 69.
*French/Algerian labor contracts were a multilateral negotiation between the Department of the Interior, French
enterprises, and the ONAMO (Office national algerien de la man-d'oeuvre). Tribalat, ibid., p. 28-29.
*Cesari, ibid., p.32.
*Ibid., p. 107.

- * *
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The “ethnic awakening’ of immigrant communities in France during the late

sixties" clashed with the economic downfall (and attendant unemployment) of the early

1970s, sparking an outburst of racial tension, targeted most directly towards “Arabs.”

Immigrants were routinely blamed for the social unrest and economic hardship of the

city. In August of 1973, a mentally ill man of Algerian origin stabbed and killed a

Marseillais bus driver.” Extreme-right groups like ‘le Comité de défense des

Marseillais' seized upon the incident to trumpet their case against immigration. “North

African immigration poses a threat of endless crossing to our city and to our country. We

have had enough of these Algerian thieves, Algerian rapists, Algerian syphilitics, and

Algerian killers. We have had enough of this savage immigration that delivers nothing

but trash from the other side of the Mediterranean.” In the months following the attack,

thirteen North African immigrant workers were slain by unknown assailants.” In

response, September 19" 1973, the Algerian government temporarily suspended all

Algerian immigration to France, with a declaration by President Boumedienne stating,

“We have maintained the greatest moderation in response to these assassinations, so as

not to stir the hatred. But the situation is too difficult to merely accept. It is a matter of

*Migrance, ibid., p. 69.
"Noiriel, ibid.
"Migrance, ibid., p. 108.
*Ibid., p. 109.
*Gabriel Domenech in an editorial in Méridional. La France, Ibid., p. 109-10
“Ibid., p. 110.
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dignity.” In 1974, The French government responded in kind, halting all recruitment of

foreign labor.”

The violence [that summer] was horrible. Imagine yourself in a new country,

hunted like an animal. There were bands of Pieds Noirs who went berserk, taking

revenge on no matter which Arab. And the police, the politicians, like sheep, did

nothing. We were completely defenseless. The fada ['wacko’] who killed the bus

driver wasn't even from Marseille! He was from Nice.

(Safi, 3 August 1997, Marseille)

In his recollection of the crisis, Safi's comment carries echoes of the colonial past

as well as the ambiguity of an migratory present. Indeed, amongst those associated with

” To what degree did thethe vigilantism that summer, were a number of Pieds Noirs.

loss of their domination in the former colonies inform the anti-Arab sentiment in

Marseille? Does Safi’s emphasis on the fact that ‘le fada' was from Nice and not

Marseille (nor Algeria, for that matter) indicate a shift in his own sense of affiliation?

The rupture of 1973-74 radically altered the profile of Algerian immigration to

France. During the 1940s-50s, Algerian migration consisted primarily of men, often

recruited from rural parts of Algeria, who came obligatorily alone and in good health.”

*Ibid.
“Tribilat, ibid., p. 19.
"Migrance, ibid., p. 110.
“Benguigui, ibid., p. 15-21.
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Most were illiterate and poor, people willing to work long hours for very little pay.

Laborers who came to France on work contracts were housed in foyers or dormitories

located in designated industrial zones, away from the city. “We called them ‘8 by 3s’,”

one man explained, “because they would rotate three men in the same bed, eight hours at

a time.” For the first decade, Algerian workers remained socially and economically

peripheral to mainstream French society; they were allowed only one day a week of rest,

were paid approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of what a French laborer would make for the same

job, and required a permit from their employer to go into town." Still, despite the

solitude and harsh working conditions, these workers were willing to endure the

restrictions and confinement of migration in order to earn salary enough to support their

families back home.

Throughout the 1950s-60s, demand for Algerian labor remained steady, but the

need for resources to finance the Independence movement in Algeria grew, lending

further impetus for young migrant men to seek employment in France. The majority of

Algerian laborers who immigrated during this period, arrived to France without official

labor contracts. They generally found low paying jobs at the Port or in local industries.

They built shantytowns on the margins of city, or lived in immigrant neighborhoods in

the impoverished sectors of Marseille. Some of these men migrated to France with their

wives and children, the majority did not. Throughout the early period of migrant labor in

France (1940s-1973), the movement and frequentation of all Algerian laborers (with or

” Raba, 12 March 1997, Marseille.
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without contracts) was strictly monitored by the police and administrative officials."

Still, despite the surveillance, despite the social stigma, Algerian immigrants believed

deeply that they were doing their part to build a new nation back home.

With the prohibition of French recruitment of foreign labor, the migration of

Algerian men under a purely economic title declined dramatically.” New immigration

criteria required a higher level of education and greater proficiency in the French

language for Algerians wishing to immigrate in the future. But while the violence of 1973

gave rise to tighter restrictions on migrant labor, it simultaneously sparked public debate

regarding plight of migrant workers in France. Paradoxically, this opened new avenues

of Algerian migration: family, education and exile.

The inauguration of President Valéry Giscard d'Estaing in 1974 offered a new

optic on immigrant life in France. The new Administration formalized the Family

Regroupment Act as a nation-wide standard for immigration.” The Act recognized as ‘a

fundamental human right’ the prerogative of any laborer in France to live in community

with his or her family. This allowed migrant workers to send for their wives and children

in Algeria, and quickly became the principle vehicle for further migration. After 1974,

80% of Algerian immigrant women came to France to join their spouse." The visibility

of these women in French society, as well as the greater presence of Algerian children in

"Benguigui, ibid.
"Ibid.
*Tribilat, ibid., p. 27.
“Benguigui, ibid., p. 21-22.
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the French school system, brought France into closer contact with an unfolding sense of

what it means to be an ‘immigrant nation’ than ever before.

In response to public outcry over the severe living condition of migrant workers

in France, the SO.N.A.CO.TR.AL (Société nationale de construction de logements pour

les travailleurs orignaire d'Algérie) built temporary housing for Algerian laborers already

established in Marseille.” While these accommodations were an improvement over the

shantytowns and dormitories that had previously lodged migrant workers, families who

moved in to these residences found themselves once again located far from the city

center, packed tightly into high-rise tenement buildings, in neighborhoods without shops,

without parks, without playgrounds, without employment opportunities. The children

raised in these cement complexes were bused to and from schools located in “French”

neighborhoods; emphasizing, at an early age, both their physical and social segregation

from ‘normative’ French society.

While the Family Regroupment Act helped alleviate the isolation of Algerian

immigrant men, it created new social tensions as well. French nationalists and former

colonists (many of whom lived in Marseille) were not eager to see a greater Muslim and

Arab presence in France. French social theorists, increasingly concerned with issues of

immigration, attempted to diffuse these apprehensions by specifying the predicament of

Algerians in France along classic Sociological lines (gender, employment, generation).

“Tribilat, ibid., p. 28-29.
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French feminists, increasingly vocal during the 70s and early 80s, took up the cause of

‘poor Muslim women’ who, because of “Arab tradition” lived sequestered in their

homes." Psychologists and political economists elaborated the “public emasculation” of

‘the traditional Arab father' by illustrating his social and financial marginalization in

French society." Urban sociologists demonstrated the stresses of “generation zero,”

children born to Algerian immigrant parents, by describing their social dispossession and

cultural disorientation.” While these discourse rendered more visible the challenges that

faced Algerian immigrants, they were ultimately Franco-centric and served to attenuate,

rather than mediate, inter-cultural differences. Combined, they reinforced a politics of

‘integration’ that underscored immigrants’ need for social ‘rehabilitation,” rather than

their cultural inclusion.

During the early eighties, anxieties regarding ‘the threat to French identity’ posed

by immigrants from abroad” shifted to a fear of cultural dilution' from within, as ‘the

problem of the Second Generation’ came to boil. While French-Algerian youth born in

France to immigrant parents who had obtained French citizenship were unmistakably

“French,” the status of children born in France to Algerian laborers (without French

citizenship) was never explicitly addressed on the level of State. In practice, these youth

“Migrance, ibid., p.213.
"Camille Lacoste-Dujardin, Des mêre contre les femmes (Paris: La Découverte) 1985. Also, Yasmina et
les autre, de Naneterre et d'ailleurs. Filles de parents maghrébins en France (Paris: La Découverte) 1992.
"Tahar Ben Jelloun, La Réclusion Solitaire (Paris: Denoël) 1976, P. Lejeune, Je est un autre (Paris: Seuil)
1980; Michel Peraldi, La Frontière mobile; destins migrants et réseaux politiques locaux à Marseille,
rapport intermédiaire de recherche réalisé pour le MIRE, Marseille, CERFISE, 1986 (dact.).
“Azuz Begag, Le Gone du Chaâba (Paris: Seuil) 1986, H. Beauchesne et J. Esposito, Enfants de Migrants
(Paris: PUF) 1981; J. Marangé et A. Lebon, L'Insertion des jeunes d'origin ■ trangère dans la Société
française, rapport au ministre du Travail (Paris: La Documentation française) 1981.
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were granted 10-year residency visas, with the hope that one day they would return, along

with their parents, to Algeria. To facilitate that process, in 1976, the French government

offered 100,000 ff to any Algerian worker willing to return “home.” Few accepted.

Instead, most remained in the “Cités de transit” (temporary migrant housing) which, by

the 1980s had become overcrowded and fallen into ruinous repair.

With yet another spike in unemployment during the same period, incidents of

crime and violence erupted in the cités. Given the lack of official French policy

pertaining to migrant youth, it was left to local police to resolve ‘the crisis of the ghettos.’

A radical policy of “repatriation” was instituted, authorizing the expulsion from France of

any ‘non-citizen' migrant youth arrested for a crime. This outraged immigrants and

French liberals alike and gave rise to mass demonstrations, culminating in the ‘Beur

movement’ of the mid-1980s. In December 1983, North-African youth throughout

France took to the streets in protest, demanding recognition of their plight and their place

in French society.”

By the 1990s, points of cultural conflict between “France” and its immigrant

populations became a matter of avid public debate. Should Muslim girls be allowed to

wear their headscarf in French schools? Should immigrants be held to special standards

of hygiene? Do they deserve social security? Are North African youth particularly

violent? What kind of psychopathology is evoked in Arabs who try to bridge the cultural

"Immigration, by this point had stabilized around 100,000 persons annually. (Tribilat, ibid., p. 19.)
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divide between East and West? For over a decade, these question have run rampant,

challenging, fundamentally, what it means to “French” in a free and democratic society.

In France's last presidential elections, Jean-Marie Le Pen, the neo-nationalist

party candidate of the Front National, defeated the sitting Prime Minister, Lionel Jospin,

to challenge Jacques Chirac for the Presidency of France. It was the latest and greatest

victory of a growing anti-immigrant movement that now holds the mayoral seats of four

of France's largest cities: Vitrolles, Marignane, Orange and Toulon. This sentiment of

xenophobia has so influenced the political climate in France that, over the past decade, it

has compelled the fundamental revision of the Code of Nationality. Today, in what is

arguably the birthplace of democracy, if a child is born in France of two immigrant

parents he or she is not automatically granted French citizenship. With the introduction

of the Pasqua Laws of 1993, a person born in France of two immigrant parents must

formally and administratively express his desire to be French between the ages of 16 and

20 or be resigned to the status of foreign national/temporary resident.” This basically

means that if for any reason a French-Algerian youth who has not made such a

declaration is caught by the police or breaks the law, he or she may be legally deported to

the country of his or her parents' origin. During my two years in the Panier, three young

men from the neighborhood, all of whom where born in Marseille, none of whom spoke a

word of Arabic, were deported to Algeria – a place that none of them had ever been.

* Benguigui, ibid., p. 136.
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Today there are approximately 100,000 Algerian immigrants living in Marseille;

if one includes their children and Algerians who have immigrated clandestinely, the

population that concerns this thesis is easily twice that number. These are the inheritors

of an incendiary politics of migration. The rise in French neo-nationalism is symptomatic

of a politics of forgetting; a strong desire to replace the cultural memory of France's

Algerian past with a nostalgic re-creation of the Glory of the French Republic. The onus

falls upon Algerian immigrants and their French-Algerian children to correct the record

in reclaiming their place in France's future.

When I see Le Pen, I ask myself, ‘What is integration?' Me, I'm totally in

conflict with this guy, and yet, I have to deal with him. Is integration a question

of having me integrate into a pre-given French world, where you have people like

this guy who are the porte-paroles; who have the power to say what is and what

isn't — which is ultimately a fascist world. Or is integration a mechanism, which

guarantees that this man and I can live side by side with our differences? It's the

old question of “les droit du sol” (equality based on being born in the same land)

versus “les droits du sang" (birthright guaranteed by blood). All of the sudden,

with immigration, France no longer knows which one it is. We talk about

pluralism and the ‘land of expression,” but what does “pluralism” mean? Is it

just the plurality of people of different origins who accept to conform to the same

51 Jocelyne Cesari, Etre Musulman en France Aujourd’hui, (Paris:Hachette) 1997, p.37.
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old mold of France? Or is it the actuality of our differences that makes our

plurality, who we become in each other's company?

(Nordine, 8 September 1997, Marseille)

The State is not the “Place”

Despite the intensity of immigration politics, French-Algerians' relationship to

‘the State’ is but one dimension of their every day lives – a dimension that gives

punctuation to memory, but not the principle site of memory's unfolding. In Les Lieux

de Memoire, Pierre Nora argues that memory is most intimately tied to the place in which

it is lived. Marseille is a city where memory condenses, collides and interfuses to create

new possibilities.

Whatever one might assume about lingering tensions between French and

Algerians communities in Marseille; today, evidence that the two countries remain

closely linked abounds. From the salles de prière (Muslim prayer rooms) located in

Marseille’s oldest neighborhoods to the hamams (communal bath houses) frequented by

French clientele, from instructions written in Arabic on the baggage carts of Gare Saint

Charles (the main train station of Marseille) to the brisk business in halal meats at chez

Mustapha Slimane; as one neighbor put it, “Marseille is Algeria's European outpost.”

Every Sunday evening, telephone booths throughout the city are surrounded by people
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waiting to speak with friends and family in Algeria.” With the passage of time, the

connection between France and Algeria grows ever stronger.

Solidifying the Hyphen

Subj.: toujour vivant

Date: 7/10/02

From: Khaled (French-Algerian public health worker)

TO: LMPitcher

Dear Linda,

I just got back from a week in Oran – on a humanitarian mission with my fiend

Moise who, like me, hasn't been back to Algeria in 26 years!” Although the country is

rich with resources, the economic situation in Algeria is catastrophic. The languages

[French and Arabic] are progressively separating, still people seem to manage despite

the social and cultural misery visible everywhere. In people's homes, traditional

decorations are replaced ith kitsch objects in 1970s colors, like in the Occident. The few

who have money build four-story palaces, without running water. In Oran, despite all

that has happened, people still dream about France with smiles on their faces. Our task

was to evaluate the needs of institutions that care for orphaned and handicapped

children. Some structure does exist, but financial investments are weak. We weren't

there to play Santa Claus, because in the long term that would be of little benefit.

52 - - - - - - - - - - - -In France, it is cheaper to call Algeria with phone cards from telephone booths than to call from residential lines.
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Instead, God willing, we intend to set up training programs. I plan to return in October.

Otherwise, all is well. I'm a bit frustrated with work, as you already know. Europe is

aging, and its structures as well, but so too are its people. As always, it is up to the

children of immigration to bring about the necessary changes in France. I’ve tried to get

a few more students of anthropology interested in working with migrant populations, but

these days there is little interest in Arabs. Oh well, life continues. Sincerely,

Khaled

Memory's Metissage

The process of memory’s metissage (“mixing') begins when nationality no longer

suffices to describe cultural identity. In a city like Marseille, where 50% of its population

is of foreign origin within two generations, the notion of a uniform ‘French’ identity

makes no anthropological sense whatsoever. “Cultural authenticity,"as an autonomous

and coherent universe,” Rosaldo argues, “is no longer tenable in a post-colonial world.”

As a practice of appropriation specific to the urban immigrant experience, the

métissage of French-Algerian memory is born of confrontation and dialogue. It defies

33 gºpolarities of “hetero” and “homo,” “similarity” and “difference.” Between the totalizing

*The last time Khaled was in Algeria he was 13 years old, visiting the grandparents with who he lived
until the age of six, when he immigrated to France to join his parents and little brother in Marseille.
“Renato Rosaldo, Ideology, Place and People without Culture, Cultural Anthropology, 1988.
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fusion of America’s “Melting Pot,” and the infinite fragmentation of so many “post

modern” immigrant identities, collective memory in Marseille suggests a portrait wherein

the components of culture (both within and across cultural categories) maintain their

integrity. What is shared by immigrant residents of Marseille is not the specificity of

their various histories, but rather a process of situating a sense of identity from

composite elements – a cosmopolitan form of “community” whose continuity is drawn

from having variously lived through shared historical events. Metissage, is not

“tolerance.’ It is the permanent state tension that not only ties Marseillais residents

together but enables them to transform one another; each preserving, defending or

modifying his/her own evolving identity while simultaneously claiming a shared heritage.

The Panier – Where “tout va bien "...

Spray-painted on the wall across from my apartment were the words “Le fin du

monde,” two doors down, L'hotel Dieu, and my street rue des Mauvestis. This is where

my fieldwork began, between “The end of the world” and “The house of God,” on “The

street of the poorly dressed.” The Panier as a neighborhood is a montage of many

immigrants who for centuries have lived there. It has a certain notoriety that you can

read in its street signs from place du pistol where they found pistols in the bottom of the

wells to the convent where wayward women entered on rue deshonneur, and left on rue

des rapentis. It is a rebel neighborhood, inaccessible, where no taxis will take you, where

the cisterns and tunnels underneath hid Jews and communists and intellectuals during the

second world war, a neighborhood that was bombed by Hitler as a bastion of degradation
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and depravity. It is a neighborhood where contrabandees of the fifties became heroin

dealers of the sixties and seventies and now where young north-Africans have spray

painted on the wall the image of a gangster pointing a gun at you saying tout va bien. It

is a neighborhood of immigration where Italians of the thirties became the Corsican

rebels of the sixties, until Algerians arrived in the sixties and seventies to the Panier's

most recent arrivals the Vietnamese and the Comoros Islanders. Today the population is

roughly thirty percent Italian and Corsican, forty percent Algerian and thirty percent

more recent arrivals from France's other colonies. Reading the walls it’s “dom-tom”

(departmentes et territoires outre-mer) and “c'est la crapule” (it’s the shithole) where

“Rien n'est jamais aquis a l’homme, ni sa force ni sa fablesse” (“Nothing is acquired by

man, neither his strength, nor his weakness. It’s a neighborhood not unlike le bled

(Algeria/Back Home) streets winding like the Casbah where women socialize on the

roofs on a warm summer's day. Here I lived for two years and came to know roughly

sixty neighbors, Algerian immigrants and second generation French Algerians.

Methods

Total community immersion was required to appreciate the role of community in

the transmission of cultural memory and understand its function in the formation of

Franco-Algerian identity. Starting with a community approach to my fieldwork

(promoting a concert of Algerian musicians on the radio, helping to organize a l’Aid

K’bir celebration for Muslim families, and attending OM soccer matches) not only
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enabled me to be known by the community, but helped me gain the trust and confidence

of my informants early on. Although all of my interviews were primarily in French, my

familiarity with Arabic as well as my willingness to participate in routine daily activities

(walking children to school, learning to cook North African cuisine, baby-sitting

occasionally) demonstrated my commitment to the community. I was rewarded with

their frankness and voluntary participation in my research. After eight months in the

field, it was no longer necessary to solicit interviews in the neighborhood. I lived with

my door open, people “stopped-by.” Several times a day, and I was regularly invited to

people's homes, schools and work places.

It is a commonly held perspective among French sociologists and social workers

that there is no French-Algerian “community” in Marseille. They cite the fact that

French-Algerians do not live in ethnically-bounded groups, that they are not formally

organized, or that they have very little public representation as evidence that they are

reluctant to form community. As an anthropologist, I discovered that while the notion of

‘community’ was porous and interactive with other immigrant groups, the was an active

connection between Algerian communities in Marseille. Living among families, paying

attention to their patterns of socialization and following their networks, I discovered that

French-Algerians live in close contact (with extended family, with those from the same

region of Algeria, and with others of Algerian origin), they come together frequently for

religious, familial and community events, they share an elaborate system of exchange and

mutual assistance; and while they might not live next door to their fellow Oranais,
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Algerois or Kabyle, these networks provide a strong sense of social support and cultural

continuity.

In fact, it is the elasticity and non-exclusivity of French-Algerian communities

(open to others with varying migration stories) that makes community such an important

site for the transmission of cultural memory. What is difficult to express between parents

and children about the past is readily discussed in the community. Events concerning the

War, the hardships of immigration, the politics of Islam or of the Front National, the

contradiction of being expected to conform to a ‘European’ life-style when Marseille

(given its immigrant history) is not exclusively a European culture, or of “re-Arabizing”

Algeria (following French occupation) when Algeria is not exclusively an Arab culture;

these issues are hotly debated in the public arena. Issues much closer to the family: the

challenges of adult illiteracy and unemployment, the importance of religion and cultural

tradition, and the question of intermarriage, are similarly discussed between friends and

acquaintances.

Community is also a space of cultural innovation; a means of reconciling and

reconfiguring aspects of cultural memory. The popularity of Raï and Chaâbi music, the

infiltration of Arabic idioms (phrases and gestures) into French culture, themes of

immigration and métisse identity found in popular fiction and in film, the sheer visibility

of French-Algerian influence in Marseille (hammams, cous-cousiers, mosques, Arab

markets) are all evidence of cultural identity -- both French and French-Algerian-- in

transition. The most important thing I learned about “integration” during my fieldwork is
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that, no matter what the inter-reference of identity is (1/2" generation, French/Algerian,

Oranais/Marseillais), the impact of the contact is always mutual. It is impossible to

address of the formation of French-Algerian identity without speaking of a

simultaneously altering “French” identity (with the incorporation of the immigrant

experience into French history). The reconciliation French-Algerian memory is

contingent upon an open dialogue (and fluid encounter) with ‘normative’ French culture.
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VI

Inheritance: Alterity and the Decolonization of the Self

Yamina

In September of 1989, Yamina Benguigui, was stirred by the headlines of a

story in Le Monde that concerned Criel, the French town of her Algerian childhood:

To the alarm of its citizens, 3 adolescent girls had appeared in school wearing the
Islamic veil.....

Where do these Muslims come from? How had they penetrated

the heart of the educational system? Public opinion had suddenly

become conscious of the culture of this other who had lived invisibly

amongst them for over 30 years. Questions carry me back, years ago,

to this little town in the North of France, where my parents, of

Algerian origin, immigrated in the 1950s.

I can see my house; its façade of gray stones, like all the

others. Still, not exactly the same. In front of other façades there were

rose bushes, geraniums or garden herbs, while in front of mine, only

wild grass and volunteer plants; without anyone to consider weeding

them.
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I remember a neighbor who would politely inquire as soon as

he saw my father, “So Ahmed, will you be returning to your country

this year?” My father, surprised to hear his first name resonate on the

streets, would respond with a strained smile, “Yes! This year. In a

few months.”

I can see my mother coming and going from the living room,

where cartons containing our clothes, plates, sheets and towels

gathered... I can still hear her saying to herself, “Next year, we leave!

Back to our country.”

Of my parents’ country, I have only holiday images: a little

village perched in the mountains, white houses, the searing sun, a

fountain.

One evening in 1976, the family was sitting around the table,

as we were accustomed to do. My father turned on the television to

listen to the news. In a quasi-religious silence, the journalist

announced in a monotone voice, “The Parliament has just voted in

favor of a law assisting the return of immigrants. The accords were

signed today with various governments of the Maghreb. Each head of

family will receive 100,000 francs and be eligible for vocational
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training to facilitate his re-entry into his country of origin. This Aid of

Return will be available on a voluntary basis.”

My mother got up and walked towards the cartons placed

against the wall. Then she turned her head. I saw the look in her eye.

Her pupils, dark and immense, filled with anxiety. “But mother, they

said it's voluntary, " I tried to explain to her.

Time passed. My father did not ask for the Aid of Return, but

my mother continued to fill those eternal cartons. My brothers and

sisters grew up with their hands on the handles of suitcases. So did I.

Time continued to pass. The provisional accumulated a little

more. Less and less often and with less conviction, my mother would

say to us, “Maybe next year.” Twenty years later, my parents are still

here.

Where do the Islamic veils of Criel come from? How did they

penetrate French schools? How can I answer these questions that

concern me? These Muslims are my sisters. These children who

perplex, these families that intrigue, they are my relatives. Before the

deafening rumors everywhere, carrying suspicion and violence, what
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can I say, if not to question in my own turn: What have you made of

my father? What have you made of my mother? What have you done

to my relatives that they should be so mute? What did you tell them to

make them not want to root us to this land where we were born? Who

are we today? Immigrants? No! Children of immigrants? French, of

foreign origin? Muslims 21

The Story of France is Written in the Lives of the Second Generation

As with the first generation, the stories of the second generation resonate with

a palpable ambivalence. For them, the ambivalence of cultural memory hinges less

upon the question of social belonging and more profoundly upon identity itself; an

internalized tension between the “authenticity” of their Frenchness and the “alterity”

that is an abiding sense of “Otherness.” For this generation “origins” is not merely a

reference to a chronology of historical event, or even the legacy of their parents’

cultural influence. For the second generation “origins” is a point of departure - the

affective charge of an uncertain identity that seeks to find what “French” really

means. The memory imperative of the second generation attempts to bring together

the affect of their difference (what is inherited of parents experience and discontents,

'Yamina Benguigui, Mémoires d’immigrés: L'héritage maghrebin (Paris: Canal+ Editions) 1997, p. 9-10.
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as well as the distinction of their home life and their perceived difference in French

society) with a conception of France large enough to include them. It is a creative

contemplation that attempts to speak something new.
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Stepping Inside (Azzedine)

Azzedine is a 26-year-old French-Algerian, born in Marseille. He is the son of

Berber immigrants who migrated to France from Kabylia in 1956.

I met Azzedine as I was waiting for an appointment I had arranged with

another informant at a sidewalk café in the Panier. He leaned over from the table next

to me and asked, “What’s that you’re reading?” “It’s a play,” I said and resumed

reading. “Really?” he said, “...I’m an actor.” I smiled but said nothing; not wanting

to further the conversation. Azzedine continued to stare at me. “So who's it by?” he

imposed. “Slimane Benaissa, Les Fils d'Amertume,” I obliged. “Oh yeah, Isn’t he

Chaoui [Berber]?” “I don’t know.” “What’s your interest in Algerian playwrights?”

“Actually, I’m an anthropologist.” I relented, “I’m working on a project about

memory, and being French-Algerian in Marseille.” Azzedine beamed with delight.

“Y'arabi, look no further!” he exclaimed. He told me that his parents were Kabyle (of

Berber-Algerian origin), but he was born in l’Estaque, in “the last bidonville

[shantytown] of Marseille.” “I would be an excellent subject,” he persuaded, and

asked for my telephone number. A little cautious about his enthusiasm, I asked for

his instead. He told me he “didn’t have one' (a common euphemism for “I live at my

parents’ house), but gave me another number where he could be reached (his sister’s

house).
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I met Azzedine early on in my research and initially I thought he presented

himself as a stereotypical cacou (a classic Marseillais “dandy” — well dressed, with an

in-your-face bravado and a ‘look at me' air; cagole is the feminine version:

provocative and stand-offish). While Marseille is generally proud of its bold, defiant

working-class Mediterranean children, this attitude, when assumed by immigrant

youth (particularly Arab and African), carries a discernable stigma and some very

fixed assumptions. They are seen as lazy, over-emotional, prone to violence, and

barely literate.

It took me a long time to get to know Azzedine. We met many times for

coffee; each conversation a mix of cacou self-promotion and hard truths. He liked to

play with words, recite spontaneous poetry or sing little “jigs” as he explained to me

how he loved the theater but had been an unemployed actor for some time now, he

argued a lot with his family (his brother once tried to light his bed on fire with him in

it), the brother he was closest to died in a car accident two years ago, and sometimes

when he’s down he drinks too much. The last time he was really drunk he broke

several car windows, tried to flee the police and was arrested. Now his attorney is

trying to persuade him to see a psychiatrist so they can tell the judge that, at the time

of his crime, he was grieving the loss of his brother and is not mentally fit to be tried.

At first, I questioned Azzedine’s stability myself. But as we got to know one another

better, he trusted me more, he stopped “spinning” in all of his joking and free

associations, and started treating me with a bit of respect.
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We had several taped interviews at my apartment. He liked that I took an

interest in his writing and in the history of his family. Maintaining “boundaries” was

always difficult with Azzedine, although early on he had stopped flirting with me. It

was much more a tension of “who’s in charge” when we had our interviews. I could

ask him whatever I wanted “...as long as we can listen to Marvin Gaye" on the stereo.

He’d get up and start dancing while we were speaking (“Look, I'm Farid Astaire”),

and then we’d settle down to the business of talking about his writing, himself or his

family. We’d get to an important point in a conversation, he’d see that I was engaged,

and he’d stop to ask for coffee, or step out to get some cigarettes, before resuming.

He never allowed the ‘seriousness’ of our work go without play, and it was important

that he always remain in control.

About six months into knowing him, things changed. He invited me to his

parents house for lunch; his mother was preparing a special meal. April 13, 1998, I

took the bus out to l’Estaque, where Azzedine met me at the bus stop. L'Estaque is

an old fishing and mining quarter of Marseille; home to the first wave of Algerian

Kabyle immigrants in the 1950s, who constructed make-shift dwellings not far from

the shore. These bric-a-brac, tin-roofed, cement houses with recycled doors and

windows, and no plumbing or electricity, grew into established shanty-towns by the

early 70s, when the French government, for reasons of hygiene and new social policy,
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began to tear them down. Azzedine lives in the last remaining “bidonville” of

l'Estaque.

We arrived at his home and I was struck by what I saw. The house, built from

the scraps and recycled pieces of other buildings, was a magnificent, traditional

Kabyle home; with an interior courtyard and freestanding bedrooms, independent of

the adjoined kitchen and living-room, each painted in bright, rich colors. The aunt’s

room was elevated over an outdoor storage space, with a barbecue and an ocean-view

terrace. The open doorways were draped with curtains made of beaded fabrics from

Algeria. In tamazigh [the Berber language], Azzedine introduced me, deferentially, to

his mother. She kissed me, brought us into the sitting room, offered us something to

drink, and then disappeared into the kitchen. “You told me you didn’t know Berber,” I

said to Azzedine. “I don’t read or write it, I only speak it with my mother.” “You

could learn....”, I began.

“I don’t want to learn. Kabyle is a secret language I share with my mother.

With my father, I speak in French. It’s like I said, I live in the space of the comma,

joining here and there. Twice, I’ve been to the bled [Algeria]. ... Mountains more

beautiful than the alps, people more generous than you would ever find in France.

But I was on vacation, I didn't grow up there. Me, I dance the Mia a la Marseillaise.”

For me, Algeria, it’s in my father's eyes. It’s the way he speaks without saying
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anything, the way he looks at my mother and I know, despite 40 years in this shit

hole, they still love each other. They traveled together, from the same village in Petite

Kabylia. Le bled, it’s in the way my mother says her prayers five times a day, or all

those photos on the mantle of people I’ve never met.”

After lunch, we go into Azzedine's room. There’s a single bed against the

wall, a vintage clock radio on the dresser, and a painting in yellow, gray and black on

the wall. “I painted it from a bull-fight poster I found,” he says. The ground is

covered with sacks and sacks of paper. “What is all of this?” I ask. “I told you I was

a writer.” He grabs a walkman and hands me an earpiece from the headset; the other

he sticks in his ear. On the tape is Azzedine reading poetry with Leo Ferré playing in

the background. “Wow, that’s really good. Is it yours?” I ask. “Of course. Look... sit

down,” He fetches a briefcase from the corner. “This is my book, ‘The Last

Bidonville,” he produced a manuscript a couple of inches thick. “Over there are

some short stories, and these,” he grabs another bag from the floor, “are some new

poems, but they’re not very good.” I browse the first few paragraphs of each and am

amazed by how eloquent and organized his thoughts in writing are. This is not the

person I met six months ago; nor the person I just ate lunch with, who introduced me

to his mother. “Azzedine, have you ever thought about publishing these?” “Yeah,”

he says without elaboration. “Well.....??” He becomes uncharacteristically quiet,

“...I’m not ready.” “What do you mean, you’re not ready? Someone who has some

* See appendix.
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rough drafts of a couple of poems is ‘not ready.” But look, there are hundreds and

hundreds of pages here. I’m sure a lot of it is really good. This could be your ticket.

This could be your future!” I say enthusiastically. “Go fuck yourself! I said, I’m not

ready!” “...What are you waiting for?” I ask. “You don’t get it. You don’t

understand anything. They’re going to destroy this house at the end of August. This

house! This HOUSE!” He starts to cry.

“...This house is my body! It's all the misery, and all the love I’ve ever

known. I can’t live out there! This room used to be my brother's room. I was

circumcised in that courtyard. I helped build this house. I had sex for the first time in

this house. I AM this house!!

When I'm far away, and I think of this house I see my father's eyes, my

mother's hands. My grandfather. Everything that’s beautiful comes from him. We

Spent a lot of time together when my parents were at work. He took me to the docks.

We’d spend all day fishing with the other old men, all his friends. He spoiled me and I

never had time to thank him. .... He came and went like that. He spoke very little.

He had that radiant silence, like my dad.

L - The way you describe things, ...you remember very vividly.
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A - Me, I have a capacity for words, that’s my gift. My parents never went to

school. But more importantly, I understand the silence. I can give words to the

silence.

L - Seems there were a lot of good things that happened in that silence.

A- Largely, yes.

He stops and looks at me for a long moment, then smiles a broad, secretive smile.

L- What? ...Azzedine, cut it out.

A - What? I’m not messing with you. I’m smiling at the power of the silence, the

power that makes you wonder, that makes you fill in the spaces.

The ego has more than just one face. More than just one meaning. I am

many things, just like everyone. It’s not even a question of being an artist or not an

artist.

I don’t consider myself as only an artist. I’m a guy who lives, and who knows,

at a given moment, how to get what I want. One day I’m a writer, the next day I'm a

con, maybe one day I’ll make films, or become a preacher. In the last days, who
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knows how I’ll be judged. Who knows, maybe the judge will be me. There is no

knowing, and that’s all there is. Pointe finale, basta.

All I know is that I’ve learned a little bit about communication. And whether

you call it a film, a book, or whatever it’s all just telling a story. I can take that in any

direction. Or maybe it’s taking me.

What’s important is to say something, without saying too much; without

giving it away. You’ve got to take things at the second degree. Me, I don't explain

life, I explain a world. Life is an unknown to humanity. As Martin Weil said, the

closer we come to understanding it, the more it looks like a fantasy. The experience

is what’s essential. What is real is not what is concrete. It’s here in your head. It is

how your body carries what you feel, and how the world becomes your body. This

house is the world.

L - And they’re going to tear it down.

A- Yeah. But it’s only a thing. A bunch of bric-a-brac. They’ll bring down this

house, but I’ll still carry it inside.

L - I imagine you always have. What do you want to remember most of all about

this place?
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A - I can’t say. There are a lot of things. There’s a lot of noise. The sound of

footsteps.

L- Who's footsteps?

A- I don’t know, it’s like gears shifting ...from one person to another. The heart

pumping out to its organs. Let’s see... there's the noise of free-time, of time on my

hands. ...You know the more I think about it, it was Mo (his brother, who died not

long ago in a car accident). It was Mo who had something to say. Me, I never had

anything to say, but Mo ...he really had something. [Azzedine gets teary again]. You

know what, you know what I think he left me in this house? He left me his interior.

He left it to me to love, ...really. Me, I was just... I was just like a small word. But

Mo, he was the Verb. And when he left, he gave it to me.

L - Like your grandfather?

A - ...and especially my mother, very much my mother. [he begins to cry]

L- I’m sorry.
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A- Ehhgh, I don’t know. ...Go follow your crow!” [This is in reference to an ongoing

joke between Azzedine and I]

... I’m getting myself all wet, but I’m soaking in something strong; my

tendencies. It’s true, Mo is dead, it’s true I’m crying, because I feel it like ground

zero, but in my body, I swear, I feel the peace of the first born. [“Mo”, Mohammed,

was the first born]

I live my present, that’s all. ... I don’t know if you understand.

L- I’m not sure. I sounds like your talking about some kind of interior life.

Something true of yourself that belongs to this house. And now they’re going to

destroy it. That’s a scary thing.

A - An interior life. An interior life. That’s not something you live, just like that,

from up close. It’s a voyage. You live your life, then something happens, and you

step on it by accident. That’s when I write it down.

L - Looking at all these sacks, it seems like it’s been a long voyage.

A - Yeah. And the last good thing I’ve done was The Last Bidonville. Everything

else, since then, has been crap.
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In any case, I’m not going to try publish anything until after they destroy this

whole damn neighborhood. And the first thing I’ll publish is The Last Bidonville.

It’ll make me a star.

L - Where will the family move once the house is gone?

A - They’re being moved to a new HLM (public housing) on the hill.

L - How do your parents feel about it?

A – Are you kidding? Air conditioning, washing machine, ...a royal retirement!

L - Where will you live?

A – I’m thinking about moving in with my girlfriend. She’s got a good job and

she likes to have me around.

Azzedine offered me a poem that he asked to be included with his story in my

research. We spent the rest of the afternoon translating it from French into English.
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“From Marseille ... to Cairo’” – Part One

Azzedine explains that the poem that below a reflection on “the paradox” of

being both Marseillais and Arab in France, as well as being a Frenchman recalling the

echoes of his Arab origins. The poem was taken from two letters he wrote to his

girlfriend in 1993, one from Marseille, the other from Cairo, while traveling to Egypt

as part of a one-month youth theater exchange. Both letters were re-worked into

poems shortly after his return to Marseille. What follows is the first of those poems:

From Marseille ...to Cairo

Dear Farida,

A silence swells from my soul. I look out over Marseille with eyes wide open,

for I’m setting off for elsewhere. I will come back. But for the moment I want to

leave you these few words. A Canebière"; the cane in my right hand (wisdom), the

beer in my left (violence, the rage of life). She descends to be reborn at the Vieux

Port in the form of blue waves that push against other horizons.
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[*the main, central boulevard of Marseille]

The Vieux-Port* calms the spirits of Marseille that argue over a game of cards

or about Olympique Marseillais”, the last catch, women, cars, clothes, or the tchach

that characterizes its residents.

[*the Old Port at the heart of the city, **Marseille's soccer team]

The steps of Saint Charles* are gray piano keys that never finish horizontal,

and their vertical takes you to the rails of a journey, the conquest of the Southwest, the

Southeast or the North. That is its station: welcoming, victorious, giant, marvelous

like the summit of a hill that declares “Marseille” and its charms -- the beauty of its

tiled roofs, its streets, and the sun that shines on all aspects of her body.

[*Central train station]

The Corniche”, such a veil of silk, emphasizes the blue fingers of its

Mediterranean. At its outset, a valley, Vallon des Auffes”, a paradise that faces a

few frigid clouds.

[*waterfront, **a cove that is one of Marseille's oldest fisherman neighborhoods]

The boats are Dorades” of wood which sing the depths of the water. Notre

Dame de la Garde” calls out to warns us that the slope is steep to reach her.
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[*a Mediterranean fist, **Marseille's most revered hilltop cathedral, built to protect

sailors at sea)

The varied rooftops of specific tiles reveal a mixing of cultures, of opinions,

of lifestyles that the sun and hills have welcomed and inspired. Floating houses

repose upon the water and the soil.

Trenches take shape: the vein, most important and symbolic, is called the

Canebière. It’s the trunk that supports ancient branches and all the young.

Cosmetic fortresses” adorn the beautiful blue. The skirt of the port’s entrance

is striped with boats which, like candles with sails of flame, dance to the music of

crystal.

(*fortresses St. Jean (13thC) & St. Nicholas (16thC), situated on opposing sides of the

port's entrance]

Oh Vieille Charité", in a silence of stone and atmosphere, she guards the

antiquity of this city. The Prado, the Point Rouge, all the beaches of Marseille invite

our youth to bathe in joy, after the victories of their soccer team.

[*16thC Hospice in the Panier designed by Pierre Puget, turned asylum for the

deviant, marginal & ill (18th C), then ‘warehouse’ for poor immigrants (19th-20C),
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then hospital (until 1980), today it is home to l'Ecole des Haute Etudes, the

international poetry library and several museums]

In Marseille, the child is born with a ball at his feet and O.M. on his mind.

His chants are heard all over the city. Olympique Marseillais, it’s another important

vein.

The harbor makes love with the pores of other countries in the ink of night.

It’s boats and planes welcome them, the Marseillais, from the Joliette* to

Marignane”. We don’t forget the hills: those slices of calanque, ...“Eh, go throw

yourself off the Goudes!”

[*today's industrial port, **the airport, ***the Goudes are the calanque cliffs of

south Marseille, the expression is Marseillais for “Go take a hike']

The beautiful Estaque” connects the East and the West of the entire world. Its

blue coast swings her hips when the handsome Aubagne” smiles her way, under the

eyes of Provence”.

[*old fishing and industrial port, the birthplace of fauvism & home to many Kabylie

(Algerian) immigrants. **suburb of Marseille(large Algerian immigrant population

from the 60s), ***affluent historic town of southern France, about 20 minutes from

Marseille]
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Marseille, it’s a poster of colors, of alphabets, of joys, of multiple sadnesses

united along the Mediterranean, enrobed by hills, its inhabitants singing, eyes turned

toward the sky, the glory of the sun and its nature.

I leave you, with the sound of seagulls in my ears, until I return,

Azzedine

What is extraordinary about this poem is that for all of Azzedine’s raw

sentiment regarding his parents origins, his brother's death, the uncertainty of his

“place” (as a writer or as a delinquent) in French society, in this composition, his

identification with “Marseille” is confident, unquestioning and secure.

On my way home that afternoon, I realized that much of Azzedine’s public

self, his irreverence, his provocation was a caricature, a parody of himself he

projected to the world ‘outside,’ and that this shanty house, this slice of bled in the

heart of Marseille was the only place in the world he felt he could really be himself -

in all of his grandeur, and all of his pain. In that place, his private self and his love for

Marseille met. The imminent loss of his house, threatened his erasure, and yet the

future could not dawn until this house was destroyed. The afternoon was one

prolonged moment of memory’s imperative.
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In the months that

"... Il te reste encore des beaux jour, mon pauvre amour, les belles anée passée. Et

maintenan tu vas partir. Tous les deux, nous allons vivre, chaqu'un pour soi.

Leo Ferré
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Nasser

36 y/o filmmaker – born in Marseille — is making a film about L’Aid K'bir
and the slaughtering of the lamb for Ramadan in France.

The Hypocrisy of Democracy: Nasser - 5/27/97

L- Did you vote?

N- Me? I can’t vote. Officially, I’m not French. I have Algerian papers.

L- But you were born here.

N- Yes. I was born in '62, the month of May ...Algeria and France, at that time,

were the same thing.

L- '62 was the year of Algerian Independence.

N- Not until July was there independence... and just after that there was an

accord between the two countries where all Algerians born in France as of '63 were

given French nationality. Me I was born in '62, so I'm Algerian.

L- But you could be French if you filed your papers.

N- Why should it be up to me? I didn’t create this situation. I’ve done nothing

wrong. My * are evidence of France's hypocrisy. ...In any event, I don’t give a

damn. I am not a nationalist. I’m not patriotic. My nationality is ‘human being.’

Voilà, that’s what you can say. The rest, I don’t give a damn. Nationalism is not a

Solution.
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Listen. I would have every interest in asking for French nationality. Each

time I want to take a trip in Europe, I’m obligated to ask for a visa. I find that

ridiculous. But nationality means nothing to me. When I travel, I go out and meet

new people. For example, you're American but I could care less. Generally, I don’t

like Americans. But then I meet someone like you, and all of the sudden I could care

less that you’re American. It’s simple.

For my part, I have my own parameters. I have never asked to become

naturalized French because I was born in Marseille, at a time when Algeria was still a

part of France. I have lived here all my life. The fact that I have to ask for French

nationality pisses me off! Because ...I recognize something I don’t understand. By

France’s own definition - pick whichever you choose, colonial, democratic...- I

should be French. And yet my identity papers are from a country I have visited only

twice in my life!

N- The War of '62 is not over, so long as France refuses to recognize it. For

Algerians this is very important. Look at the Germans, how they’ve done their

therapy, or the Americans, who’ve done their therapy in relation to Vietnam. For

them, for the Germans they had to face their massacre of the Jews. Look how they’ve

done their therapy. In France, no.
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L- I’m not so sure about that. Do you really think they’ve done their therapy in

the U.S. and Germany?

N- I don’t know. I don’t know, but at least they, they’ve shown a will to ask to be

forgiven by others. It’s true, at least they’ve done that.

L- They’ve begun to address the injury of the past.

N- That’s right. In France, they’ve done nothing. The Left would have you

believe that during the revolution they supported certain Algerian intellectuals in the

underground, that to help save their lives they welcomed people here in France, but in

fact they don’t welcome us at all. Because those very same intellectuals are today still

wallowing in the shit, still without papers, still unable to work, and what they have to

say is still, to this day, not recognized. And these Algerian intellectuals, at the same

time ... for me, it’s not as simple as all that, because the role they played in Algeria,

they were never able to see it to the end. In fleeing, they weren’t able to stay in the

struggle, they tell only bits of the story.

L- What about Kateb Yacine?

N- Kateb Yacine was the only one. He was the only one who fought until the

end, even here in France. He died in poverty and misery. He spent his entire life

struggling against France, taking back our right to say what really happened. ...And

those others, Boujedra, etc... they lived too well their exile. Their connection with

the struggle ended when they came here. For them, Algeria became nothing more
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than nostalgia, a broken past, a lost case. For Kateb Yacine, Algeria was the country

of dreams, the future, a great nation. He wanted nothing more than to build that. He

fought, in his text ... He was one of the first to understand that to speak to the French

you had speak French, you have to understand the French way of thinking, you have

to think like the French to be understood by them. ...And he died in misery, in a

bungalow in Algeria.

L- Wasn't that just a few years ago?

N- He died in 1989.

L- Who, among the Algerian personalities here in France, do you think is really

embraced by France?

N- Cheb Khaled.

L- And why is that?

N- Because he is ‘the good little nigger.” He doesn’t speak out. He's totally

manipulated! By contrast, you take Rachid Taha, the singer from Carte Séjour, the

guy who sings “Douce France, chèr pays de mon enfance...” and “Partout, partout”.

Now there’s someone who dares to say things. His lyrics are complex and subtle. He

sings “Everywhere, everywhere” which is about how France trips up [empecher] its

immigrants and he sings “Sweet France, dear country of my childhood,” -- which is a
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traditional old French song, but he sings with an accent of the banlieux, and a raï beat.

Now that, that says something!

L- I was talking with a French-Algerian girl the other day, she’s maybe 16 or 17,

and she was telling me how much she hates Cheb Khaled, because when she sees him

on the television she feels totally ashamed. He's speaks really poor French after being

here for 20 years, he’s drunk half the time, he takes drugs ... she thought he was a

really negative symbol for Algerians here.

N- Of course.

L- What do you say to those who say that the youth born here in France have no

real tie whatsoever to Algeria. They have only a fantasy of what Algeria is like.

N- The fundamental problem with those born here in France is that somewhere

our parents, the majority of parents here, when they lived in Algeria were peasants,

farmers, people from the countryside. And when they were brought over by France,

they all worked in the reconstruction of France. O.K? So, for the most part they were

illiterate. My mother and father don’t know how to read and write. So, they left 50

years ago from Algeria, with their customs and beliefs of Algeria 50 years ago.
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And after being here a while, my father he realizes that ...you know, in France

there is always this kind of, I mean, he was always underpaid... because my parents,

like other immigrants were paid maybe 30% of the salary of the French. Can you

imagine, for the same job! ‘You remain Algerian', ...and if my father tried to rise up,

it’s because he was afraid that the truth of France was that he was French of the third

class. On his identity card, he was ‘Francais indigene', that means you’re not even

French.

L- The third class means what exactly?

N- No, it me saying that.

L- Are you talking about how Algerians were classed as ‘French Muslims’ on

their I.D. cards?

N- Voilà, that's it. So that’s why my father fought back. It’s because France

said, “You, you are not like us. And you will never be like us! It’s the same accord

as 1870, with Napolean III. He wanted everyone to rally behind France but in the end

they said we’re going to give authority only to the Jews and those French born in

Algeria. They never thought of including Algerians, in their entirety. That’s where

all this shit comes from. If these people are not French, then what are they?
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The problem of immigrants ...it’s like with my parents, they were recruited to

come here to France, and they were nothing more than “petits oui-ouis”. They said

‘yes’ to anything. It’s true, ....you have the Occidental and almost, for those who

came, the trauma was so great that they themselves considered the white man to be

more important than they themselves. Can you believe it! They arrived with their

culture, they were perfectly content, they were peasants, etc... They worked, because

their only goal was to work hard so they could save enough money to return to

Algeria and start a better life over there. But then over time, they sent us, the

children, to school, so we could return to Algeria with some good technical training,

with some kind of knowledge .... They always cultivated the idea that we would one

day return to Algeria. So, that’s is why it’s up to us to stand up and say, ‘No. We are

here.”

L- But the return...

N- To return is impossible. We are here now, and have been for 50 years. So

necessarily, we have to vindicate ourselves as human beings. We have a need to be

recognized -- US! ... To be seen as people HERE! Because, from the beginning, we

went to school, because effectively, we know how to read, we know how to write, we

know how to think, how to reflect ...we have all those things our parents never had.

That is to say culture... Our thoughts and our vision of the world is much more ...
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we know how to get by in France. While our parents, they didn’t know. They were

never given the time of day, society was never concerned with them.

L- But is that the real conflict? As much as they, your parents, have their

experience; and your generation has your experience ... Is it just a question of

generational distinction? I’m asking because there is such an emphasis on the rupture

between generations, so much of the critique comes from there. Can we not also talk

of a Franco-Algerian identity born in France, that puts you and your parents on a

continuum of shared experience?

N- Of course. Because our parents, parallel to Algeria itself, have continued to

evolve. Immigrants who left from Algeria, or Morocco, or Tunisia 50 years ago,

arrived here with a culture. That culture evolved in its own manner in this culture. It

has modernized. When they first came, they arrive in a foreign country. So,

according to what they lived, they recreated these little villages in France. Moreover,

France facilitated this, because it wanted people lodged in the same place to contain

them. So they were boxed off, first in bidounvilles, then in HLMs, and in this

containment they re-created their village life. But over time, this became a different

culture than that of Algeria, or Morocco, or Tunisia.
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N- It’s very bizarre. I have the impression that the Occidental world is in need of

psychoanalysis. I really believe this ...because Occidentals, in their ways of thinking

about others, they always need to appropriate for themselves.

For example, look at those young people there (gesturing towards a group of

people at the other side of the courtyard who are playing Djembé drums). O.K., you

can be touched by African music, but you are not obligated to be like an African, to

dress like an African, to play like an Africa. Everywhere you go, there are people

playing djembé! You can’t go to a party where there isn’t someone playing djembé.

Shit! It's the same with Tsigane (Gypsy). Just because you play an accordion doesn’t

make you Tsigane, you know?

L- I think I see what you’re getting at, but I’m not sure.

N- For example, when you speak French, you’re still American; you speak French

with who you are - American. If a French person tries to play Tsigane music like a

Tsigane, that doesn’t interest me at all! What interests me is a French person who

plays Tsigane like a French person. There you will never alienate me, because there

you are communicating. You have been touched without appropriating, without

taking anything away. That is what I’m trying to say.
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...You are what you are. What matters is how people meet and think about

each other. Good relations are about a feeling for the other. It’s a matter of will.

Tolerance..., personally I can’t stand “tolerance.’ You like or you don’t like, You

don’t “tolerate.” To tolerate, ...that means pity. Me, I pity no one. People are equal

to myself. That’s all. And when you generalize with someone, you take him like you

take yourself.

L- ...And what is the feeling of Algeria towards France.

N- Algeria in relation to France? It’s the certitude that they’re the ones who are

right. Obligatorily, in history, France landed up in Algeria because of a debt. A debt

that it had, ...it had to reimburse the Bey of Algiers. There was a mix-up with the

businessmen in Algiers, and the businessmen asked France to come to resolve the

conflict. And then, all of the sudden, it was catastrophic. ...That’s a true story.

But, as I was saying, the Algerian of today is persuaded that he's the one who

is right. Why? Because he needs the recognition of France, to overcome his

marginalization. The problem is that it’s France who is still looking to seduce

Algeria.
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Nasser - May 1998 -- On his documentary about the sacrifice of the lamb for L'Aid

el-Kebir

L- What's in the full-length film you’re making about l’Aid K'bir that we didn’t

see in the France 2 documentary that aired?

N- Well, there’s my mother, my father, there's the sacrifice that was done

clandestinely, and a lot more commentary on how the sense of the ritual has changed

with the hygiene laws.

L- You know, I went to hear Bencheik (the Grand Mufti of Marseille) speak once

at the Algerian Solidarity Center, where there were mostly Maghrebins in the

audience, but it was in a public forum covered by the media. ...In any event, I was

thinking of you and your work so I asked Bencheik, “Do you think the fact that the

sacrifice is no longer practiced at home, do you think that has changed the meaning of

l'Aîd K’bir?” And he said, “No, not at all.” Which surprised me a little. I guess on a

public level it makes sense he wouldn’t say anything that would spark controversy or

a political debate. But on a private level, I was surprised he didn’t engage the

question.

N- Yes, because Bencheik is not in favor of killing the sheep at home.

L- NO’’
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N- No, because it is not an obligation that a Muslim kill the sheep himself.

L- But do you think it’s a Muslim's prerogative to kill the sheep if he wants to?

Who determines how one is Muslim in France?

N- Now that, that’s another question. And with my own film, I wasn’t saying the

whole question depends on the sacrifice of the lamb at home. I was saying, very

simply, “Look. Look how the ceremony has changed. Look how it’s changed here in

France; hygiene laws or not. Although personally, I think the laws of hygiene were

just an excuse to fill the pockets of French butchers, ... just another way to profit

from immigrants without having to recognize who they are. To the contrary,

Ramadan is another opportunity to say, “Look how primitive they are! Even today!”

Brigitte Bardeaux, with all of her friends from the Front National, she loves to say

how thousands of poor sheep are slaughtered every year for this barbaric event ...And

every year it makes the front page! Without even a word about Ramadan, or what the

sacrifice means! All the while, the French eat lamb all year long! And veal! And foie

gras! Do you know how they make foie gras? It’s completely hypocritical!

L- And how do you think l'Aîd K’bir has changed since moving the slaughter of

the lamb to the slaughterhouse?
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N- It’s completely changed. It has lost all of its intimacy. I had the idea to make

this film because of a conversation I had with my father. It had been many years since

we had killed a sheep for Ramadan so I asked him if he wanted to do it this year; and

he said, “It’s not worth it, we can’t do it at home anymore.” ... which was striking

[frappant], because I remember vividly when I was a kid, going to Mustapha

Slimani's and buying a sheep. We'd let it roam around in the courtyard for a few

days until it was time. It was like our pet; and then I remember crying when my

father said the blessing because I knew it was going to die. But afterwards he would

explain that every time we ate meat an animal gave its life. That’s why it was so

important to give thanks -- to God for giving us food to eat, and to the sheep for

giving its life. ...Today, young people have no sense of this. We buy meat like we

buy Nikes. We are becoming grand consumers, just like the French.

L- So did you have an opportunity to speak with Bencheik about any of this when

you made your other documentary about him?

N- Of coarse I spoke with him.

L- ...Because, during this public appearance I went to he said Islam had an

obligation not to shock the dominant culture. And if the dominant culture didn’t like

that we do the sacrifice at home, then we don’t do it.
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N- He doesn’t say that you shouldn’t do the sacrifice, he just says that you have to

do it at the slaughterhouse. For now, it is still legal for families to do it at the

slaughterhouse. Me, I’m for either...it’s a question of equality. Either we say the

sacrifice of the lamb is something legal, and we reflect on how it is possible to

accommodate it in a way that considers the family and preserves the values it is

intended to transmit; or we say “No.” And if we say no because of reasons of hygiene

or cruelty to animals, then we insist on the same rules for everyone. We say no to

veal, we say no to foie gras. But if we authorize it, we do it together, so it is not

Something ugly.

N - For me, killing the lamb, it has nothing to do with religion. But I respect those

people for whom it is religion. Me, my father, my father is a believer. He’s been to

Mecca. I paid for his trip to Mecca. But I respect him, I respect his beliefs as they

are, as a faithful man, just as he respects me as a non-believer. That’s what’s

important.

So killing the lamb, for me, has nothing to do with religion. It does for my

father, but not for me.

But outside of the religion, for people who tell me they have knowledge of the

religion, who are capable of forgetting the custom, ... well, with that, I am not OK.
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The regulation (of the slaughter house) was put into place in 1989. This is

also when the clandestine practices began. But for those who followed the law, this is

when the sacrifice began to lose its sense in France; because when you have the lamb

killed at the slaughter house you see nothing of the ritual. Each family has its own

way of sacrificing the lamb, like it’s been done for generations. But when you move

it to the abattoirs, all that is lost. Now, if you ask the children, “How do you sacrifice

the lamb?”, they can’t tell you. Or, “What does the ritual represent for the father?”

They can’t say. Now it is the Minister of Hygiene who determines the sense of the

sacrifice in France, and we see the same old colonial theme repeated -- the native

sanitized of his meaning. A world where Brigitte Bardeau’s sensitivity about cute

little animals counts more than the faith of millions of Muslims in France.

In fact, while I was filming, my work often consisted of giving people a hand.

Sometimes, when they arrived at the slaughter house and was that it cost 300 or 400ff

to kill a lamb... well, there is an area off to the side where you can do it yourself.

And people would ask me, ‘How do you do this?’, and I’d say, ‘Well normally the

ceremony takes place between the morning and afternoon prayer; and first you have to

secure the animal so it cannot thrash around. It’s important that you kill it quickly

and as humanely as possible, beginning with a deep and swift slitting of the throat.
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But this question of hygiene is ridiculous. In the history of Marseille, there

has never been an incident of illness or harm due to a sacrifice conducted at home or

anywhere else. But still, the French have this fantasy that Muslims all over the city

are slaughtering sheep in their bathtubs. Moreover, in terms of hygiene, it’s totally

hypocritical. In every neighborhood in Marseille, an particularly in the chic quarters,

you find dog shit everywhere. But never in my life have I seen a little old French lady

get a ticket for letting her dog take a crap in the street. Or the addicts. Here in

Marseille there is an enormous addict community. By law, they are not allowed to

shoot up in public places, or even in their homes and yet there are entire networks of

support who provide them with clean needles. Everyone, including the police, knows

where the drug houses are, you just have to follow the trail of needles and

paraphernalia left outside, where kids can pick them up and play with them, and still

these places are never raided. The addicts, they have better health care than I do.

L - So, do you think the hygiene laws regarding l’Aid are simply a matter of

racism?

N - Racism, yes, but more than that, regulating the slaughter of the lamb is a huge

generator of revenue for the city. If there were no economic interest, they would care

less. The racism is just a way of gaining public support. In any case, that’s my

opinion.
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The explanation, it’s there. It’s very simple. But if you prioritize respect for

human beings above the respect for money, that would never pass. Because here in

France, it’s “Chacun son beefstek” (“To each his piece of meat.')

L - What does that say about the values of French society?

N - It’s not about social values, it’s about money and elections.

N - Ideally, a full length film about the sacrifice of the lamb it should touch many

people. It should be something that is heard. That is my purpose before all else. It

must be heard by many people; by people in Paris, in the banlieue, in the countryside,

and in the HLMs. It is important to speak about this, so you must speak with

everyone. If it’s just to speak with those already sensitive to the issue, that doesn’t

interest me -- You’ve got to reach the maximum number of people, because right

now, too few people are talking about it.

For me, the real opportunity would be if it aired on TV. Something that gets a

debate going. We absolutely must arrive in France to point where we can speak about

it. That is my purpose. To speak about the Maghrebi community, to speak about

immigration.

When someone asks me, ‘Why have you chosen the sacrifice of the lamb as a

subject? I tell them, “Because it is the least understood. It’s the practice the French
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are the most afraid of, that horrifies them the most, but that they know the least about.

Which is typical of French politics, one acts without thinking. It really pisses me off.

...But I have no desire to enter into the politics of the sacrifice, because it never goes

anywhere. For me, what is radical, what I tried to do in the film, is to keep it real, on

the level of the human being. I’m waiting for the day in France when to show a

family where the father is killing the lamb for l’Aid is just another film about a

family. But until then, to speak about the Maghrebi community, about every aspect of

their lives, it’s super important.

L - Does the film you’ve made evoke your own memory about the sacrifice?

N - Yes, I discover it again completely. I remember the courtyard, the old men

there drinking their coffee, deciding who amongst them should kill the lamb. I

remember them choosing Amar, who wasn’t even a father of a family but who was

the most pious, the patriarch. I remember him standing there next to the platform

saying the prayer, and then taking the knife (gesturing slitting the throat) ... it still

gives me chills. And if you watch the film, those who still do the sacrifice

clandestinely, it’s all there. Different setting, different people, but the same ritual. It

only takes a few minutes for the animal to die, but the ritual, it means everything.

It’s true, in the film, I could have spoken more about l’Aid el-Kabir, the text,

its meaning. But the film is about the sacrifice of the lamb, and I think the ritual, just
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the ritual, has a sense of its own. I could have spoken about the meals that follow, the

feast, the celebration, but I had no desire to “faire la fête” (to celebrate) with this film.

I wanted to speak seriously and stay in my own optic. I wanted to stay in the concrete

of the act; to show the blood, the beast dying. I had no desire to go elsewhere,

towards different interpretations or related practices. These are also customs, but they

are separate -- for another film. People, both Muslims and non-Muslims, they like to

talk about the feast, the celebration, even sometimes the religion, but no one wants to

talk about the beast. They are not comfortable with that. It is exactly that point that

unsettles.

N - For my film, I chose Caroline to ask the questions. I was important that it was

a woman behind the microphone, not me. It was also important, somewhere, that it

be a French woman who questioned people, families, butchers, imams.

L - Why?

N - Because, for me, the curiosity, the disposition, the courage to ask questions --

that is the hope of women. For me, women are the hope, the becoming of humanity.

...And that she be French, that means, in some manner, she is already implicated in

that. You See? ...that somewhere there is an attachment of this foreign custom to

France. It’s true, it’s symbolic. It’s the symbolic, but especially it’s the reflection that

women allow.
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There is a moment in the film, I don’t know if you caught it, where Caroline is

interviewing an imam we had arranged to meet at the abattoirs. At a certain point he

takes out a handout that explains what l’Aïd el-Kabir is and reads it. But before he is

finished, the film cuts out because at that point, the moment he takes himself as some

kind of representative, some kind of porte-parole that has the power to define what

something is, you lose all exchange, and that invites nothing but voyeurism. There is

no more reflection, no more possibility. Religion is in one’s heart, it is not in the

formal representation. Women know this.

What is interesting about the sacrifice is not what it “is,” but what it has been,

how it has changed, and what it threatens to become. I have never seen the

community asked about this -- about the evolution of the sacrifice. I’ve never seen

that.

If someone takes himself for an authority, it means he doesn’t want to know

what I have to say, or how other people live it differently. With that, I am not in

agreement. If you want to discuss it, that’s another matter. Le’st discuss it. But if

you’re here to tell me what is, that holds no interest for me. And if you talk to me

about “the Law,” about what must be, then you can forget it all together. We'll just

drop it there.
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Nabil (Nasser’s friend) - Some cultural mixes are not so good. Some mixes are

dangerous. What about these Beurs (2" generation of North African descent) who

become fundamentalists? What does that mean?

N - They reformulate a fantasy of faith. They reformulate reality too, for that

matter. And why does that happen? Because at a given moment they realize they will

never be recognized. There is no place for them in France ...other than in

delinquency, rejection. We don’t listen to them. We don’t see them. We don’t say,

“Yes, my name is Jean-François, and you, you are Beni-Saoud, and you are there,

living, a human being like me.” That’s it, that’s all that’s needed, very simple.

The day, in France when we recognize that, ...so long as we don't recognize

that in France, ... for me, it has everything to do with identity, When that day arrives,

France will show it is capable of recognizing others.

It pisses me off when I see all these young French out in the streets with their

djembés, you know, these African drums, playing percussion. What does that mean?

What is that suppose to mean?! What have you done to arrive there, at that point?!

NO!! No, no, no, no!! I am fine with the fact that you like the music. I like all kinds

of music too; Oriental music, African music, I like it all. But it doesn’t belong to me.

It does NOT belong to me. What does it mean when the French, they think they can

possess everything... to the point of denying my existence?
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The other day, I saw a documentary about some Africans who were deported

from France and a television crew went to interview them back in Africa. ...Well,

fuck them! Fuck off!! Why do you want to speak to them? Why? For what

purpose? What is the guilt that pushes you to question these people? Why not let

them speak? Why don’t you give them the camera, let them turn it around and ask

you a few questions?! That would be more interesting. That would be an important

film for us in France.

That is what I’m trying to say. In France, they say, “Jean-Louis” -- Jean

Louis, Jean-Louis, Jean-Louis. Well, Jean-Louis go fuck yourself. So long as “Jean

Louis is the only name that is heard, for me, Saint Jean-Louis is a neo-colonist.

Whether it be in Africa or in France, it’s the same. For me, it’s important to intervene

in that moment.

Nasser is well aware of the sense of ‘otherness’ ascribed to him, he is also

aware of how ‘Arabs’ fit within a greater mythology of how France thinks about

itself. Nasser does not doubt his Frenchness nor the place his Algerian heritage merits

within a honest conception of France. Though he is not a practicing Muslim, he uses

his film on l'Aîd K’bir to demonstrate this point. By insisting on the examination of

the Sacrifice, he at once vindicates the marginalization of his father's colonized

servility and announces his place.
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“My Mother No Longer Dances” – (Samia)

I was conceived in Algeria, but I was born in France. When my mother took

the ferry from Algeria to France, she was carrying me inside. ...Sometimes, when I

have trouble sleeping, I imagine that I'm crossing the ocean, feeling the movement of

the waves.

I've always felt a certain responsibility for her here [in France] because we

arrived together here from Algeria.

Samia is a 28-year-old dancer who lives with her boyfriend, François, in the

Panier. She is the only daughter of an Algerian family who immigrated from Tlemcen

to Marseille in 1970. She has seven brothers. Her father was a metal worker in the

shipyards of the industrial port. Today he is completely blind from years of not

wearing adequate protection for his eyes. Samia’s mother, Bania, is her father’s

second wife. Samia explains that her father was very much in love with his first wife

in Algeria, but that she was unable to bear him children, so he divorced her.

following his divorce from the first, with whom he was apparently very much in love,

but who was unable to bear children. has seven brothers.
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Samiah - never has dated a Maghrebin. Diff for parnts. Bt their bias come from living

here in frand being rejected. Francois has only dated non-french women. b/c he is

someone who somewhere rejected his elderly-parents identified ‘frenchness’

(Promenade au port, etc..) and has always sought other. Coming back to Samiah, who

is totally French in her ways and references, is a way of reconciling his frenchness in a

way more appeasing to him - chapter of love longing and laughter - the battle of the

Sentiments.

Samiah - On modernity. Sometime Francois tells me that I carry a trace of ‘la femme

maghrebine submise' when I get up in the morning and clean up, or think to cook

something for him when I cook something for myself, you know, when I just

naturally do “domestic’ things. But listen, when you grow up in a house with nine

kids, that’s the way it is, ...you're always thinking of the other. And besides, I don’t

think these things are degrading. It’s a gender thing. Here in France women have

come to see ‘housework’ as demeaning or somehow less important than male

identified ‘work’ - job, success, public image. I didn’t learn that in my family, my

“immigrant’ family. Everybody took part. The house is like your body, you keep it

clean to show that you have repect for yourself and for others. ...And if Francois

wants to get off his lazy ass and help out, well then all the better.” - Alg domestic life

is more organzed, routinized and more important.
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C. “Body” - Embodiment - Gesticulating the hyphen, what people do. A

dancer and her mother. SAMIA(conceived in Algeria, born in France - her mission is

to heal her mother's pain of migration. Her first choreographed piece was entitle “My

mother no longer dances”) SAMIA (overcame [Arabo) shame of her body, and her

past to be a locally renown dance). The Hammam (bath house) as a site of

transmission between mothers/daughters (traditional tattoos and g-strings - talking

about men, marriage and everyday life). Dance - all 2nd generation-ers know how to

dance ‘Arab”. Rai clubs (métissage between a Paris night club and a traditional

Algerian marriage scene).

Samia is dedicated to ‘healing’ her mother’s difficult migration experience (loosing

family/friends by leaving the village, becoming ‘shut in' in France) by ‘living out

loud.” She is a modern dancer. Her first choreographed piece was titled “My mother

no longer dances.” She ‘owns' France by proclaiming the simultaneity of French

Algerian-ness (she smokes at the hammam, she does modern dance despite her

Mediterranean body). The way that she is differently-French also allows her French

boyfriend to re-conceptualize his French identity (to distance himself from the stifling

tradition of his provençale family).

“I knew I wasn’t from here the first time I heard them tutoiyer my mother,

when they asked how was it that in a family of 11 none of my brothers were in

prison.” “What do you want me to say, that I’m proud that my father married

a woman he didn’t love? That my mother rode a donkey to her wedding and
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then lived happily ever after? I am proud to be Algerian, but don’t tell me I

have to be proud that my mother doesn’t dance anymore.” -- untangling

tradition.

She was raised by a very abusive father who refused to support her daughter's

interest in ballet (thinking it was obscene for a Muslim woman to reveal her body that

way). For most of her youth she had a very negative association with her ‘Arab’

heritage. Her sisters bribed neighborhood children to raise the money to send her to

dance school (w/o the knowledge of their parents). Now she has come full circle, is

renown locally as an ‘Oriental dancer’ because “I wanted to reclaim what was

rightfully mine.”

The Hammam as many things - three visits w/Samia] French-Algerian memory in

Marseille is ALL of these things. People transform places. Tayaba or gilatha [from

perfume) - woman who works at the hammam. Glycerine soap, copper bowls.

My illiterate father helped me with my homework and made sure I learned to read and

write.

SAMIA (understands the postcard I read to her in dialect [which I myself cannot

understand - I only know classical Arabic])
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Samia – “I always thought it was curious how they described first generation Algerian

immigrants as ‘living in exile.” For me, exile is something that belongs to us, the

second generation.” “How do you figure,” I asked. “At least for our parents,” she

said, “they chose to live in France. But for us, the second generation, we are born in a

place where we will never belong. When I was little, les Francais de Souche (French

people of European origin) used to tell me that my French was very good for an

immigrant. I'd tell them that I was born here, but that didn’t seem to make any

difference. Sometimes, when I told my friends that I had seven brothers, they’d be

surprised that none of them were in prison. Still now, there are people who ask me if

I’d like to return to Algeria. I just laugh and tell them, ‘Yes, I hear that it’s a beautiful

* 35place to visit.

Samia

Samia’s story is a finessed and intricate expression of French-Algerian identity

spoken through the script of her body. As with her dance, the self possession she

expresses in the various settings of her life, the unquestioning French-Algerian “self”

so projects naturally outward, stands in stark contrast to the grief and isolation that

marks her mother’s migrant experience in France. And yet the ‘right' by which Samia

appropriates such a space responds to and transforms that very same grief and

isolation — healing across generation that which cannot be healed in a single lifetime.
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SONYA - 2" gen., 17 y/o., student. Her recently immigrated single mom gave

Sonya up for adoption to a Bohemian Catholic French family when she was 6 years

old. Growing up she was always uncomfortable with the difference between her and

her other ‘fair-skinned' siblings. Got involved with the Muslim student union in high

school, changed her name from Sendrine (very French) to Sonya (more Arab), and

converted to Islam. Sought out her birth mother who was still living in Marseille --

very disappointed. Longs to celebrate Ramadan in Algeria (a place she's never been),

and be surrounded by people ‘like her.’

MELIK -2"gen. 30 y/o school teacher. His brother was born in Algeria, he

was born in Marseille, they argue incessantly. Melik is learning classical Arabic

because he is ‘proud to be an Arab,” lives with a French woman ‘because it was

important that a French woman love me,’ and is always ragging on his brother for not

playing his role as Arab first son. His brother is a psychiatrist, hated having to raise

his siblings as ‘big brother,’ and is resolutely French. Ambiguity of Melik’s desire of

French wife - curiosity or, as Fanon says, “La Blanche me prouve que je suis digne

d’un amour blanc.” [Black Skin, White Mask].- Born in a cité of Marseille, today

learning classical Arabic because he is proud to be an Arab. Wrote his Masters thesis

on why Greek slaves never rose up against their maters. It is important to him to

marry a French woman (the woman he now lives with is French). Argues all the time

with his older brother DJAMEL (born in Alg., today totally “French”) about their

‘roles’ as first and second sons
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Alterity and Decolonization

In ambivalence there is a constant reminder of alterity - an internalized site of

conflict.

Alterity - born from the condition of alterity there is something to do with desire - the

domain in which marvelous things happen. Where there are no words to describe.

The anguish of alterity is also the possibility of subjectivity. It can be something

generative. Coming to terms with the failure of a prescribed identity is also the

possibility of the subject. Succumbing to an ascribed alterity is the exhaustion of the

imagination. The impossibility of identifying with Self/culture/place. The removal of

imagination from the realm of experience casts a shadow on the latter. This shadow

is desire -- shifting a vision from experience as fugitive to identity as possible.

Inherent to the limits of one image is also the possibility of another.

The memory imperative of the second generation is akin to the formation of a

dream. That is to say, it’s not so much (like the first generation) a need to create an

historical chronology that enables what festers/plagues inside to be purged; but rather

a dream-process that attempts to bring together affect (what is inherited through the

transmission of their parents experience, and felt in their home life) an image (a

fantasy [l’imaginaire] of Algeria and the lived experience of France) -- a creative

contemplation that attempts to speak something new (a distinctly French-Algerian
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metisse identity) in a politicized present, while healing an injured past (that they only

partially know and understand). Here I draw locally on Le Breton, La Plantine (for

things of Metissage), Benslama, Fares and Begag (for Algerian memory), Sayad and

Hassoun (for questions of Alterity) and more globally from Serge le Claire (alterity),

Levinas (the creation of Self in dialogue with the Other),

For the 2" generation it is the longing for authenticity and the uncertainty of

what is ‘becoming.” Ambivalence - the difficulty of transmission in a time of politics

and forgetting. [Hassoun - Contrebandier de la Memoire.] Parents (born in Alg.)

mourn what their children will not have culturally (vis. Their own memories of le

bled) and bemoan the “childhood” (urban poverty, stigma) of their children -- better

not to say anything and let them be “French.” 2nd gen. - feel the weight of their

parents’ silence and exploitation [the shame of the ‘petit oui-ouis']. Wanting to be

French and yet preserve a sense of Arab identity at the same time; wanting to

vindicate their parents’ history, even though this experience is very different from

their own. Much goes unsaid between parents and children

The second generation is bound by a two-fold task: it is up to them to bring

their parents experience into public life, as well as rehabilitate their own social and

political life (Sayyad).
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Being simultaneously French and Arab are not mutually exclusive, nor

fundamentally alienating, nor ultimately ‘alter’ (however fantasmic/distinct. The

phenomenological/embodied reality of a métis identity). It’s only generalized to be

that way by those concerned with the “problem” of Franco-Algerian identity [Psych,

migration studies, social services], as if all Franco-Algerians had a problem! These

discursive voices are privileged for their ‘authority’ [Doctors, academics, politicians],

but they have a very partial view of the reality, because they don’t live with the

community, and they’re only called upon in times of need/incapacity. This is where

‘the absence of collective memory’ and ‘the problem of social inscription’ compound

to create a ‘Crisis of Immigration.” This is where anthropology comes in.

Historical distinctions play a less active role in the experience and idioms of

distress of the “second generation.” Arab youth born in France, who identify more

closely with what they call “Beur Culture.” Beur culture incorporates a strong banlieu

(urban neighborhood) affiliation that simultaneously valorizes Arab heritage and

integrates aspects of French-European culture. Identity concerns among second

generation Franco-Algerians modulate roughly along cultural-political, rather than

psychosocial, axes. Perhaps this is because they play a more conscious and active

role in the reformulation of their French-Arab identity; perhaps because current

French social policy demands their attention. The Pasqua Laws of 1992 & 1993

significantly alter France’s relationship with its Arab population. Children born in

France of immigrant parents are no longer naturalized French citizens upon their
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eighteenth birthday. Under the new legislation, they must formally “manifest their

will to acquire French nationality” by documenting their allegiance to France. These

laws have caused outcry among many young Franco-Algerians who refuse the State’s

ability to legislate cultural identity.

The expression of this generation raises important issues of identity

formation. Born and raised in France, they incorporate elements of French culture in

their private lives at the same time they carry a reinvigorated notion of their Arab

heritage. For many second generation Algerian-French in Marseille, Beur culture

enables a mosaic identity; an “esprit of the banlieux” that celebrates both its Arab

roots and French belonging, animating more positive aspects of France's

“immigration crisis.” Cultural expression of “La Beur Generation” -- rap and Rai

music, local sports culture, anti-racism, regional yet inter-ethnic themes in literature

and art -- reflects the formation of an embodied Franco-Arab identity. This identity

represents an increasingly interwoven French cultural fabric. It is a vivid and present

culture very much in keeping with the “contre-sense” for which Marseille has long

been known -- counter a dominant Parisian-French orientation, counter an uncertain

Algerian political climate; fiercely loyal to the fluctuating immigrant tide of the

Mediterranean.
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Counter-Memory and The Possibility of Cultural Reproduction

– transmission never happens like you think it does.

Anamnesis.

Transmission is the act of awakening, opening another’s eyes. The awakening

consists not in seeing, but in handing over the seeing. It does not, and cannot contain

that other. The implications of such a transmission will only be fully grasped when

we came to understand how, through the act of survival, the repeated failure to have

seen (in the first place) can be transformed into the imperative of \speaking that

awakens others. To bear witness - to awaken is thus to bear the imperative to survive:

to survive no longer simply as the child of a father, but as the one who mst tell what is

means not to see, which is also what it mens to hear the unthinkable pain/failure of

the father. The awakening is thus the reception of an address, responding to a wound

that must be healed.

The Immigrant Child

During his early childhood he partakes in the daily life of the family, sharing its

way of life, its language, its history, only to find himself one day thrust into a society

whose values seem to him radically different. ...On the day he enters school he

discovers with stupefaction that he lives in a country called France, of which he is

completely ignorant. He is ignorant of French, of the country in which he has lived

under a completely different rubric. For years he has to confront the troubles born of
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this enigma that has knocked him around. Who is he? where does he come from?

Where has he been taken to? All these questions follow him for a period of his life.

Nothing has been said during his early childhood about the history of his parents'

immigration, nothing was said at the moment he discovered that he was born in exile

from an unknown country in a place where he ignores everything. No discourse

could have ever been given to allow him to dialectify a sentiment of worrisome

foreignness. This lived experience accompanies him for years, throughout his

professional and familial life, to make him feel like a stranger which inhibits both his

happiness and success. -- A partial defeat from the outset tied to his very existence.

He was born foreigner in the very heart of a country where he came into the world.

This renders him emotionally mute -- the product of an embarrassed silence, a

difficulty to transmit a situation that his own parents were unable to symbolize.

(Hassoun, 17)
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VII

Permanence and Change: The Fidelity of Transgression

(Conclusion)

On the one hand, there is that which “persists"■ permane); on the other, that

which invents itself. One the one side, there are slownesses, latencies and delays which

pile up in the thickness of mentalities, facts, social rituals, opaque life; stubborn in

everyday gestures --at once, contemporary and ages old. And on the other, eruptions,

deviances, all these leeways of an inventiveness where future generations successively

extract their “cultivated culture”. Cultur■ al memory] is an uncertain night where

yesterday's revolutions sleep, invisible, folded into practices -- but fireflies, and

sometimes large nocturnal birds traverse it, sudden appearances and creations which

trace the possibility of another day.

(Michel De Certeau, La Culture au Pluriel, Paris: C. Bourgois, 1980, pp.238-9)

Collective memory is systematically unfaithful to the past in its service to satisfy

the needs of the present.
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Stereotypes about the disabled transmission of cultural memory between first

generation Algerian immigrants and their children resign both generations to a state of

incapacity. the first generation is portrayed as deracinée (“uprooted”) or ‘out of their

element’, and thus unable to effectively transmit cultural memory (what matters about the

past) to their children for lack of a shared contextual idiom (few points of reference in

common between parents’ life in Algeria/early experience of migration in France and the

children’s present day experience of France). The ‘pathology', French ethnopsychiatrists

suggest, lies in the alienation between the two generations. The stereotype of the second

generation paints them as perdue, génération zero (“lost”, “generation zero”), which

carries a compounded stigma because not only do they lack the parental

guidance/eldership that would equip them to negotiate French society, they also suffer the

misery of their parents’ untold stories (the palpable frustration children perceive in their

parents' everyday encounter with ‘France’ that corresponds to unelaborated memories

about French occupation, the war, migration etc...), as well as an alienation from the

French society into which they were born because of their perceived “difference.” The

second generation, ‘experts’ claim, is disoriented, ‘ground zero' -- a scene of empty

devastation from which nothing can grow. These are the clichés that French social

science (and social workers, psychologists, etc) use to politicize the field of immigrant

memory.

The ambivalence each generation feels in its relationship to France (social

belonging vs. alterity) is distinct, but carries common elements: 1) a similar affect
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(alienation/longing for recognition and belonging) and 2) a similar point of reference

(France). This is important because it illustrate how the “unfinished business of cultural

memory” persists across generations.

Transgression is fundamental to the transmission of cultural memory.

The challenge in the transmission of cultural memory is that the ambivalence felt

by both generations is articulated along different registers (1" Gen = the social, external

register of alienation/longing to belong; 2" Gen. = the ‘identity’ focused, internal

register of alterity/authentic “Frenchness').

For the first generation, the grief that lingers in present day life in France has

four components, the “wounds” of the French-Algerian past -- stories that are difficult to

tell, and have yet to filter into French awareness:

First: The memory of French colonialism (the humiliation of conquest, the exploitation of

occupation, the French double-standard of humanity and the denial of citizenship to the

“natives”).

Second: The hardship of the migration experience (poverty, disorientation in a ‘modern'

urban scene, and again exploitation of labor).
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Third: The dashed expectations of migration -- which are difficult to even mention

because most, if not all, justified their immigration to France as a way of supporting the

war effort in Algeria by sending money back home. ...And yet they stayed, even after the

war. And they keep coming (again with the justification of promoting economic stability

for Algeria by earning money in France). Few would publicly admit to having “a dream”

of France, but privately that “wonderland’-hope pervades the stories of why they came.

This they don’t convey to their children for fear of appearing naïve, or having to admit

failure that they couldn’t realize the dream.

Fourth: The despair about what’s going on in Algeria today -- the pain that independence

from the French did not bring “liberation” to the people; the thought that maybe, as a

colonized, illiterate people without the experience of organizing society or running social

and commercial institutions, they were not ready for independence; the shame of being

screwed over by their own government (which is dictated by the military), the horror of

fundamentalist terrorism -- that Algerians are killing Algerians in the name of a religion

they hold dear; the guilt they feel knowing that life is “better” (politically more stable,

economically more viable, and concretely less dangerous) in France.

The first generation feels very guarded about these wounds, defensive about and

marginalized by how they emerge in the public debate. For first generation immigrants,

these injuries are animated by a persistent denial of social belonging to French society --

reiterated time and time again in the rhetoric of immigration, the stigma of “Arabs” (both
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in France and in the global political debate), and the underclass station they occupy in

French society, where their administrative relationship to the State (as mere “labor” and a

burdensome “welfare” population) carries the same historic tone as it did when Algeria

was under French occupation.

The difficulty transmitting this experience to the second generation is quite simply

that parents want their children to be well. They want to spare them from the ambiguities

of these hard stories that have not yet found their rosy completion. This is precisely why

the imperative of memory persists -- to see the story through, to keep alive what has yet to

be realized. It is quite common to hear among the first generation that “L’histoire franco

algerienne n'est pas encore ecrit” (“The history of between France and Algeria is not yet

written). To date, there is no publicly accepted discourse in France that allows the

struggles of the first generation to be seen as triumphs (no convenient understanding of

the post-colonial paradigm, this is the work that has yet to be done). Yes, independence

was a great achievement in Algeria, but maybe it takes more than 40 years to establish a

functioning democracy. Yes, the French were wretched in their treatment of the colony,

but maybe it takes more than 40 years for a “democracy” to admit that it had its largess at

the expense of an enslaved population. Yes, the Algerian government is corrupt, but

maybe it takes more than 40 years for a diverse population to articulate who they are as a

nation and what exactly they want, maybe the reactionary and facile categories of

Algerian citizenship (“Muslim” + “Arab” = Algerian) will not suffice to create a

democratic society. Yes, institutionalized racism exist in France but maybe it will take
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more than 40 years for France to realizes it is an immigrant nation, to see the thread of

exclusivity and cultural superiority that ties the modern “crisis of immigration” to the

colonial past, and to see the imperative to recommit itself to what it claims to be its

democratic foundation of free and equal “citizenship”, if it wants to remain viable as a

nation in the future. Maybe both Algeria and France have yet to learn that cultural and

national identity are concepts that are understood and embodied variously by citizens of

the same country in ways that help keep the history of nations accountable -- and that is

their shared “crisis of modernity”. What I’m trying to say here is that, at present, there is

not yet a place for the first generation to create, for their children, a “normative” picture

of the past by telling their stories.

In the meantime, what parents want most for their children is to have what they

themselves have never achieved in France -- They want them to belong; and for this they

sacrifice their stories. They want their children to think well of France, that they have

opportunity there, and that the life they lead as a family, however difficult at times, is a

“normal” French life. This, the children discover as they participate more actively in

French society than their parents, is a lie. For better and for worse, there are differences;

differences in culture, in class, in privilege, and in social perception.

This gap is rarely addressed explicitly by the parents; and if it is, it is quickly

dismissed as either unimportant or with an unelaborated, derisive comment about “the

French”. This is confusing for the children, who are “differently” French, but they don’t
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know if that is good or bad (they do, however, hear the pain of their parents’ response and

realize that “Algerian” is difficultly different for “French”). The parents can say no more

about it because to address the difference would raise the wound of memory and break

the contract of silence they have made with themselves to enable their children “to

belong” in France. Yes, they want their chidden to be proud of their Algerian heritage,

they return to visit le bled (the home village) as often as they are able. But their children

are foreigners there; this too is a source of grief, as is the fact that Algeria of today is not

the Algeria of their own childhood. So the first generation ultimately surrenders. Their

children were born in France, all they have known is France, they have a right to France.

Through fragments of particulars stories, a partial understanding of the wounded

past, and the disaffection felt in proximity to their parents, compounded by the alienation

they have know in their own lives living as “the worst kind” of stigmatized minority in

France, the second generation inherits this grief. But the grief they experience is different

from that of their parent; obviously so, their life experiences have been radically different.

The second generation internalizes the social suffering of their parents grief, where it

transforms into a profound questioning of their own identity. What does it mean for me

to be French? The grief register shifts from the pain of an untold wound that exists at the

intersection of two peoples to “What does it mean to embody that uncomfortable past?” --

A Frenchman with an Arab face. The second generation is caught in a double bind: The

feel at once responsible to vindicate their parents’ stories (which they themselves have

not lived and only partially know), an, at the same time, they feel the imperative to claim
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their place as “French” in a society that continually denies their authenticity. They must

do this for their own legitimation, and that entails acknowledging a French-Algerian

union, that both sides, for historic reasons, resist. How do they claim their identity

without betraying their parents’ past or giving in to the colonizer? How do they love

themselves when they are a product of a repressed injury. The answer requires no less

than taking on history itself and putting it back together in a way that brings both

“France” and “Algeria” into question, and makes them, the second generation, possible.

Theirs is the task of healing the post-colonial wound. This is the “unfinished business” of

cultural memory that persists across generations.

Transgression

Transgression is elemental to the transmission of cultural memory. You have to

leave home to find home; you have to “transgress” the confines of your parents’ stories to

see that elements of that story are relevant to your own life, in your own way. The grief

that each generation feels about their relationship to France corresponds to their distinct

life experiences (for the first generation, the pain of specific events in history and a

“promise” of France never realized; for the second generation, the pain of being “born in

exile” and thus the impossibility of authenticity), so the “cultural memory” pertinent to

each generation is molded to suit different needs. To the degree that each “claims” this

memory, toes will be stepped on. But there is continuity in the sheer fact that this shifting
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memory is kept alive and is tied to a very real shared past - a past that has yet to be

reconciled for both the first and second generation, and indeed, France itself.

There comes a time when every generation has to surrender their story to the next

generation, if for no other reason than they have taken the story as far as they can. For

the first generation their story stands to bear witness to the injustice of French

colonialism, a devastating war, an unrealized Algerian “independence,” and the deceitful

social contract of immigration that guaranteed their position as the underclass. If the

story ended with them, the fruit of the labors and sacrifices they made would never be

rendered visible. They have exhausted the possibility of memory to explain the

unfinished story of the present, and they themselves can no longer carry that story into the

future. Surrendering the story to the next generation is a relief for the first, because other

wise cultural memory threatens to imprison them in their grief and resign their efforts to

failure. You cannot write history in the space of one life, and the first generation must

ultimately be relieved of the obligation to try to do so.

There is transgression as memory passes from one generation to the next;

transgressions of hopes, expectation and lived experiences. The first generation will not

have secured Algeria’s Independence, they will not have realized the dream of

opportunity in France, they will not have even achieved to be seen as equal human being

in they eyes of the French, and, worst of all, they will not have secured a better life for

their children. But they will have contributed to the possibility of all of these things.
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The second generation will not enjoy what it means to be “Algerian”, they will not speak

Arabic like their parents could, they will not love all the nuances of the culture from

whence they came; a culture that now marks them with stigma and ambivalence. They

will not know the entirety of their parents stories, nor the history of a nation and a

colonial past they are burdened to carry into the future. But they will appreciate and

embrace aspects of all of these things.

There is no guarantee that the second generation will get their parents’ story right,

no guarantee that they grasp what is most important as they use cultural memory to serve

their own needs, and there is a real risk of “loss” of their parents’ lived experience of

important chapters of history. The second generation cannot (and does not) carry on the

same grief of the past. The mourning over what is wrong with the present is different in

each, and each must be faithful to themselves. I am using the word “transgression” not

only to mean transgressing the boundary of what has come before to suit a shifting

identity and a shifting definition of memory (in the sense of “extension”/“surpassing”/ or

“going beyond”), but I am also hinting at the painful, but necessary guilt and betrayal of

each generation’s need to tell different “truths” before the last generation’s truth has been

told.

Redemption of the transgression in the transmission of cultural memory comes in

the successive and partial telling of each generation’s story, in reverse order. Now, wait a

minute, let me explain. The second generation will resist the ascription of an aberrant,
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stigmatized, “second” generation, bastardized “Arab” identity by insisting on their unique

French identity which includes the incorporation of what they know of their parents’ story

into the history of France. This will beg the question of ‘where did these immigrants

come from?, what happened?, what brought them here?” which will bring the history of

colonialism (and France) into question. Once France has realized its impact, it will want

to know the story, first of their own colonizers (which is also a story that has yet to come

out), and then maybe the colonized. By this time the third generation of Algerian

immigrant children, now more established in France society, will insist on knowing the

stories of their grandparents, at which time, best case scenario, those stories will be

written into the history of France. OR, worst case scenario, France will have developed

such an entrenched and pervasive discourse about the cultural wasteland of French

Algerian immigrant identity (bolstered by loads of French ethnopsychiatry) that we will

see the repetition of the African-American experience in France.

Un Pays d'Aceuille

Niçoise, Oranais, Madagasche, Patoua, Comorienne, Provençale, Vietnamienne,

Algerois, Martiniquan, Normande, Moroccain, Armenienne, Lebonnais, Alsascienne,

Italien, Corse, Nigerien, Tunisien, Senegalais, Gaulois, Marseillais – France is a blend

of cultures like nowhere else in the world. With 30% of its population of foreign origin
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within two generations, France is a country of immigration. But it is not always, nor even

often ‘un pays d’aceuille.’ It is not always a friendly place.

By casting immigration as a religious, familial, violence, poverty problem, France

overlooks its own implication in the French-Algerian past and present, and the imperative

of French-Algerian memory to tell a history. Under the prevailing, French defined social

paradigm, who makes it and who doesn’t make it depends on a degree of self

compromise (of the Algerian part of identity), and investment in a standardized

(stereotypic) way of being French (which European French themselves are not held to).

This requires a certain grieving. The nostalgia of first generation can be interpreted as a

longing for village/past life or an insistence upon the integration of those people who

have served France So well.

Memory is the act of telling a story - a radical declaration of agency, of identity,

of belonging. Beyond political economy, the inertia of history, the chaos of migration

politic, the authorship of one’s own memory is an act of agency that no one else can

determine. The process of decolonization [both Algerian and French], is one of piecing

memory back together to reflect the history and identities of an ever changing French

social fabric. The immigrant trajectory, as pronounced and particular as it is, fits within a

larger human experience from which we all can learn. We are all exiled from ourselves

and our history, no matter what degree of our sedentariness. The immigrant experience
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is but a more pronounced expression of the negotiation we all must do when faced with

changing times.

A nation can have its being only at the price of being forever in search of itself,

forever transforming itself in the direction of its logical development, always measuring

itself against others and identifying with the best, the most essential parts of its being; a

nation will consequently recognize itself in certain stock images, in certain passwords

known to the initiated (whether the latter are an elite or the mass of people, which is not

always the case); it will recognize itself in a thousand touchstones, beliefs, ways of

speech, excuses, in an unbounded subconscious, in the flowing together of many obscure

currents, in a shared ideology, shared myths, shared fantasies. And any national identity

necessarily implies a degree of national unity, of which it is in some sense the reflection,

the transposition and the condition. [Braudel, vol 1, p. 23]
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APPENDIX

Dico Marseillais: Expletives, Insults and Interjections
“Ma foi....”

Marseillais is a language in constant evolution -- a mix of Old Provençal, with
Italian, Arabic and Portuguese influences, as well as a very distinct type of play on
French (“ver-l’in” -- an inversion of certain words to veil their sense -- vivid
euphemisms). Very few of these words are to be found in a French dictionary.

Babis
Baraka

Banaste

Barouf
Bicot
Bien brave

Bogue
Bonnard
Bou dou

Bouleque

Cacou

Cak

Cagole
Calu

Collegue
Commisions
Con
Conasse
Condé
de Biscanti

Dégun
Détroussi

Djedji
a Donf
Engaste
Fada

Gambian

(noun) Derogatory name for Italians
Arabic word for “blessing”, used either to mean “good luck” or,
increasingly, to mean “that’s enough;” probably because it sounds a little
like “basta” [“enough!”] in Italian
A heavy load
A mess

Derogatory name for Arab (fr. 'goat’)
(adjective) referring to a person, nice but a little thick.
Insult. Small, very stupid fish (found in the Mediterranean)
really good
(Prov.) Good God.
“hurry up!” (combo “boul” [fr. colloquial for boulevard] + “eque” [Ar.

pronoun suffix for “you”])
A “dandy” a la Marseillais; a charmer who presents himself as more than
he is, a wheel-n-dealer, slickly dressed.
An old cacou.

A female cacou, flirtatious but tough, a “tease”; slickly dressed.
Idiot
Friend

The “goods”, especially groceries; the essentials.
Idiot
Female idiot

verl’in for “des cons” [“stupid idiots'] - the police
Twisted

Absolutely no one
Someone who breaks everything

(from Arabic) pretentious imbecile
“a fond” in verl’in -- very much
A serious tangle, problem, pain in the ass
(from Fr. “fou” - crazy) nut case, imbecile, deranged, not at ease; also
“Fadoli” (Italian variation)
Seagull with Marseillais accent (“aow, aow!”)
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Gobi Compliment. A gobi is a cute little fish (found in the Mediterranean)
Oh Fan/Fatch Docile insult, from Italian fatche -face; meaning, sometimes

Jobastre
Mamet

Méfi
Melon

Meuf
Mia

Minot
Mirou
Mobi

un Moulon

Nifler

Papet
Pégué
Petasse
Peuchère

Poufiasse
Putain

Que Dal
Radasse
Ravi
Shtarbé
Souk

Tafanari
Tchatche
Té
Vai’

Va te fancul
Va t'enfévé
Vé

Zef
Zou
Zou maï

sympathetically, “Oh face of an idiot”.
Flagrant idiot
Mama

“Pay attention”
Derogatory name for Arab
“Femme” in Verl’in - Woman

(like Cacou) young self-possessed man, whose “tastes” are inspired by the
late 60s-70s.
Child, cutie, infant
Insult. Fat, bottom-feeding fish (found in the Mediterranean)
(from “mobylette”) - Moped, Solex, - anything with two wheels and a
small motor.
A lot

From the Arabic nif-nose, to smell; but in colloquial Marseillais = to bore,
fatigue, or frustrate
Papa
Stuck, inert; empegué - drunk
Insult for a woman meaning “bitch” or “cow”; a skinny poufiasse
(from Provençale) - “Poor thing”
Fat petasse
Expletive. Used regularly in Marseillais speech; literally means “whore”,
but does not have this connotation in everyday speech. It is used rather as
emphasis like “oh my God!” or “unbelievable” or “too bad”
Zilch, nada, nothing (also nibe, cuts)
“Easy” petasse
Happy imbecile
Crazy
(Arabic) market, (Marseillais)exotic place/bordello
A woman’s buttocks

The art of talking a lot about nothing much at all
“Take it!”

“Let’s go”
“Go screw yourself”
“Go screw yourself” (more polite)
“LOOk!”

(from Arabic) Violent wind
Move! (forward);
Move forward again!!
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All I’ve said and written

-

happened. ...But

what will remain with me

is that little apartment in

the Panier, where I slept

my nights to wake the

morning, and the 36 years

during which I tried to

figure out if those 73o

days were real.

The last page of my

dissertation is transparent.
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